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I

To have lived to the full, to have loved, to have

fought, to have killed: that is a man’s life. And
even though the price be death, it would be cheap

at that. No man has lived fully till he has loved

deeply and often; no man has the right to the tide

of “Man ” till he has fought and won; no man has

tasted the fullest measure of power till he has killed.

To regret is weak. I have no regrets, save one;

and that is for what happened to Mimi Caviglioli’s

young brother. Jealousy was the cause, a fierce

gnawing jealousy that for a time turned me into a

being scarcely sane—an animal. A passion for

beautiful women is my only weakness; but it is a

weakness that has placed me where I am—behind a

grille—and has set the guillotine hungering for my
neck. A woman’s pretty face accomplished what
the Might of France failed to do.

For thirty-three years I existed : for eleven, I have

lived. In those eleven years I have crowded more
experience, a greater sensation—^love, passion, hatred,
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ambition, yes, and even fear—than a hundred other

men in the whole of their lives. I have often been

asked, “ If you could go back to that day in 192*,

the day before the shooting of that sailor, would you

have built your life differently? How often and

how deeply have you regretted the sudden impulse

that drew your gun for the sake of the little flower-

seller? ” But my answer has always been the same

:

"No, a thousand times no, I have never regretted

that impulse that made me an outlaw from society

and the ‘ King of the Maquis.’
’’

These last eleven years have been so full—full of

planning and scheming: planning how to increase

my power, scheming how to avoid the forces of the

law and those who would betray me if they dared

—

that I have had but little time for introspection.

Now, since the handcuffs closed about my wrists and

I can no longer see the sun rise from behind my
beloved Corsican mountains or sink into the misty

blue of the Mediterranean, I can look back upon my
life as a reader can look back upon a book whose

last chapter has been reached and which yet lies

open upon his knee.

To me it is a wonderful book. In it is all the

glamour and colour that can be crowded into so short

a space—eleven years. Its pages are written in blood

and bespattered with the sweat of toil : but not the

toil that most men know, the axe, the plough, the
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anvil, the bench. My toil has been an unsleeping

alertness, as of a wild animal, always on the watch

for its hunters, ever ready to pounce upon its prey,

never relinquishing its tension lest some false move

may betray its whereabouts and the crack of a gun

and the searing heat of a bullet shall end its days.

I have no fear when I consider the possibility that

before the dawn of another year the guillotine will

have claimed another victim and the last chapter of

my life will be closed. I have met fear face to face

too often to feel it now. Rather I think of Romanetd,

of Rutili, of many other true and glorious comrades

who have gone beyond and are waiting for me, the

last of the banditti, to join them.

So much has been said of our ruthlessness, of our

cruelty, of our wanton destruction, that for the sake

of my comrades rather than from a desire to white-

wash myself, I wish to tell the story of Andr6 Spada,

the last King of the Maquis—of myself.

When I die the world will rejoice. It will say,

" At last the island of Corsica has been freed of that

devil who has been sucking its life’s blood.” But

what of the peasants, of the Corsicans themselves?

Will they hang out bunting and hold festa when the

knife falls upon Spada’s neck? Not they I I was

born in Corsica. I have lived my life in Corsica,

amongst its peasants, in its villages, and I know that

on that day there will be barely a dry eye amongst
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those that are Corsican at heart. The town dwellers

may rejoice, the hotel-keepers, the gendarmes, the city

fathers—but not the peasant. I was their protector

and their friend, as was Romanetti before me. They

knew that so long as they remained true that they

had nothing to fear from me. If they were sick or

in trouble, if they needed help or money, I was there

to provide. The world, they say, is turning to Social-

ism, to the helping of the poor from the rich man’s

pocket. If that is so then not only was I King of

the Maquis but King of Socialism, for that is how

we lived, we bandits, helping the poor at the un-

willing rich man’s expense.

How long will the hotel-keeper, the smug shop

owner rejoice at my downfall? Do they realize how
much of their custom, how many of the foreign

visitors, came to the island through the glamour of

the Maquis? Now that glamour is gone, the reign

of the Maquis is ended. Peace and law will now
lay their healing hands upon the stricken island.

So they say. But when a widowed peasant’s only

son dies, who will provide for his aged mother? The
hotel-keeper, the shopkeeper? Not they! They

will be too busy building up their bank accounts.

It will be then that the hand of the outlaws will be

missed, and the name of Andr£ Spada remembered

with, maybe, a tear.

Much has been written of the banditti of Corsica,
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and most of it has been false. How often have the

journalists compared us with the gunmen of Chicago?

A thousand times if they have once. The Chicago

gunmen have spread and thrived on vice: we in a

measure have suppressed it. Romanetti, who prob-

ably was the greatest leader in the Maquis, was a

truly moral and kindly man. I should know; I have

served under him as his chief lieutenant and have

seen his many acts of kindness and chivalry. True,

we have killed, and killed freely; but not wantonly.

It has been either in self-defence or to wipe out some

great wrong. The Northern mind can scarcely grasp

the true significance of our vendettas. To us some

wrongs can only be righted by death. It is not a

matter of vengeance: it is our honour that is at stake.

The Corsican is a peaceable and quiet man, but

do him a wrong that places his honour in danger and

he becomes the most implacable of all men. I speak

as a Corsican, for I was born and reared in the “ Isle

of Beauty.” My parents were Sardinians, but before

my birth they had emigrated to Corsica and settled

in the village of Lopigna, where, in 1889, 1 was bom.
My real name, by the way, is not Spada but Gavini

—Andr6 Gavini.

My early days were peaceful and I showed but

little of the spirit that one day was to make me the

King of the Maquis. Certainly I had my fair share

of a normal boy’s love of adventure, and even from
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an early age was greatly attracted to the fairer sex.

I suppose I had rather more than my share of con-

quests in the village, and had to put up with the

friendly banter of my friends, particularly of Santu

Stephanini, to whom I rather looked up in those

days. True, Giovanni Ferrari, with his quick temper

and eager gallantry, was one to make their heart beat

fast; and Zetto Rutili, later known as the “ Lion of

Lopigna,” was reputed to have had a greater number

of fights over girls than any other young man in the

village. All the same I seemed to have some fas-

cination that the others lacked that would bring a

girl to my hand, as a half-tamed colt to the hand

of a born horse-breaker.

Early in life my father set me to work in the

forests. The work was hard, and it laid the founda-

tion of my perfect physique without which I could

never have withstood the hardships of later life when
we had to fight, not only against the police, but

against the extreme cold of the Corsican mountains,

some of which attain a height of nearly nine

thousand feet.

I was not fond of work, particularly under another

man’s direction. We Corsicans—at heart I am a

Corsican, though of Sardinian blood—are an inde-

pendent and freedom-loving people. It was this

aversion to control that later got me into my first

real trouble—^that and my weakness for women.
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It was some years before the War that I became

of military age. The idea of service did not appeal

to me; besides, there was Maria, I did not want to

leave her. I had fought over her with Zetto Rutili

and had won. The fight did not spoil my friendship

with Rutili. We had loved the same girl; we had

fought; I had won. That was all. There was no

bad blood about it upon his part; no cock-crowing

on mine.

Par bleu, but she was beautiful, was Maria. How
could I have joined some regiment and left her?

When the time came for me to report for service I

failed to do so. They would have taken me, but I

sought refuge in the Maquis.

For those who do not know the island I had better

explain that by far the greatest part of it is covered

by thickly wooded highland—the Maquis. Her
population is distributed over the lowlands arotmd

the coast. There is no place on earth more ideally

fitted as a sanctuary than the Maquis. Dense woods,

few roads, crags for look-out posts, caverns to hide

in, fresh water in abundance and, lastly, game for

the killing, wild pigs and fowls.

There I lived for a while, coming down into the

villages, whenever I felt it would be safe to do so,

to drink with my comrades and replenish my pro-

visions. And, of course, to drink of another and
even more intoucadng wine—^the red lips of Maria.
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I was perfectly happy in the Maquis. The free

and unfettered life suited me. My time I spent ex-

ploring and hunting. Fortunately, the various bands

of outlaws did not resent my intrusion. The Maquis

could hide a thousand men, what difference would

one make? Besides, in a way, like them, I was a

fugitive from civilization. There was no fear that

I would betray them to the police. They left me in

peace.

Then came the War. Joining the army in peace

was one matter
:
joining it in war was another. The

idea of fighting appealed to me. I suppose, like

many another young fool at that time, I was over-

come with the glamour of the moment. I came out

of hiding and enlisted. Probably I should have

been punished for evading military service; but

France needed men, young, healthy men who were

eager to fight. I was young and healthy and my
fighting instincts had been aroused. They enrolled

me, and before very long I was drafted to a regiment.

It was not many weeks before disillusionment

came. War was not an epic of gallantry, not even

to a full-fledged soldier, far less to a recruit : it was

a boring grind of dull and, to me, useless and de-

grading duties. I could not bear the authority, the

feeling that I was litde better than dirt beneath the

feet of my officers and sergeants. At best, I thought,

they can but look on me as cannon-fodder. I had
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always resented authority, and since my recent life

in the Maquis this love of freedom had grown

beyond bounds. I would not submit to orders. I

was probably set down as an ill-tempered and surly

cur whose spirit must be broken. I was always in

trouble—refusing to obey commands, insolence,

indolence. Oh, yes, in their own minds they were

probably very much justified : to my mind they were

tyrants. After two months I deserted.



n

The experience gained during my exile in the

Maquis now came to my assistance, though avoiding

the pohce in the Maquis was a childlike pastime

compared with avoiding the military authorities in

France. As I have already said, the Maquis is the

most perfect refuge on earth—to a Corsican; I would

not describe France in wartime as being such. How-

ever, eventually I wormed my way to Marseilles.

The Maquis was my objective: once let me reach

Corsica and I would be safe from recapture. Mar-

seilles seemed to me to be the best jumping-o£E point

for the island. Perhaps I was unwise in my choice.

I do not know.

I reached the city in the dusk of an autumn even-

ing and at once made my way towards the docks.

Here I encoimtered my greatest difficulties. Even

in the outlying districts it had been hard to avoid

capture. Walking into Marseilles was like putting

one’s head on a railway line and hoping the train
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would not run over it, for the docks seemed lousy

—^there is no other word for it—with the military.

However, I had to take the risk, for there are only

three ways of reaching Corsica—swimming, flying,

or by ship. As the first two were obviously im-

possible, there alone remained the ship, and ships

sail from docks and harbours. It is a pity that the

same idea occurs to those in authority and that they

plaster the quays with soldiers and police to see that

no unauthorized person enters or leaves the port.

However, it is the way of the world.

I had hoped in the darkness to fall in with some

friendly seaman who would give me the information

I desired—the whereabouts and movements of some

vessel destined for Corsica. I had no luck and was

reconnoitring on my own in the hope of recognizing

some island craft when I was challenged by a sus-

picious sentry.

“ I am a seaman,” I told him, “ looking for my
ship.”

” And your ship’s name? ”

I thought quickly.
“ The Marie Blanche of Rouen.”

The man looked keenly at me.

“The Marie Blanche of Rouen? There is no
ship of that name in port, my friend. I must ask

you to come and see M. le Commandant.”

The game was up, I could see that. There was
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nothing for it but to fight my way out. I took a

lightning blow at the man’s stomach, hoping to

wind him. My aim was not quite perfect, for

although he dropped his rifle and doubled up, he

had sufficient breath left in his lungs to let out a

fearsome bellow. At once in the darkness I heard

a clatter of running feet on the cobbles. Diving

down an alleyway, I tried to dodge my pursuers, but

they were sufficiently close behind me to make my
task difficult.

After a stiff chase I came upon a lighted quarter

of the town and, since a running man would have

aroused suspicion, I slackened my pace and strolled

up the street and along the next trying to look un-

concerned. I felt moderately safe for the moment,

as my pursuers had caught sight of little more than

a shadow as I made off, and I did not suppose that

my friend the sentry would as yet be sufficiently

recovered to join in the hunt. However, it would

not be long before my description was circulated, and

then I would have my work cut out to evade capture.

A voice at my elbow made me jump.
" Pourquoi promenez-vous? ”

A woman of the street. A woman, did I say? A
girl. She could have been no more than eighteen

or nineteen, a slight young figure in a blue coat and

skirt, a scarlet hat and high-heeled slippers. She

had hair, black as a stormcloud, that was cut in a
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straight fringe across her brow and jutted out in two

sickles from beneath her hat on either side. Her

face was white and her lips vied with the scarlet of

her hat.

" Pourquoi promenez-vous? ”

The pass-word of the woman of the street. If I

could get this girl to take me to her room I would

be safe, at least for the moment.

“I am a soldier on furlough, Mademoiselle. I

look for enjoyment—and company.”

She smiled the set, mirthless smile of her profes-

sion. A smile that curls the lips but brings no light

to the eyes.

“ I can give you both, monsieur. And I know of

a litde restaurant where the wine is good. We can

have supper.”

“ Your name, cherie? ”

“
Simone. And yours?

”

“ Andr6.”

Thus we were introduced, and Simone led the way

to her httle restaurant where the wine was good and

we could have supper.

Ah, but she was sweet, was little Simone, as yet

unspoiled by her profession. I asked her why she

had entered it.

“ Mais, pourquoi non, mon Andrif One must

live, so why not by love?
”

We supped, we talked, we laughed, we drank, and
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80 entertaining a companion I found Simone that I

almost forgot the military police who were no doubt

scouring the town for me. But I have always been

like that. Give me a pretty woman whom I can

love, even though it be but for a very little while,

and I can forget the danger that may be threatening

me. True, Simone was what she was, and one is

not expected to fall in love with a woman of her

class, nevertheless I found myself coming under her

spell even as she was coming under mine.

The laughter that came from her painted lips now
reached to her big brown eyes, and there was a flush

on her white cheeks that the wine had not brought

to them.

How she guessed I cannot tell, but a woman often

knows one’s secrets without a word having passed.

It was in her room later that night she said

:

“ Andr^, you are a deserter from the army, n'est-ce

pas} Why, for you are no coward?
”

It was no good bluffing. If I had lied to her she

might have called in an agent. I told her every-

thing as she sat on the edge of her bed, swinging a

long, silk-clad leg with a little red shoe dangling

precariously from her toes so that I watched her,

fascinated, as I spoke, expecting to see that litde

shoe fly ofE and hit the wall. I told her of my love

of freedom and my hatred of authority. When I

had finished she nodded her head severd times and,
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slipping off the bed, came and sat upon my knee,

one slim arm about my neck.

“I know, mon brave. My parents, they would

have put me into the laundry, and there I would

have had to work, day in, day out; each day like the

other, no new faces, no new excitements—dull as

hell, Andr4, and that old hag standing over us with

her horrible, toothless face, crying, ‘ Now, Simone,

my girl, we don’t pay you good money to chatter!
'

Here I am free, I can choose my own friends, live

my own life.”

For three days I remained there, hidden by

Simone while she kept watch on the docks in the

hope of finding a ship to carry me across to the

island.

She would take no money from me except for the

food she bought in the little restaurant below. I

begged her to, but she set her lips in a scarlet streak

across her face and resolutely shook her head.

“ From the others, yes. From you, Andr6, no.

I told you I took to this life because of love. I lied

—lied to myself as well as to you. The other—it is

not love. I did not know what love was, Andr6, till

you came here.”

There were other girls in the same house, six or

seven I should say. Some young and comparatively

unspoiled, as was Simone, others older with the lines

deeper about their mouths, their eyes hard. There
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was one, Marie. She was small and cheeky, young,

no older than Simone. Sometimes I would meet her

on the stairs or in the restaurant, that always smelt

of garlic, and she would give me a sidelong look and

curve her lips in a provoking way. She was a httle

devil, was that one. On the evening of the third

day I had been there I met Marie on the stairs and,

as usual, she looked at me in that way, curling her

lips and glancing up at me through her lashes. That

time it was too much for my hot blood, and I caught

her roughly to me and kissed the silly smirk from

her lips.

Presently I saw that she was looking at something

over my shoulder with a queer light in her eyes.

Abruptly I swung round to follow her gaze, but the

well of the staircase was empty and dark, only I

heard a light step on the stairs as though of a

woman running, and then the door into the restaur-

ant slammed. I swung back to Marie.
“ What was it, you little devil? ” I demanded.

“ What were you staring at?
”

She smiled back at me, an odd, mocking smile.

“ N’importe,” she answered softly. " Ce n'itait

pas lien.** And she was gone.

I went back to Simone’s room. A quarter of an

hour later the door opened and Simone entered.

" Voild, M. le Capitaine! There is Andr6 Gavini
—^the deserter.”
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As I passed out between an escort, I looked at

Simone. She was seated upon the edge of her bed,

swinging one long, silk-clad leg, her little red slipper

dangling from her toe. With a tiny clatter the

slipper fell at my feet, and as I stooped to pick it up

something warm and moist fell on to the back of my
hand. A tear?

At the court martial I was sentenced to three years

imprisonment for desertion in time of war.



ni

The War was over. Once again I was returned to

my beloved Corsica and had settled at my parents’

house in Lopigna. As one must work to live, even

in Corsica, unless one is a rich man or a bandit, 1

went back to my old occupation, that of a forester.

There were still many of my old friends at

Lopigna, though some had fallen in the War, and

Santu Stephanini, one of my greatest comrades, was

serving a stretch of five years at Fresne Prison.

Soon I had resumed my care-free life, dancing at

the caf^s and inns, and drinking nightly with such

good comrades as Zetto Rutili and Giovanni Ferrari.

There was also Giocundi, the woodcutter, but I had

little use for him—a sly, sneaking fellow: the sort

you would expect to stab you in the back. Marie

was married, but I was free of that old passion : there

were many other lovely girls in Ajaccio and Lopigna.

There was one, Zizi Nicollette, a little flower-seller,

who was as pretty as the flowers she sold, with her

dark eyes and her red cheeks. But none of us made
36



love to her or teased her as we did the other girls.

Zizi had fallen when she was a child and was a

cripple.

I can see her now, if I close my eyes, as she walked

between the tables. She was like a pansy that has

been broken by the wind: too tender a bloom to

pluck. Few of us could deny her a coin; we were

always well rewarded by the way her dark eyes

would sparkle and her face would flush with pleasure.

One day Zetto Rutili came to me in great excite-

ment.
“ Have you heard the news, Andrd? "

" News, mon ami} There is no news in Lopigna

these dull days.”

Rutili laughed gleefully.

“ It is Santu Stephanini, he has been released from

Fresne Gaol and has returned.”

That was news indeed.

“ C^est bon, to-night we shall celebrate, Stephanini,

you, I and Ferrari. It is a fete day in Lopigna. Let

us meet at the Caf^ Marguerite.”

That night Lopigna was in festal mood. The
houses had been decorated with flags and every

light in the village seemed to be blazing out on to

the streets. The caf^s and inns were crowded out.

People had come in from the surrounding vUlages,

even from Ajaccio. Sailors on leave from their

ships, determined to make a night of it. Everyone
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was dancing, and if they were not dancing they were

drinking. Most of them were doing both. A
drink with a girl upon your knee, she sipping out of

your glass; then a dance; then another drink with,

maybe, another girl.

We four, Stephanini, Rutili, Ferrari and myself,

were not yet troubling with the girls. We were con-

tent to be alone, renewing our old companionship,

now that Stephanini had returned. We drank, of

course, freely; that and the general excitement and

the thrill of having Stephanini back with us may
have accounted partly for what took place.

Zizi Nicollette was there, naturally, her basket of

flowers on her arm and a happy smile on her lips.

“ Oh, Andr6, if I could only dance I
” she cried

as she passed our table. “ Isn’t it all so exciting

—

the people, the lights, the dancing, the music? And
have you seen the Italian sailors? Marianne tells

me that they are from the Principe di Savoia in

Ajaccio Harbour!
”

“ Keep away from the Italian sailors, ma petite,”

I warned her. “ You are far too pretty to-night.”

She flushed, and her dark eyes danced.

“Oh, Andr6! Me, pretty! ” And she went off

laughing.

Presently a group of the Italian sailors came in

and settled at a table in the corner of the caf^. They
were all laughing and singing very loudly, and it
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was easy enough to see that they were far gone in

drink. As the evening wore on, the noise and excite-

ment increased. The caf6 girls were shrieking and

the men shouting so loudly that one could hardly

hear the music.

Then in a comer I saw litde Zizi NicoUette in the

arms of one of the drunken Italian sailors. She was

beating at his face and chest with her bony little

hands and crying. Her pretty face was screwed up

into an expression of fear and disgust. It was per-

fectly plain to see what the fellow was up to. There

was a door at the back of the caf6 : he was trying to

edge his way out through it with Zizi in his arms.

If she had been one of the common caf6 girls I would

have said nothing. But it was Zizi, about the only

girl I had ever really reverenced.

We are a hot-blooded race, we Corsicans, and

almost before I realized what I was about I had

snatched my gun out and shot from beneath the

table.

One moment the caf^ had been a bubbling

cauldron of noise : the next—silence.

The Italian let go of Zizi and slowly spun round.

The crash of his fall rattled the glasses on the tables.

For an instant we were as quiet and still as a wax-

work show, then the voice of the proprietor rang out.

" No one is to leave the caf6. You, Jean, run for

the police.”
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I had slipped my gun back into my pocket and

was sitting—as the others—waiting. No one dared

leave the cafe for fear of being suspect. After that

first silence everybody started talking again, but in a

hushed sort of way. One or two of the caf^ girls

showed signs of going into hysterics and had to be

silenced by Madame. An Italian sailor was being

noisily sick in a corner.

I felt safe enough, for only my three companions

could possibly know who had shot, and they, I knew,

would sooner die than give me away. I think that

the virtue of honour is more highly developed in the

Corsican than in any other race. To us it is an

unwritten law that the Corsican shall never betray

his companions. Many a man has gone to the

guillotine rather than break faith with his code.

It seemed an eternity, though it could not have

been more than a few minutes, before Jean, the pot-

boy, arrived with a brigadier and three gendarmes.

The gendarmes at once mounted guard over the

door and the brigadier began his inquiry.

First he made certain that the sailor was dead.

There was little doubt of that. When I shoot to

kill—I kiU.

" Who is this man? ”
he demanded.

One of the sailors stepped forward and let

loose a flood of Italian. The brigadier raised his

hand.
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" lAtes en frangaisf
” he commanded.

In fiendishly bad French the man told him

:

“It is Luigi Gonzaletti, of the ship Principe di

Savoia, now lying in Ajaccio Harbour.”

The brigadier wrote.

“ And who shot him? ”

No one answered.

“ Surely someone must have seen the shot fired?
”

he shouted angrily. “ No one leaves this ca£6 until

I know the truth.”

It was then that a girl stepped forward, one of the

caf6 gitls, a spiteful vixen of a creature with slant

eyes, a tousled mop of hair and a weak, sneering

mouth.
“ Well? ” barked the brigadier.

The girl looked across at our table.

“ C’etait lui,” she said.

“ Comment? ”

“ Lui.” She pointed straight at Ferrari, who was

sitting on my right.

“ It is a lie I
” I cried, jumping to my feet. “ The

girl is crazy. It was
”

Ferrari dragged me down on to my chair again.

“ Be quiet, you fool,” he whispered. “ Let them

take me. They have no evidence. My gun is clean,

while yours . .
.”

I would have given almost anything to have put

a bullet into the gendarme who advanced and
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snapped the handcuffs on to Ferrari, but it would

have done no good.

They led Ferrari away, jostling a passage through

the crowd. As soon as they had gone, I took

Stephanini and Rutili to a quiet place where we could

talk the matter over. News of the killing had soon

spread, and as we forced a way through the crowded

streets we heard on all sides

:

“ ... at the Caf^ Marguerite. . .
.”

“ What happened?
”

"... an Italian sailor. . .
.”

"... off the Principe di Savoia . .
.”

“ Yes, dead; quite dead.”

"... Giovanni Ferrari. . .
.”

“ I can’t let them hold him,” I said; “ I’ve got to

go and tell them the truth.”

“ Don’t be such a fool I
” urged Stephanini.

“ What can they do to him? They will soon learn

their mistake. No one can ever find out who shot

the sailor.”

Reluctantly I agreed, but it ate into my conscience

to know that Ferrari, my friend, was lying at the

police house in Lopigna, accused of a crime that I

had committed.
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All that night I paced up and down my room. I

could not rest for thinking of what might happen

to my brave comrade, Ferrari, who had been will-

ing to place himself in danger for my sake. The
more I thought of it the more convinced I became

that I was playing a coward’s part. The advice of

Stephanini and Rutili might be prudent, but I am
not a man to hide behind another’s back when there

is danger about.

Twice I got as far as the street determined to

present myself at the house of the agent de police

and tell him that it was I, not Ferrari, who had shot

the Italian sailor, but each time I went back to my
room and resumed my pacing. What good would

it do? I argued. They would probably hold us both,

and not only would I have failed to save Ferrari,

but I would have placed my own neck in the noose,

or, rather, on the block.

It was towards dawn that the solution came to me.
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I would go to Romanetti, the “ King of the Maquis,”

and ask Hs help. We Corsicans all knew how often

Romanetti had helped when a man was in trouble,

and had learnt to rely upon him. Why should he

not help me?
The sky was lightening above the mountains as

I stepped out into the street, and, when I entered

the Maquis, the first sleepy notes of a waking bird

came to my ears. Soon the woods were ringing with

their song and chatter. As I reached the clearing,

where I knew that I should find the hut of Giocundi,

the woodman, the first rays of the sun came slant-

ing down through the trees.

Giocundi was still asleep, but came to the door,

rubbing his eyes, his face looking even more pinched

and mean than it did in the light of full day.

“ What do you want? ” he growled.

I told him.
“ You want to find Romanetti? How should I

know where he is?
”

It was well known amongst us that Giocundi was

one of Romanetti’s spies. I did not tell him this,

but, instead, I mentioned the possibility of a reward

for the man who would lead me to Romanetti.

Putting his head on one side he squinted at me
while he rubbed the bristles on his chin with his

horny thumb. At last, as though satisfied, he jerked

his head.
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“ Very well. Come inside. At least we can

have breakfast first.”

I shall never forget that journey to the mountain

lair of the King of the Maquis. We climbed up and

up, at times traversing what were practically goat

tracks with a drop of many hundreds of feet upon

one hand, and upon the other, the cliff soaring up

above us.

Several times we were challenged by Romanetti’s

outposts, but, after a brief explanation from Gio-

cundi, were allowed to proceed.

Finally, after several hours hard going, we came

upon Romanetti’s headquarters, a group of strongly

built stone huts with a surrounding wall and a fosse

set about them. The site had been well chosen from

a strategical point of view and, to me, appeared

practically invulnerable.

There was a further parley with the pickets at the

entrance, but at last I found myself standing face

to face with Nonce Romanetti, the greatest oudaw

in the whole of Corsica.

I do not know, but I seem to remember a sensation

of disappointment at sight of him. One expects, I

suppose, that a brigand chief shall look the part. In

a way Romanetti did. He was splendidly clothed

in a velvet suit with bell-bottomed trousers. There

was a knife in his sash and a huge sheepskin rug

over his shoulder, for the mountain air is very cold.
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On his head was a scarlet woollen cap. Ma f6! he

looked a king, but his face was too kindly for that

of an outlaw. His beard was neatly trimmed, his

moustache was combed, his eyes beneath his broad

forehead looked out almost dreamily upon me.

Yes, Romanetti had the face rather of a philosopher

than of a bandit.

“ What can I do for you, young man? ”

His voice was deep and kindly.

I told him. And as I spoke he watched my face

keenly. At length he nodded.
“ Hein? You killed the sailor because he would

have ravaged the little flower-seller. You did well, my
friend, though death was too good for such a one.”

“ And you will help me? You will send to the

police and obtain Ferrari's release in exchange for

me?”
Romanetti stroked his beard, contemplating me

with his big, soft eyes.

“ You should have been one of us, Andr^ Spada.

You do not lack courage or loyalty. Yes, I will help

you. Giocundi I

”

The woodman came running.

“ Go to the agent de police in Lopigna and tell him
that Andr6 Spada is with me and confesses to the

killing of that sailor. In return for Ferrari’s release

I shall see that Spada surrenders to him. Under-

stand? Bring back the reply to me.”
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When Giocundi had gone Romanetti turned to

me.
“ Until we receive their reply you must not leave

the camp, Spada. I have made myself responsible

for your surrender, should they release Ferrari.”

That was my first personal contact with Roman-

etti’s strict code of honour. The police were his

enemies, but if he gave his word that I would be

deUvered to them in the event of Ferrari’s release,

dehvered I would be, even though it were my dead

body slung over a horse’s back.

The police, however, did not put the same trust

in Romanetti’s honour as did the peasants of

Corsica. Perhaps they suspected a trick. At all

events the following day Giocundi returned with the

insolent reply that “ a bird in the hand was worth

two in the Maquis.”

Romanetti seemed unmoved by this lack of trust.

Dismissing Giocundi, he turned to me.
“ I am sorry, Spada. I did what I could for your

friend. The police have refused my ofEer. You are

now free to go.”

I found my way back to Lopigna determined to

do what I could for Ferrari.

My first action was to call a meeting with Steph-

anini and Rutili at a caf^. They listened dubiously

to what 1 had to suggest.

“ I do not like it,” growled Rutili. “ Stephanini
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and I are to go before the agent de police and swear

that it was you who killed the sailor. What chance

have you then of escaping the guillotine? They

have only that girl’s word against Ferrari. No, my
friend, it is madness.”

1 argued. I pleaded.
“
But see, Rutili. Am I the sort of man to let a

friend suffer for what I have done? They may not

execute Ferrari; they will at least condemn him to

a long term of imprisonment at Ajaccio Gaol.”

At last I managed to get them to agree, and it was

with an odd mixture of fear and hope that I waited

to hear about their interview with the agent.

As soon as I caught sight of them returning I

knew that they had failed.

“ That agent is a pig and a son of a pig,” was

Stcphanini’s first comment. “We swore that it

was you who shot the sailor and that if he liked we

could bring other witnesses—though who else we

could have found to swear I do not know—but he

said that if the whole of Lopigna should come and

testify on his doorstep he would not release Ferrari.

He talked about our trying to ‘ impede the course

of justice,’ and warned us to be careful.”

“ Yes,” cut in Rutih, “ he says that he is certain

that Ferrari is the guilty one and that we are only

trying to throw dust in his eyes. He says that he

is determined that Ferrari shall not escape the
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guillotine. To-morrow he is to be taken to Ajaccio

prison to await his trial.”

That set me thinking, and before nightfall I had

completed my plans. That night I slept peacefully,

certain that on the day following Ferrari would be

free.

I kept watch on the Poste de Police until I saw

Ferrari set out for Ajaccio between two gendarmes,

Caillard and Antoine. Few knew the country better

than I did, and already I had decided upon the spot

where I should intercept them.

By taking a short cut through the Maquis I arrived

long before Ferrari and the gendarmes at a point

where the road dwindled to a mere track that wound

its way about the hill. I chose a spot where a big

rock screened me from the gendarmes’ approach and

waited.

Before me the ground fell sharply away to the

valley in a cascade of boulders. In the distance I

could see the vivid blue of the Mediterranean wink-

ing in the sun. It was very peaceful there and hot,

the sun striking back from the rocks. Somewhere

close a bird was singing. It was difficult to believe

that in another few minutes, if the gendarmes did

not listen to reason, death would be let loose on that

quiet hillside. I had to look down at my two guns,

gleaming in my waistband, to realize it was true.

The clink of a shoe against a stone brought me to
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the alert. Ferrari and his escort were approaching.

As they reached the rock behind which I sat I stood

up and blocked the path.

“ Stop! ” I cried.

The right hands of the gendarmes dropped to their

guns, and the taller, Caillard, demanded

:

“ Well, mon brave, what do you want?
”

“ You know well enough,” I told him. “ It was

I, Spada, who shot that Italian. Take me to Ajaccio

and let Ferrari go.”

Caillard only grinned.

“So? I have heard that story before, my friend.

Now stand out of the way like a good fellow and let

us pass.”

" I will not. I tell you "

“ Stand aside!
”

“ He is innocent. Let me ”

" Stand aside, I say !

”

I am as quick on the draw as any of your Chicago

gunmen. My two guns barked as one.

Antoine slumped and fell where he stood. Cail-

lard threw his arms in the air, spxm about and toppled

over the edge. His body went bump—^bump—^bump

down the boulders till finally it came to rest, sprawled

out some hundreds of feet below.

Antoine lay very still—on his face—^his fingers

crooked as though he had been scrabbling in the dust.

The whole front of his forehead had caved in by the
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force of my bullet at so close a range. With my foot

I rolled him over the side to join his comrade below.

He, too, went bounding and bumping down the hill-

side.

Then all was silent again. The bird had stopped

singing, but the sun still beat up hotly from the rocks.

Below in the valley a woman was hanging out a white

sheet to dry. I could see it flapping slowly in the

breeze.

“ And now what? ” said Ferrari.

With a jerk I turned round to face him. I had

just killed two men, but oddly enough I felt quite

calm. Drawing out a packet of cigarettes, I tossed

one to Ferrari and lit another for myself.

“ I suppose you realize,” I asked him, “ that we are

now outlaws?
”

Ferrari nodded.
“ The police will never rest until they have sent

us to the guillotine.”

I sat down on a boulder and puffed slowly at my
cigarette. It was like a dream, sitting there and

smoking calmly when only a few minutes earlier I

had killed two gendarmes. I felt no more excite-

ment than I would if I had killed a couple of chickens

for dinner. From now onwards we were marked

men. It would never be safe for us to appear in any

of the villages or towns. It would not be long before

the police at Ajaccio would begin to grow uneasy at
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the non-arrival of Ferrari. A search-party would be

sent out and the dead gendarmes would be found. It

was for this reason I had rolled Antoine over the edge

to join Caillard, with the hope that it might give us

an hour or so extra start.

At length I turned to Ferrari.

" You had better join one of the bands of outlaws,”

I advised. “ You will be safe then. I should ask

Romanetti if he will enroll you. His is the most

powerful band, and he is the best leader and a very

fine man.”

I told Ferrari briefly of my visit to Romanetti’s

mountain camp.
“ And you, my friend?

”

“ Moi? Qh, for the moment I shall be all right.

They will not know at once that it was I who killed

the gendarmes. To-night I shall go to my cousin,

Stephano Madasca. To-morrow morning early I

shall leave the island.”

So it was agreed, and as it was not safe to remain

where we were, Ferrari set off up the hillside to the

Maquis in search of Romanetti and I made my way

towards Madasca’s house.

It was late afternoon and Madasca was milking

his goats when I arrived. I knew that I could trust

Madasca so I told him everything. As I spoke he

sucked in his breath and his eyes sparkled.

“Bon Dieu!” he cried, when I had finished.
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“ You are the very devil of a lad, Andr6. Yes, you

can hide here to-night. There is hay in the loft,

you had better sleep there. To-night I shall arrange

with a friend who will take you ofE to-morrow morn-

ing in his boat. He will want paying well. You
have money? ”

I told him that I had and so it was arranged. That

nig^t I made a bed for myself of hay in Madasca’s

loft and settled down to sleep with a clear conscience

as if I had worked the whole day in the woods.

I seemed hardly to have fallen asleep when I was

sharply woken up by Madasca shaking me by the

shoulder.

“ Psst !
” he whispered in my ear. “ The devil

must be on their side. The house is surrounded by

the police. We shall have to try and shoot our way

out.”

“ We? ”

“
Yes, you fool ! Do you think that I shall stand

aside and see my mother’s sister’s son shot down

like a bolted rat?
”

In the loft it was dark, but as I peered out into the

yard I could distinguish objects in the half-light.

Something moved in the shadows and my hand

dropped to my gun. But it was only one of

Madasca’s goats. It came out into the yard, looked

about and bleated nervously.

I felt Madasca’s grip on my arm tighten.
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“
There 1

” he breathed. “ In those shadows

beyond the sty.”

I looked and, sure enough, there was the kepi of

a gendarme. As my eyes grew accustomed to the

half-light I made out another, and another, and then

a fourth moving beneath the mulberry tree by the

gate.

“ And at the back, too,” whispered Madasca.
“ Regardez, through this window.”

I looked and saw more kepis and what I took to

be rifle muzzles sticking up from behind the bushes,

near where the River Cravone skirted Madasca’s

ground.

Madasca, who had gone to guard the front

window, once more appeared at my elbow.

“ If we can break through them make for the

beach, Andr^. I have arranged with Marchi to take

you across to France. He will have a fast motor-

boat waiting.”

A shot rang out and my muscles tensed expect-

andy. Action was better than this waiting in the

dark.

There was a sound of footsteps in the yard below.

A brigadier of police had stepped out from behind

the goat shed and was looking up at the house.

“Hold, Spada! Come down before we smoke

you out like a rat.”

I took a snap shot at him over Madasca’s shoulder
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and had the pleasure of seeing him drop his gun and

bob out of sight holding his shoulder.

“ Fripons!
”

I yelled. “ Come and get me if you

can.”

For a moment there was silence; then came a

spatter of bullets; some flattened out on the walls,

a few ricochetted off and pinged away into the dark-

ness, several others smashed through the windows,

causing us to duck quickly amid a shower of glass.

I heard Madasca chuckle grimly as he snuggled

the butt of an ancient shot-gun into his shoulder and

started peppering the police. His chuckles turned

to curses when an inhuman shriek from the yard

told us that a stray bullet had caught one of his

beloved goats.

There was sufficient light for us to hold our own,

for the police dare not come close enough to the

house to fire it—they presented far too good a target

for us—and we had little to fear from their rifles,

for we were well protected by the thick stone walls.

Presendy there was a bustle amongst the

attackers. They were advancing—^but each man
had a large steel shield before him against which our

bullets were useless. It was clear enough that we
were done for. In a few minutes the cottage would

be a bonfire and we would either be roasted alive

or forced to come out, as the brigadier had said, like

bolted rats.
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They were pulling down Madasca’s rick, tying the

hay and straw in bundles and tossing it to the foot

of the house. Billets from the wood-pile were

added. Soon they would strike a light.

Then as we waited there came the sound of firing

from a litde distance. The police paused in their

work, and those in the yard retreated to the shelter

of the goat-shed as though uncertain.

Presently there came the cry “ C’est les bandits! ”

and a general scattering of the police.

It was Romanetti and his band. One of his spies

had warned him of the police’s intention to raid

Madasca’s house, and he had come only just in time

to save us.

I tried to thank him, but he waved it aside.

“ It is nothing, my friend. Perhaps one day you

will do the same for me. Who knows? ”

He asked me if I intended to join him, but,

foolishly perhaps, I refused. I told him that it had

been arranged that Marchi was to take us across

to France.

Romanetti laughed a litde scornfully.

“ You will not stay long there, my young friend.

You are far too good a son of Corsica. You will

see. The Maquis will call you and you will return.

When you do, remember that Romanetti is your

friend.”

With that he was gone, and he was barely out of
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sight before I regretted my decision. Still I had

said I would go, and go I would.

We knew that we had nothing further to fear from

the police that night, even though Romanetti had

returned to his camp. It was enough for them that

the “ King of the Maquis ” was in that district for

them to give it a very wide berth.

The dawn was just breaking when Madasca and

I came out upon the beach and saw Marchi and his

boat waiting for us.
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V

My objective was Spain, Barcelona for preference,

for I knew that city but had never come under the

eye of the police there. Spain, however, was far too

long a distance to attempt in Marchi’s boat, so it was

agreed that he was to land us as near to Marseilles

as was safe. From Marseilles I could work my
passage to Barcelona. My main concern, in any

event, was to get o£E French territory as quickly as

I could.

The sea was like a sheet of glass and the sun was

hot on the boards, so I found a shaded corner under

a tarpaulin and dozed for the greater part of the

fifty-odd miles to the French coast.

Fortunately, March! had no difficulty in landing

us and we managed to get clear of the coast without

having to answer any uncomfortable questions.

That night we slept under a haystack, and the day

following we parted company. Madasca felt that

he would be safer on French soil, while I stuck to
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my detennination to reach Spain. Two days later

I was at Marseilles.

As, after my release from prison at the end of the

War, I had returned to Corsica by way of Toulon,

this was my first visit to Marseilles since that time

Simone put the military authorities on to me. I

kept a good look-out for her and Marie, not in the

hope of renewing old friendships, but for fear they

might recognize in Andr6 Spada Andre Gavini,

deserter from the French army, and, putting two and

two together with recent reports of trouble in

Corsica, play me the same trick as before.

Marseilles, however, is a biggish town, and, as I

searched the docks for a passage to Barcelona, I saw

nothing of either girl.

My luck continued to hold good, for on the first

day I fell in with the mate of the Marie Louise, of,

I believe. La Rochelle, at a quayside caf^. One of

the crew had fallen sick and, hearing I wanted to

reach Barcelona, the mate offered me the spare berth,

provided I was ready to ship that night. Nothing

could have suited me better. The sooner I was out

of Marseilles and away from France the better. I

signed on under an assumed name, and twelve hours

after having reached Marseilles I saw its lights

dwindling behind us.

I had no definite plan in my mind. Once 1 had

reached Barcelona I supposed that something would
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turn up. Barcelona is a busy city and there is gener-

ally work to be found there for a strong young man.

Yes, I intended to work. It wasn’t that my con-

science was troubling me : and it was with no inten-

tion of “ turning over a new leaf ” that I had decided

to start life anew in Barcelona. It was just that I

was young and found plenty in hfe that made it

worth living. Weren’t the girls in Spain as pretty as

any I might find in Marseilles? Or even, perhaps,

Corsica for that matter? For I am afraid that old

weakness of mine—a liking for a pair of bright eyes,

glossy hair, a shapely figure—was still very much
alive in spite of the three years I had spent in prison

through Simone’s betrayal of me. So it was with a

pleasant feeling of expectation that I landed at

Barcelona.

I have heard that I have been described in the

newspapers as the “ Bandit King of Lovers ” and the
‘‘ Brigand of a Thousand Loves.” That, of course,

is an exaggeration ; it is a trick the journalists have

of seizing upon some facet of a man’s nature and

stressing it for the sake of a good headhne. But

even allowing for journalistic exaggeration, there is

no denying that women have been my one great

weakness. I tell you this to explain Marita,

although I did not meet her immediately upon my
arrival at Barcelona.

For several weeks I hung about the town doing odd
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jobs of work. For a while I worked on the wharves,

handling bales of wool. Tiring of this, I moved

out to the olive groves. This was an occupation

more to my liking. A town, to me, is a place where

you may go for enjoyment—^to a dance hall, to drink,

to find women. Civilization, that is, the civilization

of a big town or city, makes me feel uncomfortable.

My eyes demand a horizon that is not bounded by

a row of chimney-pots or a string of cranes; my ears

are deaf to the blaring of a motor-horn, the wind

in the Maquis is the music they like best; my nostrils

have no use for petrol fumes, the scent of the wet

earth is the perfume they seek. So I was glad to

leave the city behind and find a place where my
senses were not continually outraged.

From the little cottage the owner of the olive grove

let me occupy, I could see the sun sink behind the

heights of Tibidabo. Of course, it was nothing like

my native Corsica, but it had its beauties. It was a

relief to get out of the swarming city into the

suburbs with their almost tropical vegetation. After

the suburbs you come to the sloping hill-sides with

their vineyards and olive groves. Here you could

forget the city with its dirt and noise.

The man for whom I worked—I have forgotten

his name—was decent enough. He let me occupy

a small cottage that was practically smothered in a

purple climbing plant. Sometimes even now, eleven
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years after, I imagine at night that I can smell its

sweet, sufEocating fragrance.

I was happy there for a while. My work was

light and my responsibilities were few. I had food,

tobacco, shelter and the open air. I wanted but one

thing—feminine companionship. I found this in

Marita, my employer’s daughter.

She was what I suppose the Americans would call

“very beautiful, but very dumb.” She was like a

superb animal : big dark eyes, glossy black hair, an

olive skin and a lovely body. She moved with the

easy grace of the perfectly fit.

After the first few days I became conscious of her

in the olive groves. She would come and, leaning

against a tree, stand and watch me at my work. She

w'as young—about seventeen—but as fully formed as

an English or American girl of twenty-five. We
people of the South mature early.

She never spoke to me. Just came and stood and

watched. Presently I took to wishing her, “Good
morning.” When I spoke she flushed the colour of

a ripe plum, shuffled her feet uneasily, and presently

drifted away. I found that if I did not appear to

notice her she stayed longer, and, as her presence

lent piquancy to my work, I pretended not to see her

and contented myself with watching her out of the

comer of my eye.

It was a funny companionship, Marita's and mine.
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We hardly ever spoke. She was either dreadfully

shy, or simple. Both, I believe; but her shyness was

caused by her “dumbness.” Not that I mean she

was half-witted; rather she had that shy, dog-like

simplicity of a wild animal. She was enormously

interested in me and yet at the same time afraid.

And, as with wild things, if you do not appear to

take much notice of them, but carry on with your

work, they come to look upon you as fairly harmless,

bit by bit Marita seemed to lose her fear of me.

She still spoke but little, and would flush and look

startled if I spoke to her, nevertheless she would sit

quite complacently watching me with her big dark

eyes, which no longer were afraid to meet mine.

It seemed sometimes to me, as I looked into those

eyes, that there lurked an invitation in them. But

if I looked too long into them she would lower her

long black lashes or look away, so that I was never

certain. Then one night I knew.

I had finished my supper and had gone out to

smoke a cigar on the hill-side. I have always loved

the night. Sounds and scents, which mean so much
to me, seem sharper then. It was late when I

returned. As I neared my cottage I thought I

detected a movement in the doorway beneath the

deeper shadows cast by the climbing plant. Slip-

ping my hand into my pocket, I drew out my gun,

which I was never without. There was always at
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the back of my mind the possibility that the police

might some day trace me.

On the alert, I advanced. I had not been

mistaken. There was a human figure by my door.

I pointed my gun and called out sharply

:

" Who’s there? Stand out. I’ve got you covered.”

At the same moment I side-stepped sharply, half-

expecting to hear the spit of an automatic. Nothing

happened, only there came a low, husky voice that

said:

“ Don’t shoot, Andr^. It’s me—Marita.”

She would not go. Perhaps I did not try hard

enough to persuade her.

All my life I shall remember the scent of that

purple plant that climbed out of my window—and

remembering it, think of Marita.

The next morning I made an excuse to my
employer and left the olive groves. I knew him as

a quick-tempered man with the true Spaniard’s fond-

ness for his knife. Not that I was afraid of him, but

I had no desire in those days for publicity. I could

not have afforded it.

Indirectly, however, Marita brought me trouble,

for it was through her that I returned to Barcelona,

where almost immediately I was arrested and

deported to Ajaccio to stand my trial for the murder

of the gendarmes Antoine and Caillard.
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VI

It puzzled me how the police had succeeded in

tracing me to Barcelona. The more I thought about

it the more certain I became that somebody had sold

me to them. This was partly confirmed by one of

my escort. Not that he said anything definite

—

rather it was by what he left unsaid that I got to

know that my suspicion was correct.

Now only two people knew of my intention to hide

in Barcelona—Stephano Madasca, my cousin, and

Marchi. Of Madasca’s loyalty I had no doubt. If

I had needed any proof, he had given it to me that

night we defended his cottage against the police.

Then it was Marchi. With this realization there

came a burning desire for revenge, and I registered

an oath that if ever I should be free again I would

kill Marchi.

Evidently news of my capture had reached Ajaccio

well before my own arrival there, for on my way
from the harbour to the gaol, groups of interested

Corsicans appeared, and before we had gone far we
had collected a largish crowd.
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This was evidently not to the liking of the police,

for after a few vain attempts to disperse the crowd,

my escort closed in about me.

We were passing through some of the meaner

streets of the town when I caught sight of Stephan-

ini and Rutili amongst the crowd. With them were

some of the more hot-headed young men from

Lopigna.

It soon became clear that the crowd was getting

out of hand. Put half a dozen trouble-seekers in

a normally peaceable crowd and you have the in-

gredients of a first-class riot. It is mass psychology,

and Stephanini and Rutili were working upon it for

all they were worth.

Before long the crowd became so dense that my
escort was brought to a standstill. Foolishly, per-

haps, one of the police struck a man who jostled him.

It was the match to the tinder. In a moment the

narrow street was filled with the mob-roar. Women
screamed, men shouted, cursed and used their

fists.

Over a gendarme’s shoulder I saw Rutili signalling

to me. Choosing my moment, I writhed free. One
gendarme I caught behind the knees with the toe of

my boot and saw him go under the feet of the mob;

another I butted under the jaw with my forehead.

The next moment I was wriggling and squirming my
way through the crowd, Rutili at my side. At that
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moment I was glad of my lack of height; once dear

of the police and I was swallowed up in the crowd

where a man of more imposing stature might have

stood out.

We were soon outside the crowd and, doubling

down a side street, put as much distance between us

and the police as we could in a short time.

As we ran, Rutili told me that he was lodging in

a friend’s house. The friend he could vouch for.

There I would be safe until I could leave the town.

Unobserved we arrived at the house of Rutili’s

friend, who, I believe, was called Marco, though I

am not quite certain of this.

I was still wearing my handcuffs, but Rutili bor-

rowed a file and freed me. Then we sat down with

Marco to a meal, and, as we sat, I told them what

had happened since we had last met.

Rutili looked across the table at me.
“ So you suspect March! of having sold you?

”

I nodded.

“I don’t suspect,” I told them. “I’m certain.

Who else could have? Stephano Madasca would

never have given me away to the police, besides

which, they are hunting for him too. No, it is

March!, for no one else knew that I intended making

for Barcelona.”

“ And what do you intend to do about it? ” asked

Marco.
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“ Do about it? ” I glanced across at Rutili.

“ What do you suppose I shall do?
”

For answer Rutili smiled and laid his gim on the

table.

“ The police have taken your revolver, of course.

Until we can get more, take one of mine. You will

need it when you meet Marchi.”
“ And after that, what? ” asked Marco.

I told him that I would never leave Corsica again.

It was my intention to join Romanetti once I had

settled with Marchi.

"And that should not be a long business,” said

Rutili, “for he is lodging in Ajaccio with relatives

of mine. I know the house well—and the people.

Poor swine, like Marchi.”

Unobserved by us, a woman had come in and was

watching us keenly. Rutili was the first to see her.

He glanced up and said

:

“ Well, Madame Pinelli, so you see my friend has

come to stay.” Then to me :
“ This is Marco’s

mother, Andr4.”

The woman looked closely at me, nodded her head

and went out again without speaking.

Later, when I was alone with Rutili, I asked

:

“ Do you think we are safe in this house? Marco

seems all right. But that woman, his mother ”

RutiU shook his head.

“ She is safe enough,” he said. “ She thinks much
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but says little. I do not think we have anything to

fear from her.”

That day Rutili made inquiries and returned to

me in the afternoon to say that March! was still

lodging with his relatives, a man named Pompa and

his son.

“ We had better wait until it is dark,” he advised.

“ The police are still searching for you in a half-

hearted way, though they believe that you have got

clear of Ajaccio and taken to the Maquis. Here are

two guns—^no, you needn’t pay for them—I didn’t.

I went to the gunsmith and was most particular in

my choice. He must have had at least forty revol-

vers and automatics out on the counter for my
inspection. It was very easy to slip two into my
pocket when his back was turned. With so many
on the counter he will never miss them. In the end

I was not satisfied with what he had to show me and

came away—with those.”

He tapped the two guns on the table and I joined

in his laughter.

It was dark when we left our lodgings, and I had

litde fear of being recognized by the police. As

Rutili had said, they were probably only pretending

to search for me for appearance’s sake, believing that

I had escaped into the Maquis.

Pompa’s house was a little way outside the town,

which was all to the good, for the sound of our fire-
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arms would attract less attention and we would have

a better chance of escape once we had finished our

business.

All the way to the cottage I thought of the vow

I had made when I had realized that it was Marchi

who had betrayed me. To a Northerner, I believe,

my action would be looked upon as cold-blooded

revenge—murder even: but to me it is incompre-

hensible that any man, who believes himself worthy

of that title, can hold up his head amongst his

fellow men if he does not obtain full satisfaction for

his betrayal. Have you Britishers and Americans

no spirit? If a man steals our women he does so

with the knowledge that he is asking for a knife

between his shoulder-blades, or for a bullet. But

you, you with a solicitor’s letter, take your afEair to

the courts and parade it before the world. Perhaps,

too, you claim damages from the thief, and he has

to pay you a sum of money to make up to you for

the loss of your wife. In Corsica we do not sell our

women.

And so with Marchi’s betrayal of me; I would not

have felt myself a man if I had not accomplished

my vendetta. When it is a question of honour,

that question can only be settled between the two

concerned. And so it was that my right hand

itched for my gun as we approached Pompa’s

cottage.
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It was a small place, huddled between some trees

on the edge of a stretch of marshy ground. There

was a cool wind blowing down from the hills, and

for a moment I stood and listened to its voice

amongst the leaves and smelled the old, familiar

scents of the Maquis that it brought. Never till I

die shall I lose that odd feeling of excitement when

the wind comes down from Monte Rotondo, bring-

ing with it the faint, indescribable scents of the

Maquis.

There was a light in a back window of the

cottage. From behind a bush Rutili and I peered

into the room, where we could see three men seated

at a table. Two I did not know, but the third, the

one facing the window, I recognized immediately as

Marchi. Rutili was for shooting him from where

we stood. It was an easy shot, and safe; but I would

not agree. I wanted Marchi to know who was at

the other end of the gun that spat death at him.

Only thus would I feel that my vendetta had been

accomplished.

At that moment Marchi raised his head and I

found myself gazing straight into his eyes. Had he

seen me? I could not be certain. I imagined that

it was too dark where we stood for him to be able

to discern us; but a moment later, when he rose

and left the room, I began to feel that I had made
a mistake. Rutili confirmed my fears.
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"Better rush them,” he whispered. “I believe

Marchi saw us and is going to bolt.”

Throwing the door open, we burst into the cottage.

The two men spun round in their chairs.

“ Where’s Marchi? ” I barked.
“ How should I know? ” growled the elder man,

whom I took to be Pompa. “ He is not here.”

There was no time to waste in talking as Marchi

might already be out of the house and away into

the marshes, so I pushed past and opened the door

through which I had seen him pass. Rutili followed

close on my heels. We were hardly through the

doorway when something pinged past my head and

embedded itself in the wall. At the same moment
there came the crack of a revolver in the room

behind us.

Rutili stopped, for I heard the crack of his gun

and a shout of pain. There were more shots and

the splintering of glass and woodwork. I did not

wait, however, for Marchi was the game I hunted.

Rutili, I felt, was safe enough, for he was shooting

from the dark into the light.

There was an open door on the other side of the

house, and as I blundered out through this into the

open a bullet whizzed past me and, hitting a stone,

ricochetted off into the darkness with a sound like a

flying beetle.

I ducked back into the house just as Marchi’s gun
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spat again, and the bullet flattened out against the

wall not a foot from me. But this time I had seen

the spurt of flame from Marchi’s gun, and instantly

I replied with mine—six shots in as good a circle

as I could make around the spot at which I had seen

the flame spit out.

For a moment there was silence. Then I detected

the sound of running feet, faintly, for the wind was

blowing from me to my quarry. At once I set off

in pursuit, but the darkness and my lack of know-

ledge of the ground hindered me.

Presendy I gave up the search in disgust. I was

casting around for the spot from which Marchi had

sniped me when Rutili joined me.
“ Well? ” he asked. “ What luck?

”

“ None,” I replied morosely. “ What happened

to you?
”

“Poor shots, Pompa and the lad. N’importe.

Pompa will get no more shooting practice.”

I knew what he meant. “ And the youth? ” I

asked.

“ Winged only. I took his gun and he is blubber-

ing away in the back room. Poor cattle, these

Pompas. Ah I Is this where Marchi was lying?
”

He had struck a match and, shielding it with his

hand, examined the ground.
“ You hit him. See—^blood, plenty of it. The

man must have been bleeding like a pig. He won't
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get far to-night. Pity, though, that you did not

shoot through the window. You would have made

certain.”

It was no use cursing, but curse I did. To have

lived for these last weeks with this object in view

—

to kill March!—and then to have bungled it! It

was almost more than I could bear.

“ Never mind,” consoled Rutili, “ there is always

a to-morrow. But now I think we had better return

to my lodgings. I can hear voices. Our shots have

been heard. En avant, mon brave! ”

I was in an ill-temper the next day. I do not like

bungling at any time, but most particularly when a

man was living a life such as I was, it would inevit-

ably lead to death. A man who lives by his wits

and his gun cannot afEord mistakes.

Rutili, however, was as cheerful as ever—^he was

a true lion-heart was the “ Lion of Lopigna.”

“ Why look so glum? ” he wtmted to know.
" March! cannot possibly escape. Just lie here

quietly and I shall make inquiries. News of our

little afEair will be all over the town to-day. I am
certain to get some hint as to where March! has

gone.”

Moi, I was not so certain. March! had received

a good shaking up the previous night, and if he had

any sense, and I had no reason to doubt this, he

would lie low for a while. I was not surprised, there-
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fore, when Rudli returned at nightfall to say that

so far he had been unsuccessful.

“ But,” he said, brightening up, “ there is always

a to-morrow.”

“Oh, hold your tongue,” I told him irritably.

“ Your bon mots make me feel sick.”

In those days I had not learnt the virtue of

patience. 1 was too eager, too headstrong. Later,

under the leadership of Romanetti, I learnt how to

wait for weeks, months even, with no sign of im-

patience, though the desire for action might be eating

into me.

I was uncomfortable, too, about Marco and his

mother—chiefly about the Inother. I did not trust

her, and my position was too delicate for me to be

able to afford placing myself in the hands of anyone

I did not trust. I spoke to Rutili again about it, but

he laughed my misgivings aside.

“ The old woman? She is all right. You
need not fear. And as for Marco, he is a good

friend.”

I hoped he was right, but I still had my
doubts.

It was late when Rutili returned that evening, and

I was growing very impatient at waiting cooped up

in the house, for I dared not venture out in the

streets for fear of being recognized. But in a

moment my impatience was forgotten, for I had
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only to glance at Rutili's excited face to know that

he had news. I followed him into his room and

closed the door.

“ Well? ” I demanded.

“I have traced him—^the slug! He has crawled

to hide in the house of a man named Sena. To-night

we shall make no mistake.”

I asked him how many men we were likely to have

to contend with if, as in the case of the Pompas, they

decided to protect the fugitive.

“ There is only Sena,” said Rutili, “ and his wife

and two sons. They are mere youths. Jean, I

believe, is only eighteen, and Francois thirteen.

Besides which, we shall have Dominique Ettori with

us.”

“ Ettori? ” I asked. “ Who is he? I don’t know
him.”

" He is a good friend. It was through him that I

learnt where Marchi had hidden. He has an old

score to wipe off against Sena and asked if he might

come with us.”

“ Mais certainetnent,” I agreed. “ When do we
start?

”

“Ettori will call for us. It won’t be long now.

But first I must eat.”

Two hours later we were entering a small caf4 in

a back street.

A lad of about eighteen came forward and asked
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what we wanted. Rutili gave an order for a botde

of red wine and some meat sandwiches.

“ That was Jean Sena,” I told myself.

No sooner was he out of the room than Ettori

silently locked the street door.

Half a dozen strides carried me into the back

portion of the cafe.

“ You, Rutili, guard the back door,” I snapped.
“ Ettori, look to the foot of the stairs whilst I search

these rooms.”

At the sound of my voice Jean Sena came out of

the kitchen and asked if I wanted anything.

I told him I did. I wanted Marchi, the man who
was lodging with them. He turned very white and,

not taking his eyes ofiE my gun, backed into the

kitchen. I followed him, and seeing a large open

cupboard without a window, I ordered him into it,

locking the door upon him.
“ If you shout,” I warned him, “ I shall drill holes

in the panel of that door with my gun. Under-

stand?
”

I heard a muffled, " Oui, monsieur.”

The rest of the ground-floor rooms drew blank.

“ Rutili,” I called, “ watch our retreat. Ettori and

I are about to try the next floor.”

We were half-way up the stairs when a figure

appeared at the head of them. There was a rifle in

his hand.
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“ What do you want? ” he demanded.
“ Out of the way,” I shouted. “ I don’t want you.

I want Marchi.”

The muzzle of the rifle moved up, and my finger

tightened on my trigger. But before I could shoot

there came from behind me the crack of Ettori’s

revolver.

Sena gave a loud cry, “ Ettori I
” and toppled

forward down the stairs, almost carrying me with

him in his fall.

As I bounded to the head of the stairs a woman
on the landing began to scream. Behind her was

the younger Sena boy, a large poker in his

hand.
“ Drop that thing, child,” I ordered him.

He looked at first as though he would disobey,

but when the muzzle of my gun swung round

and pointed directly at him the poker fell with a

clatter.

“Ettori, guard these two. And if that woman
makes any more noise, gag her.”

Quickly I went through the rooms. There was

not a moment to lose if we wanted to get away with

safe hides. No doubt already the shot had been

heard and some busybody had run for the police.

Each room, however, was empty till I came to the

one over the caf6, the front room overlooking the

street. This was locked.
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If Marchi was there it would be useless to call to

him to open, so I put my shoulder to the door, but

it was solidly made and refused to budge.

I had drawn back to get a shot at the lock when

there came a dull report, and a large splinter sud-

denly jerked out of the door frame within a few

inches of my face.

I jumped aside, and putting the angle of the wall

between me and Marchi’s fire, I shot out the lock.

A good kick sent the door crashing open.

The room was empty!

I have never crossed a room quicker in my life than

I crossed that room to the open window. I looked

down into the street and the blood hummed triumph-

antly in my veins. Not ten yards away and running

fast was a man. His left arm was in a sling. So

much I could see in the light of a street lamp—and

then I fired. The figure jerked forward and went

on running. Its one arm was thrown up. And as

it ran the body seemed to be going too fast for the

legs. It was leaning forward, farther and farther.

Then it hit the ground, turned a somersault and

came to rest, sprawled out in the gutter. Suddenly

I laughed. I was reminded of a puppet-show. I

was the showman, the caf^ window was the flies, the

street was the stage, and Marchi the puppet. I had

released the string: the puppet had crumpled up

upon its little stage.
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Behind me on the landing Ettori called impa-

tiently.

“ Come along, in there 1 Even if you don’t value

your skin, I value mine.”

Ettori was right. Before long the police would

arrive. Regretfully I turned my back on my puppet

stage. The figure in the gutter had not moved. It

lay in a pool of yellow lamplight, its face turned up

to the night sky.

“ And so,” I muttered to myself, “ may all die who
betray Andr^ Spada.”
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We reached our lodgings without mishap, and, very

well pleased with our night’s work, I turned in to

sleep.

First of all, however, we talked over our future

arrangements. We had parted company with Ettori,

who seemed to be sufiEering from an attack of cold

feet. At the time, he had been brave enough, but

now that the business was over he had begun to feel

the reaction. Perhaps it was because he was so

much older than we were. We had hot young

blood in our veins to warm our courage when there

was no longer the stimulus of direct action.

He stood for a moment fiddling nervously with his

belt.
“
I should have shot those two boys,” he said,

“
and

the old woman, too. It would have been safer.”

“ But why? ” I asked, a little contemptuously.

He gave a little shiver.

" When you were in that front room settling with
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Marchi and I was on the landing guarding Sena’s

woman and the boy, she cursed me. No, my friend,

you needn’t laugh. I am not so superstitious as you

think. I know that woman. Never so long as she

lives will she be content until she has had her

revenge. She will bring up her sons with but one

passion in their hearts—^to kill me, too. Yes, I was

a fool not to make an end of them all.”

Rutili and I laughed at him for a nervous old fool,

but how truly he had judged the woman was proved

by something that happened in a caf6 in Nice ten

years later.

As we turned in, Rutili said

:

“To-morrow night we shall join Romanetti. It

will be safer than this pestilential town.”

But the gods evidently had other plans, for the

following morning Rutili woke me with the news

that the house was surrounded by police.

“ A minute ago,” he said, “ I looked out and saw

Marco’s mother talking to a brigadier de police and

pointing up at this window. Andr6, you were right

about that woman. If I had listened to you we
wouldn’t be here with those damned pohce waiting

to shoot us down.”

“When you’ve had as much experience with

women as I have, my friend,” I told him, “you’ll

know when they are to be trusted and when they

are not.”
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Which just shows how ignorant I was of women
myself, or I wouldn't be where I am now—watching

a patch of grey sky through a row of iron bars.

It was evident that we were in as tight a position

as we had ever been—or were ever likely to be.

After a quick consultation, it was decided that

Rutili should guard the front of the house and I

the rear.

Fortunately, the previous night, I had had the

sense to confiscate Sena’s rifle and several boxes of his

ammunition. I was glad to have it, for a rifle is

a far better weapon for sniping through windows

than either a revolver or automatic
:

you present a

smaller target to the attacker.

I saw, however, that both my guns were filled and

the safety catches raised; then, slipping a clip into

Sena’s carbine, I chose what seemed to be the best

position from which to shoot. The house at this

point jutted out. It was too small to call it a wing
—^two rooms, one above the other, about fifteen feet

in length. The window I had decided upon was

small and deeply recessed, and, since it was at an

angle to the main building, I commanded the entire

back of the house, door and windows.

There was a narrow lane at this side of the house

bounded on the other side by a high bank overgrown

with shrub. I was considering the possibility of

leaping from the main window of the room that
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looked out upon this bank when one of the police

showed his head around the comer.

Zip! His kepi flew off and he quickly withdrew

his head. I patted Sena’s carbine. A good, true

implement. One I could trust.

The bark of Rutili’s gun came from the front room

—again and then again.

“What luck? ’’ I shouted.

“ Winged one,” was Rutili’s laconic reply.

After my first shot I saw no more of the police at

the back of the house. They evidently realized that

I had it too well covered for them to risk coming out

into the open.

Still keeping my eye on the lane, I turned my
attention again to the bank. Opposite the back door

there was a gap of about twenty feet to the bank.

Therefore, provided nothing funny happened on the

portion that was out of sight, the gap opposite the

end window should not be more than about five

feet.

Risking leaving my look-out for a moment, I ran

to the back window. Sure enough, only a narrow

gap separated me from the cliff face. And what was

more, there was a moderately good foothold on its

side and a sturdy-looking bush for a hand-hold.

I ran back to my side window and was just in time

to see one of the police making for the back door.

I took a snap shot and had the satisfaction of seeing
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him drop his carbine and topple in through the door-

way.

He was only wounded, I believed, but for the time

being he was out of action.

Now was the time, I felt, to make our get-away,

before the police thought of occupying the cliff,

either as a vantage-point of attack or in order to

cut off our retreat.

I called to Rutili and told him what I proposed

to do.

The lane was still clear. I ran to the end window

and opened the casement wide. To the right of me
in the lane, and, naturally, screened from my other

window, was a brigadier of police and a handful of

men.

They heard me open the window and a spatter of

bullets flew past my head, several shattering the

glass of the open window. Dropping to the sill, I

nestled my carbine into a corner of the window-

frame and drew a bead on the brigadier. It meant

shooting left-handedly, but that has never troubled

me. The shot went home and the brigadier made
way for promotion in the local police force.

In a moment the lane was clear, and, having

judged the distance to an inch, I braced myself and

jumped. The side of the cliff leapt forward to meet

me. My free hand clutched at the friendly tree.

I was across.
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“RutiHI” I roared.

“ En un moment! ”
he called back. “ I have just

one more thing to do.”

I heard him cross the front room at a run, then

—

the fooll—I heard the clatter of his feet on the stairs.

He was descending into the house.

“Rutilil
”

“Un moment!”

There came the splintering of a door, a woman’s

shriek, a volley of shots; then Rutili’s steps pound-

ing up the stairs again. A kepi poked cautiously

around the corner of the house; my carbine spat and

the kepi jerked back. Rutili appeared at the window.
“ Where the hell did you go? ” I snapped.

“To settle a score, mon ami. Marco is dead and

the old hag, if she lives, will remember Rutili all her

life.”

“ C’est bon. Now jump.”

Rutili gauged the distance with his eye, crouched,

and sprang. His feet rattled on the side of the bank.

A kepi appeared at both corners of the house. On
the point of leaning forward to give a hand to Rutili,

I stepped back and my carbine spat again, to the

right, to the left. The heads ducked back.

Out of the corner of my eye I saw Rutili’s hands

clawing the air. He was slipping back. Stones

rattled down on to the cobbles of the lane. I was

too late to catch him. Sliding and bumping, he
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went down the steep side of the bank, his arms and

legs spread out in a futile efEort to save himself.

With a clatter he hit the lane. A volley of oaths

told me that, at least, he was alive. But he was like

a rat in a trap. The bank was too steep for him to

climb. Each end of the lane was occupied by

police and, probably by now, the house, too.

From where I stood, about fifteen feet from the

ground, the almost perpendicular sides of the cliff

eased off, making ascent easy enough. Still keeping

the lane covered, I retreated a little way up the hill-

side until I found some largish boulders that would

give me protection.

What I had feared very soon happened. A rifle

muzzle appeared at the window from which I had

jumped. Rutili was entirely surrounded, and, so

long as that rifle covered the cliff side, I was power-

less to help him.

I hated the idea of leaving Zetto Rutili, but it

would have been madness to attempt rescue. My
first movement down the cliff side would have called

forth a bullet from that window. Alive and free, I

would be of more help than if I were dead or in the

hands of the police.

Even now they might be drawing a cordon round

me. If I were to escape I could not afford to wait.

So with a heavy heart I wormed my way up the hill-

side to safety.
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Ajaccio was now no longer even moderately safe

for me. In fact, it would be definitely unhealthy

for me to stay there. With Rutili in the hands of

the police I had no pied-a-terre. I took to the

Maquis.

It had been my intention for some time to join

Romanetti, but, until I was satisfied about Rutili’s

safety, I did not feel free to leave the district.

There was now only one of us four friends still

free—Santu Stephanini. Ferrari had joined Roman-

etti, Rutili was in prison, and I was an outlaw.

There only remained Stephanini upon whom I could

rely to help me in obtaining Rutili’s release. In

search of him, I made my way through the Maquis

to Lopigna, and that night presented myself at his

house.

He was delighted to see me, though he was not

surprised. News of the last few days’ happenings,

ending in Rutili’s arrest, had reached Lopigna, and

httle else was talked of in the cafes and streets.

Stephanini was one of the hardest cases I had ever

met—five years in Fresne Gaol is not calculated to

soften a man—but there was a gleam of admiration

in his eyes as he said

:

“ You know, Andr^, you have a reputation. It is

said of you that you are the greatest killer in the

whole of Corsica—^greater than Romanetti even

—

far greater than Caviglioli or Bartoli.”
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It was one of the proudest moments of my life

when I heard Stephanini link my name with those

of the three great bandit chiefs of Corsica. Roman-

etti I have spoken of already. The others, Cavig-

lioli and Bartoli, each had their band of followers,

but they existed only on Romanetti’s sufferance. So

long as they left the King of the Maquis in peace

and did not poach on his preserves, he was content

to acknowledge their rights to certain portions of the

island. At times, even, he found them useful, when

concerted action was needed. For their part, they

went in fear of Romanetti and acknowledged him
as King of the Maquis.

“ One day,” said Stephanini, “ we shall see Andr6

Spada as King of the Maquis.”

I did not tell him that if I realized my ambition

I would be. Instead, I began to plan how we might

rescue Rutili.

“ It is useless to attempt force. If he were in the

Paste de Police at Lopigna—yes; in Ajaccio Goal

—

no. If it weren’t so, I would go to Romanetti and

get his help.”

Stephanini agreed.

“ But what,” he asked, “ can you hope to do?
”

“ Naturally there will be a trial and witnesses will

be called. If we can only obtain the names of the

wimesses who are to appear for the police we may
be able to silence them. They have seen what has
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happened to others who fought against me—if they

are wise they will take your hint and hold their

tongues at the trial.”

Stephanini grinned broadly.

“Hein? Then I am to intimidate them? You

seem to expect us all to dance to your piping. How-

ever, as you can’t very well go to Ajaccio, I will; and

if I can't silence their tongues for you, nobody

can.”

So the following day Stephanini went to Ajaccio

and it was a whole week before I saw him again.

Every night for that week I had called at his house,

but no light burned in his windows and I knew that

he could not have returned.

When at length I saw the light of his lamp making

an orange oblong in the darkness, I almost broke his

door down in my eagerness.

“ Dites-moi,” I demanded. “ How did things go

in Ajaccio? Have you fixed the witnesses?
”

Stephanini crossed to the cupboard and brought

out a bottle and two glasses.

“ Not so fast, Andre. You are as impetuous as a

boy in love. Yes, I have arranged things. I do not

think many of the witnesses will dare open their

mouths at the trial.”

I rubbed my hands together and stamped to my
feet, upsetting my chair.

“ C*est bon,” I cried, “Rutili will be acquitted.
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If there are no witnesses he cannot be convicted.

When is the trial to be?
”

“ Wednesday, next week.”

“You will attend, of course, and bring me news

as quickly as possible?
”

Stephanini said that he would.

How my patience held out for the following week

I do not know. I always have been essentially a

man of action; this waiting tried me very hard. If

there was anything I could have done, done it

would have been. But with Rutili safely locked

away in Ajaccio Gaol I was absolutely powerless to

help. I could only wait, and urge Stephanini on

in his efEorts to silence the leading witnesses. In

the hope that it would bear more weight than

Stephanini’s words, I wrote to some, Stephanini

delivering my notes.

At last the day came, and, with Stephanini, I set

out for Ajaccio. I arranged with him that I would

wait in the Maquis as near to the town as was safe.

As soon as the trial was over he was to join me and

let me know how things had gone.

Slowly the day dragged out. The sun climbed

up over the mountains behind me and declined

towards the sea.

Below me lay Ajaccio, spread out about its

harbour, its white houses gleaming in the bright

sunlight.
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I grew stifE, for I hardly moved, and my food lay

untouched by my side.

Then at last, when the sun had gone and a soft

breeze was creeping down from the cooling Maquis

to the sea, Stephanini came.

He sat down by me and, in his deliberate way,

lighted a cigarette before he spoke.

“WeU?” I asked sharply.

He blew out the match and looked across at

me.
“ Andr^,” he said, “ do you know that you are a

power that is making itself felt in Corsica?
”

I asked him what he meant.
“ There has never been a stranger trial in Ajaccio.

A foreigner would have laughed: the police nearly

wept. Witness after witness was called into the

box. Some were quite dumb, and others, suddenly

deaf or idiots. The police argued with them, even

threatened them, but they had lost their memories.

It was rather a pitiful sight—the sweat was pouring

down their faces
”

“ Oh, damn the witnesses,” I cut in. “ What
about Rutili? What was the verdict?

”

For a while Stephanini was silent. His cigar-

ette had gone out and before replying he lit

another.

At our feet the lights of Ajaccio were winking into

life.
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The breeze had dropped. It was very still. A
steamer, groping its way out of the harbour, hooted

dismally.

"The verdict?” said Stephanini. “Guilty!

Rutili is to go to the guillotine.”
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VIII

So I had failed. All my planning and scheming

had come to nothing. Rutili was to go to the

guillotine and nothing that I could do now would

save him.

In that moment I realized the cruelty of “ civiliza-

tion.” Its way was so unlike the clean, swift justice

of the Maquis. In our vendettas a man wrongs you

and, later, you kill him—or he kills you. He has

his fighting chance. What justice is there in an

order of things that first tortures, then murders its

victims?

Think of the torture of the trial, and the waiting

—both before and after. Finally the murder.

What chance has a man of defending himself once

he has fallen into the clutches of the law? He is

condemned. He is bound. His head is placed on

a block. The blade falls—zutt! Like Aat.

Dio mio! And they call that justice. In the

Maquis a man dies like a man, with a gun in his

hand and a sporting chance of defending himself.
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The justice of civilization is farther from the justice

of the banditti than the slaughter-house is from la

chasse, where the animal has, at least, a sporting

chance of going free or even killing its pursuer.

It was then, as 1 sat looking down at the lights of

Ajaccio spread out at my feet like a jewelled carpet,

that I realized how final was my break with civiliza-

tion. Never more, whatever happened, would I

like its houses and submit myself to its petty laws

and arbitrary injustice. From now on the Maquis

would be my home and my refuge.

At length Stephanini spoke.

“ I am sorry, Andre. We did what we could.

And now? ”

I lifted my head from my cupped palms. It was

like lifting myself back form the grave, so deeply

was I sunken in my thoughts.

“ Now? ” I said dully. “ Why, I shall go to

Romanetti—as he asked me to do. Even if I could

I would never return to—that I

”

I threw my hand out towards the lights of Ajaccio.

Stephanini nodded. Presently he rose and

stretched himself, so that his long arms seemed

almost to reach up to the stars—they hang so low

above the Mediterranean.
“ Ah, well. I shall not come with you—yet.

Some day, perhaps. Addio!
”

He was gone and I was alone with my thoughts.
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With the dropping of the wind a great stillness had

fallen. A crane ratded, the sound reaching me
clearly in the still air. Somewhere nearer a guitar

awoke, its notes plucking at my heart as the player

plucked his strings. As always, it reminded me of

the soft laughter of women, their cool hands, the

lights that danced in their dark eyes. Was I to

leave all that, too? I sat thinking of Maria, of

Simone and of Marita, the thought of whom brought

back the hot scent of that purple creeping plant.

Gradually the lights winked out till but a sprink-

ling marked the streets and wharves. Still that

guitar thrummed on, speaking of the one thing that

civilization could give me that perhaps the Maquis

might not offer. At last it was silent.

A night bird cried as it swept down the hill-side.

The surge of the sea came faintly, but never ceasing,

to my ears.

At length, as the sky above Monte Rotondo was

greying, driving the stars before it, I rose and eased

my cramped limbs.

I had done with civilization. To-day I would seek

out Romanetti.

This time I did not ask the help of Giocundi, the

woodcutter. I had once visited the mountain camp
of Romanetti! I could find it again. Or so I

thought. No man, unless he has seen the Maquis
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in all its primeval wildness, can believe how almost

impenetrable its thickets are. Paths are few and

every now and then one’s way is barred by deep

ravines scoured out of the moimtain-side by streams,

eagerly hungering for the sea.

All day I wandered, as nearly lost as it was

possible to be. No wonder the police had always

found it impossible to dislodge the banditti from the

Maquis. On all sides of me as I passed through the

thick undergrowth were the most perfect ambus-

cades from which a man might shoot and never be

seen.

It was towards evening a sharp challenge rang out

from behind a clump of stunted oak.

“ HolA, there ! 'WTiere are you going?
”

A man came out into the open carrying a carbine

at the ready. He wore a red handkerchief knotted

about his head. There was several days’ black

stubble on his chin. I turned to face him. At sight

of my features he lowered his gun.

“ Spada I
” he cried.

"You remember me? ’’

“ Yes, you came some months ago to visit Nonce

Romanetti. He will be glad to see you. We have

had news of the happenings in Ajaccio these last

few days.”

I could not have been so far out in my direction,

though I had begun to despair of finding Romanetd’s
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camp, for half an hour later we came upon the track

I remembered from my last visit.

Looking back it seems strange to me that I had

so much difficulty in finding the camp, for as time

passed, I grew to know the Green Palace—a name

by which the Maquis was sometimes known—as well

as any farmer knows his fields.

There was real pleasure in Romanetti’s face as he

held out his hand to me on our arrival.

“I knew that one day you would come,” he said

simply.

At the time I did not know it, but later I reabzed

that he was feeling the strain of his leadership. He
was in need of a trusted lieutenant who, besides being

fearless, could be relied upon to lead men. The

members of his band were tough and brave, but,

without exception, they lacked the power of general-

ship.

Romanetti was one of the best judges of men I

have ever met, and I do not think that I am unduly

sounding my own trumpet when I say that in me
Romanetti saw an ideal right-hand man, a possible

successor to himself should anything happen to him.

It is true that his opinion was greatly influenced

by the reports that had reached him of my affairs in

Ajaccio during the last few days; to them I owed
much of my prestige amongst the banditti. Almost

immediately upon my enrolment in Romanetti’s
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band I was tacidy accepted as the second-in-com-

mand. At first this fact surprised me a litde. I

had come with the determination of making my
influence felt: but I had expected opposition, jeal-

ousy upon the part of others who had served under

Romanetti for several years, and who, not un-

naturally, would demand preferential treatment.

However, there was none. Evidently I was looked

upon as an experienced and determined killer whose

judgment and wit could be relied upon; and I was

treated accordingly.

Thus, within six months of that fateful shot in the

Caf6 Marguerite, I found myself the acknowledged

lieutenant of Romanetti, the King of the Maquis.
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IX

The more I saw of Romanetti, the more deeply 1

grew to admire him. There was something very

great about him; it was evident, not only in his

courage and his almost uncanny wisdom, but in the

generosity and chivalry of his nature.

It was not long after I joined him that there hap-

pened something that showed all these characteristics

of his with great clearness.

I had always known that Romanetti had a very

efEective spy service throughout the island, but I had

never realized the extent of this network of espion-

age. And it was as perfect as it was extensive. It

was built to a great extent, upon Romanetti’s system

of bounty. The rich paid Iiim well for his protec-

tion: he, in his turn, paid the peasantry well for

keeping him advised of any items of news that might

hold interest for him. It was a good system. TTie

merchants, hotel-keepers, shopkeepers were assured

of immunity—^the poor had their pockets nicely

lined, and Romanetti was able to move about in

reasonable safety.
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One day Romanetti called me into his room.
“ We are about to have some amusement, my

friend,” he said. “ One of my informers has arrived

to tell me that a certain young captain at the

barracks has been making foolish boasts in the Mess.

Perhaps he was a little drunk—who knows? At
any rate, he says that the pohce of Corsica are a lot

of incompetent fools, and that they go about the

efEorts to capture me in entirely the wrong way.”
“ The Captain knows a better way? ” I suggested.

“ Of course I He says that they will never catch

me by sending out a posse of pohce or the military.

One man alone should come and bring me back

ahve. It is a great scheme.”

I laughed. The idea of a lone man going out into

the Maquis and bringing back its king amused me.
“ And is our friend the Captain prepared to test

his plan? ” I asked.

Romanetti nodded.
“ Mais oui. Ehs fellow officers dared him to make

the attempt and he was in honour bound to agree to

do so, unless he cared to be labelled a wind-bag by his

friends. It will be an amusing game that we shall

have with the brave Captain. What do you say,

Spada? What will be his first move? ”

I thought for a moment.
“ He will not attempt to find you here,” I decided.

“ He will want to have you nearer his own territory.
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No doubt he will send a messenger asking for an

interview upon some trumped-up excuse, and request

a meeting-place nearer to Ajaccio.”

Romanetti agreed. The following day proved my
guess to be materially correct.

A messenger arrived at our camp and asked to

speak with Romanetti. The gist of the message was

that le Capitaine Fournier was exceedingly anxious

to see Romanetti upon a very important matter, and,

as his duties in Ajaccio did not permit of his making

the journey to Romanetti’s camp, would Romanetti

arrange a meeting-place nearer to Ajaccio? If the

bandit chief would send a guide the Captain would

accompany him alone.

Romanetti pretended to ponder the idea, although

I knew that he had already decided to agree to the

Captain’s request. At length he said

:

” Very well. Tell le Capitaine Fournier that at

the next new moon I shall send a guide to bring le

Capitaine to me. But understand, le Capitaine must

come alone.”

When the messenger was gone Romanetti turned

to me.
" So you were right, Spada? Now I wonder what

tricks Monsieur le Capitaine will try. He can hardly

hope to carry me back in his pocket.”

It wanted about a week to the new moon; during

this time Romanetti made his preparations. He
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chose the house of a friend not far from Ajaccio,

and arranged about posting his guards for the night

of the meeting. He also sent to Ajaccio for a

detailed description of Captain Fournier.

“ Who can tell,” he said, “ that our friend will

come in person? He has probably some trick in

his mind that he intends to try upon me. It is as

well to be prepared.”

At length the day arrived and Romanetti, having

first received his spies’ report that the way was clear,

set out for the house he had chosen for the meeting,

accompanied by me and a dozen of the bandits.

Soon after my enrolment with Romanetti I had

been supplied with a horse : without one some of the

journeys we had to make would have been impos-

sible on account of the vast area of the Maquis.

They were splendid animals, these horses of the

banditti, rivalling the Italian cavalry in their

dexterity over the difficult mountain country.

A little after dusk we arrived at the house, the

guide was dispatched to Ajaccio, sentries were posted

in well-conceded spots, and the room where Roman-
etti was to meet the Captain chosen.

Presendy news arrived that the guide was return-

ing with le Capitaine Fournier. A few minutes

later another spy arrived,

“ Ce n’est pas le Capitaine Fournier lui-meme,” he

cried excitedly.
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" I did not expect it would be,” said Romanetti

quite calmly. “ Now what, I wonder, does our young

friend intend to do?
”

When the officer arrived, Romanetti gave no sign

that he knew of the impersonation, but greeted him

as though he were Captain Fournier.

The Corsican banditti pride themselves upon their

hospitality and, according to custom, an elaborate

meal had been prepared, with which was served

some of the choicest wines that were to be foxmd

in Corsica.

The young officer ate, drank and talked, finally

departing without giving any very satisfactory

reason for his request for an interview. As soon as

he had mounted his horse and the sound of its hoofs

had died away, Romanetti turned to me.
“ Now we can expect the fireworks to begin. Turn

out the light, Spada.”

He seated himself at a table at the end of the

room facing the windows, so that anyone entering

would stand out silhouetted against their greyness

whilst he, himself, would be in absolute darkness.

On the table in front of him he laid his two revolvers,

fully loaded.

Moi, I took up my position in a comer where the

breast of the fireplace, jutting out, formed some

protection.

We had not long to wait. Suddenly the door burst
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open and a figure entered quickly, fastening the door

behind him. From where we waited we could see

his outline, a dark blur against the Ughter back-

ground of the windows.
“ Romanetd 1

” he cried. “ I have you covered.

In the name of the President of the French Republic

I demand that you come quietly with me to Ajaccio.

Your house is surrounded by the police. If you are

wise you will surrender.”

At this piece of bluff Romanetd laughed loudly.

The Captain could not have Romanetd covered with

his revolver unless by sheer chance, as the bandit

chief must have been endrely invisible to him. And
as for the house being surrounded by police—^no

wonder Romanetti laughed.

“ And if you. Monsieur le Capitaine Fournier, are

wise,” he said sofdy, “ you will go quiedy back to

your comrades in Ajaccio. You are young. You have

your career before you. You do not wish to die yet.”

Possibly the Captain felt he was being treated like

a child; or he may have been shaken by the very

different kind of recepdon from what he had

expected. At any rate, he let out a burst of shots in

Romanetd’s direction. Fortunately, however, none

found their mark.

In the silence that followed I heard the ratde of

Romanetd’s guns on the table. When he spoke the

softness had gone out of his voice.
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“ Monsieur le Capitaine” he said grimly, “ your

youth shows itself in your rashness. Why do you

wish to kill me? I have never harmed you. Go,

before it is too late. Romanetti is not anxious to kill

men—^but when they attack him
”

Captain Fournier gave a cry of rage. This com-

mon bandit, whom he had boasted that he would

bring back alive, treated him as though he were a

small boy. He saw no generosity in the bandit’s

speech; only an attempt to humiliate him. Again

his revolver swept the end of the room from which

Romanetti’s voice had come.

This time the flash and crack of Romanetti’s gun

answered him. With hardly a sound he fell where

he stood.

“ Light that lamp, Spada,” Romanetti called.

I came out from my retreat and did as he

requested.

Captain Fournier lay in a heap before the window,

one arm thrown out, the other crumpled under him.

There was an expression of puzzled surprise on his

yoimg face.

Romanetti stood over his still body, looking down
at him. He seemed little more than a lad, lying

there: his fair wisp of moustache detraaed from,

rather than added to, his age. He was dressed in

peasant’s clothing, but that could not hide the stamp

of the officer class.
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" Poor boy I
” said Romanetti. “ I hated having to

shoot him, but what would you? I gave him fair

warning.”

Seating himself on the edge of the table he ejected

the cartridge from his revolver and began to clean

the barrel.

“ You see his plan, Spada? A poor one. He
sends a brother officer to me believing that I shall

be foolish enough to be deceived. Then, in his

peasant’s garb, he follows, waits till my interview

with the supposed Capitaine Fournier is over, and,

expecting to find me off my guard, bursts in upon us.

It was childish. Do these poor military believe that

we sleep?
”

He shook his head sadly, shut one eye and squinted

down the barrel of his gun.

“And what do we do with him?” I asked,

jerking my head in the direction of the dead

officer.

“ He will have to be buried,” decided Romanetti.

“Call three of the men to bring a mule and some

shovels. Tell them to make a decent job of it, mark

the spot and inform his regiment.”

Then he went out; but first he stood a few

moments staring down regretfully at the rash young

officer’s body.

He was like that, was Romanetti. Never a

murderer, hardly a killer even, and even when he
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did kUl it was in self-defence and with much sub-

sequent regret.

To me it seemed a sign of weakness, this regret

of his. When you kill a man in fair fight, when it

is a question of his life or yours, what is there to

regret?

If a man killed me in fair fight I would not expect

him to weep over my dead body. Why, then,

should I weep over his?

Poor Romanetti! In many ways he was a

dreamer, an idealist, but there was no denying that,

with it all, he was a very great leader and a brave

man.
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X

Some people may wonder from what sources we

bandits obtained our revenue. And, no doubt,

suppose that the greater part of it came from robbery

and pillage. This was not the case; at least not so

far as the bigger bands were concerned.

The smaller bands did draw most of their liveli-

hood from robbery, and it is this fact that gave the

bigger gangs, such as Romanetti’s, their power and

an easy source of income.

The smaller bands, seeing some shopkeeper appar-

endy making a tidy profit, would levy a toll upon

him, failing the paying of which his place would be

ransacked and possibly burned.

These were not our methods. We acted almost

in the capacity of an insurance company. In return

for an agreed sum of money, we gave our protection

to the various shopkeepers, hotel-keepers and business

men. So great was the power of Romanetti’s band,

that once a shopkeeper had paid his toll to Romanetd
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and come under our protection, the lesser bands never

dared to molest him.

It was for this reason that Romanetd never tried

to stamp out the small fry in the Maquis. The

greater their depredations, the larger sums people

were prepared to pay for our protection. It was a

safe and easy, even lawful method of obtaining a

regular revenue. If the smaller bands had been ex-

terminated, then the only toll the shopkeepers would

have paid would have been to insure themselves

against ourselves. The other was a far better way.

Not only did Romanetti refrain from stamping

out the smaller bands, he even, when danger threat-

ened them, co-operated in resisting the police or

military.

A large revenue was absolutely essential to us

bandits. Not so much for our food and clothing,

but for distribution amongst the peasants. During

his “ reign,” Romanetti must have distributed

hundreds of thousands of francs throughout the

island. It was not high-mindedness that caused

him to do it, although I must say he was an exceed-

ingly generous, even soft-hearted man.

That the money he poured out went to help those

who needed it most was a real pleasure to him; but,

after all, it was not the major consideration. Our
own protection came first. While large sums were

passing through our hands to the poorer classes, we
lOO



were assured of a perfect spy service whose network

spread to every comer of the island. No peasant

wished to see his golden stream cut o£E at its source.

They were, therefore, always on the alert for any

news that might afiEect Romanetti’s safety. There

was also always the chance that a useful piece

of information about the movements or plans

of the authorities would produce a substantial

bonus.

Another, and lesser, source of income was the mail

route from Ajaccio to Lopigna. This route passed

through some very lonely parts of the Maquis,

following the trail upon which I had shot the two

gendarmes when I rescued Ferrari.

But there was rarely anything of much value to be

obtained from the mail-bags and, unless we had

received information that the mail coach was worth

stopping, we left it alone.

One day, however, we conceived a plan by which

the mail-route could be made to produce a safe and

regular revenue.

First we carried out a number of raids upon the

coach. We gained httle of value from these, but it

was only a gesture to the postal authorities to show

them what we could do. Next we sent a messenger

to the postmaster at Ajaccio and offered to supply

a driver and escort for the coach, and guarantee the

safe transit of the mails. Our offer was accepted,
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and for nine months the mails travelled from Ajaccio

to Lopigna and back again under our protection. It

says a lot for Romanetti’s word of honour and the

authorities’ trust in it that during that time, no

matter how valuable the mails were, there was no

complaint.

It was a French journalist on holiday in Corsica

who was the cause of our losing this “ contract.”

To him it seemed a remarkable thing that the mails

were entrusted to a band of brigands for their transit.

On his return to Paris he wrote an article upon the

matter which was published and duly came to the

eye of the authorities.

An arrangement like that can be winked at by the

local authorities, but when it is given prominence in

the newspapers, the higher authorities in France feel

that something must be done to save their faces. A
peremptory order was sent to Ajaccio to terminate

the agreement.

It surprised me when Romanetti quite calmly

received the news that we could no longer be allowed

to carry the mail.

“ To-morrow morning,” I told him, “ I shall

arrange an ambush, and we shall bum the mails

and the coach.”

But Romanetti shook his head decisively.

“No, Spada. It would mean bloodshed. At
present we are living in peace with the authorities.
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Our subsidies are bringing in sufficient. Why stir

up trouble?
”

Grudgingly I had to agree as 1 dare not risk

offending Romanetti.
“ One day I may be in his place,” I told myself.

“Then we shall see. The postal authorities shall

either let me carry those mails—or there will be no

mails to carry.”

There was another possible source of income, but

we all were agreed in refraining from tapping it.

That was the foreign tourists. They would have

been a rich and easy prey, but an attack upon them

would have meant inevitable trouble. As it was,

much of their money passed to our pockets through

the hands of the hotel-keepers and shopmen. With
this we had to be content. For their part the tourists

were attracted to the island by the glamour of the

banditti, and it was an unwritten law amongst all

the bands that tourists were to he given the freedom

of the Maquis.

It was the breaking of this law by Caviglioli and

Bartoli that caused the disruption of all the bands

save mine.

I remember one occasion when some members of

Caviglioli’* band disregarded this law of the Maquis,

and, had it not been for Romanetti’s intervention,

there would have been serious trouble. In all prob-

ability the French Government would have sent a
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punitive expedition, which was a thing that none of

us wanted.

It was a Uttle while after we had lost the contract

for the carrying of the mails. Romanetti and I

were riding through the Maquis with a small escort

when we were startled by hearing screams for help.

Romanetti swung his horse in amongst the trees

with me following close on his heels. After a

short canter we came out upon a clearing in the

woods.

In the centre of the clearing was an abandoned

motor-car. Judging by the sounds, its occupants

were in trouble in the woods on the farther side.

Thrusting our way amongst the shrub, we came

up with a number of Caviglioli’s band hustling a

man along. With them was a remarkably pretty

girl who was, presumably, the man’s daughter.

Here was a flagrant violation of one of the strictest

laws of the Maquis, for these two were obviously

tourists; American, I judged.

At sight of them Romanetti reined in, at the same

time letting out such a flood of invective at Cavig-

lioli’s men that I felt glad that there was litde chance

of the girl understanding what he was saying.

For a moment the men stood doubtfully looking

at one another, at a loss to know what to do. Evi-

dently the capture of the American had been carried

out with Caviglioli’s consent, or, possibly, at his
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orders, with a view to ransom. Now here was

Romanetti ordering them to release their captives.

Which was better? To risk the anger of their leader

or of the BCing of the Maquis?

However, Romanetti decided the matter for them.

Drawing his guns, he threatened to shoot any man
who was within range by the time he had counted

ten.

« Un—deux
Some of the men looked defiant.

" Trois—quatre
”

A couple edged back towards the trees.

" Cinq—six ”

The leader opened his mouth to argue, but his

words were drowned by Romanetti’s deep voice

chanting

:

" Sept—huit ”

There was a general scamper and crashing of

shrub.

"Neuf—dix!"
There was no one in sight but for the Americans

and ourselves.

Romanetti smiled contentedly.

“ Spada,” he said, “ see that those rats do not

return.” Then, raising his hat to the Americans, “ I

must ask your pardon for the treatment you have

suffered. They were not members of my own

band or they would never have dared touch you.
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I shall see that such a thing never happens

again.”

By now the Americans were thoroughly enjoying

their adventure.

” And what is your name? ” the man asked.

Romanetti drew himself up. He was proud of

himself and the position he held.

“ I am Romanetti,” he said.

“ Romanetti !
” the girl cried. “ But how thrill-

ing! Don’t you remember. Father, they were tell-

ing us about him at the hotel?
”

The man nodded.
“
Yes, I remember, the ‘ King of the Brigands.’

”

“
‘ The King of the Maquis ’ is the title that I

prefer,” said Romanetti. “ And may I ask your

name? ”

“ Why, yes. I’m Mr. Cass Mombley of Chicago,

U.S.A. And this is my daughter, Geraldine. It’s

been a real thrill being kidnapped like that. But it

might have turned out very difEerently if it hadn’t

been for you.”

He asked Romanetti a lot of questions about the

island and our mode of life. Finally, Romanetti

insisted on providing an escort to guide them safely

back to Ajaccio.

Evidently Mr. Mombley and his daughter were

very grateful to Romanetti for the way in which he

had come to their help, for some time later a ^etf
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excellent silver-mounted rifle arrived. It bore the

name of a celebrated gunsmith in Paris. Accom-

panying it was a note asking Romanetti to accept it

as a token of gratitude for his chivalrous conduct to

the Americans.
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XI

Knowing Romanetti’s character, many men have

wondered how it was that he became an outlaw.

He had more good points and a greater sense of

honour than most “ civilized ” men. He was

kindly and chivalrous, and once he had given his

word nothing would make him break it. Besides

all this he was innately moral. Naturally he had no

jurisdiction over his men when they visited the

village caf^s and dance-halls; and, men being men,

there were women in the lives of most of our band.

However, their amorous exploits had to be confined

to their periodical visits to civihzation. No
women were ever allowed in his camp.

Much of his attitude towards women may have

been prompted by his happy marriage—^for Rom-
anetti was married, and very happily, too. But

his wife never came to his camp. He always main-

tained that the rough, chancy hfe we led in the

mountains was not suited to women. Romanetti’s

wife and her small son lived in a Uttle villa on the
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outskirts of Coggia, overlooking the sea. Periodi-

cally Romanetti would visit her, when his guides

had reported that it was safe to do so.

Every bandit chief of any standing had a number

of these guides, whose chief duty was the guarding

of their leader’s safety. They worked in with the

bandits’ spies in the various districts, collected the

news and acted as spies themselves. When Roman-

etti, myself, Caviglioli, Bartoli, and any of the lesser

bandit chiefs wished to visit a more or less civilized

portion of the island, a number of these guides was

sent out to report whether the coast were clear.

Another of their duties was to precede their chief,

when entering or leaving a house, so that they

received the first shots from any ambush that the

poUce might have managed to arrange in spite of

the outlaws’ spies and guards.

This drawing of the police fire upon themselves

may sound a dangerous and thankless task, but the

guides were well paid and were picked especially for

their loyalty and devotion to their leader. Besides

which, so effective was the system of intelligence

employed by the outlaws, that it was very rarely

that a guide received a salvo intended for his chief.

It was just a matter of precaution.

Naturally the guides had to be men we could

trust implicitly. A treacherous guide had it in his

power to do a great deal of damage, thus only the
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most trusted men had this duty allotted to them.

Besides which, they all knew the reward o£

treachery—certain death.

I had never met Romanetti's wife although I was

anxious to, so, when one day Romanetti announced

his intention of visiting the villa at Coggia and

asked me to accompany him, I was very glad to

accept. Life in the Maquis can be very monot-

onous, and I was feeling in need of a change of

scene.

Guides were sent out to report on the advisability

of the venture, and a messenger was sent to the villa

to warn Madame Romanetti to expect us the follow-

ing night.

Duly the guides returned and reported that the

coast was clear. Romanetti at once set about his

preparations. Various members of the band were

detailed off to protect the villa, our horses were

ordered round, and we set about clothing ourselves as

befitted the occasion.

Romanetti was always most particular in his dress,

and it has been said of me that I was the Beau Brum-

mel of the bandits. I certainly took a pride in my
appearance. Though not over tall I was a well-built

man, turning the scale in the neighbourhood of

thirteen stone, and I carried my clothing well. My
silk shirts and my velvet jacket and trousers, so I

have been told, were famous throughout the island,
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and were always mentioned by Corsicans to tourists

when speaking of me. I wore, also,,a gaily coloured

waistcoat with either silver or gilt buttons, a coloured

band round my hat and a bright silk tie. My belt

and revolver-holsters were elaborately tooled. Ma
fe! In those days I was a figure to set any woman’s

heart beating.

It was dark when we reached the villa and Madame
Romanetti had everything in preparation for our

supper. Romanetti adored her, and had lavished

gifts upon her so that the villa would have vied

with one of the rich business men’s in Ajaccio or

Bastia.

There was a spotless white cloth upon the table and

gleaming silver and glass. We even had table

napkins, and of this I was glad, for, by tucking

mine into my collar, I was able to protect my silk

shirt.

And the food, dio mio\ I had not tasted a

woman-cooked meal for very many months. Chicken

and gravy and golden-brown potatoes and wine.

With very pleasant feelings of anticipation we sat

down, after laying our guns on the cloth beside us,

where they would be handy in case of emergency.

I remember that Madame Romanetti insisted that

we should first wipe our weapons for fear that the oil

on them might stain her cloth.

Besides his guides, Romanetti had two guards upon
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whom he relied—^two large wolf-hounds that invari-

ably followed him wherever he went, and slept by

his bed at night.

We had scarcely begun our meal when one of the

hounds, that had been lying contentedly on the rug

before the fire, rose to its feet and crossed to the

window, walking with stiff legs and bristling hackles.

With a rumble in its throat the other beast joined it.

Madame Romanetti started up from her chair.

“ What is it. Nonce? ” she asked, a scared look in

her eyes.

“ Je ne sais pas de tout. Peut-etre c’est le police.

You had better turn out the lamp, my dear.”

Madame Romanetti did as she was asked while

Nonce and I seized our guns. The room was faintly

lit by the flickering fire. By its light I could see

Madame Romanetti standing tensely with one hand

on the shoulders of a wolf-hound as though seeking

its protection. Romanetti was by the window, his

head on one side, listening.

Suddenly there came the clatter of a man’s feet in

the hall and the door burst open. I had him covered

instantly but it was only one of the guides.

“ Dio mio! The police !
” he panted. “ Vite!

You may yet have time.”

Romanetti called his dogs to heel, and ordering

his guide to lead the way, followed him. We crossed

the hall, but as the guide opened the door into the



garden a volley of shots rang out and he fell to his

knees. Romanetti and I leaped back into the dining-

saloon. Behind us we could hear the sharp crack

of the wounded guide’s revolver as he replied to the

fire of the police.

Madame Romanetti, seeing our escape by the front

door was cut off, had opened the window. She cried

softly to Romanetti and me to jump.

I went first. It was a fair drop to the flower-bed

below, but I landed safely on my hands and knees. I

had hardly scrambled to my feet when Romanetti

thumped down at my side. He was a much older

man than I and he fell more heavily. I could hear

him cursing in the darkness.

“ What is it? ” I asked.

“ My ankle. It is twisted. Here, Spada, lend me
a hand.”

He hobbled to his feet but found that he could

not stand.

" Diable! Never mind, I shall have to crawl. It

will be safer, too, though slower.”

So we set off through the shrubbery towards the

shore.

From the other side of the house there came an

almost incessant rattle and crash of shots. Our out-

posts had opened fire on the police and were, we
trusted, keeping them too busily occupied to bother

about us.
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Romanetti, however, was not the only man to

employ dogs. The police also kept a number of wolf-

hounds, or police-dogs as they are called in Germany.

They found them of great use in the dense thickets

of the Maquis, or on night-raids such as this.

One of these dogs, coming round the house at that

moment, sighted us and gave the alarm. A shot

from Romanetti’s gun silenced it, but not before one

of the police, evidently the one in charge of the brute,

had sighted us and opened fire.

Dropping flat on my stomach in the undergrowth,

I fired back at him, and had the satisfaction of

seeing him crumple up.

Crawling and hopping, Romanetti eventually

managed to reach the shore. Here we had a remark-

able piece of good luck. Two fishermen, who had

been about to set out on a night expedition, had

delayed launching their boat when hearing firingfrom

the direction of the villa. They immediately recog-

nized Romanetti and very willingly helped him into

their craft.

Unfortunately, however, we had not gone far from

the shore when half a dozen police appeared at the

water’s edge.

“ Ho/a, there, you in the boat. Comeback! We
wish to search you.”

The two fishermen looked doubtfully across at

Romanetti and continued on their way. A carbine
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cracked and something “ plopped ” into the water a

couple of feet away.

Romanetti leant forward.

“ It is no use, my friend. Turn hack. We can

swim for it. But row slowly.”

The men nodded and swung the boat back to

shore.

“ Hold hard there,” one shouted. “ Can’t you see

we are coming.”

One after the other Romanetti and I slipped over

the stem into the sea. Using underarm strokes to

avoid splashing we gently paddled out to sea. Then,

once we were satisfied that it would be utterly impos-

sible for the police to see us from the beach, we

turned and made our way parallel to the coast until

we began to tire. And it was not long before we did,

clothed as we were and shod in heavy boots. At
length, when we were almost exhausted, we turned

in towards the land and crawled ashore.

For a long while we lay on the sand too weary to

move. But a life in the Maquis toughens a man
wonderfully, and presently we were able to start off

on the return journey to our mountain camp.

Fortunately we were not far from the house of a

small farmer who was in Romanetti’s pay. There

we were able to obtain the loan of a couple of horses.

They were poor animals but better than nothing,

especially as Romanetti’s ankle was troublesome.
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Towards dawn we crawled into camp, almost as

much dead as alive. How difEerent we must have

looked from the two gaily dressed outlaws who had

left camp the previous evening.

Most of our men had already returned, and later

in the day our horses found their way back.

After a rub-down, a change of clothing and a meal,

we lay down to sleep. It is one of the blessings of the

healthy, open-air lives in the mountains we Uved,

that when we awoke we felt little the worse for our

adventure.

That evening Romanetti called a meeting and

totalled up the casualties. Honours certainly went

to the bandits. We had lost two men; but of the

police, so far as we could ascertain from our men, five

had been killed and at least seven were known to

have been wounded. Naturally it was difficult to

gauge the enemy casualties in the semi-darkness, but

that the figures were substantially correct was later

confirmed by our guides, who collected news from

Ajaccio.

An expensive price to pay for a spoiled dinner with

your wife. I often wondered whether Romanetti

thought it had been worth it.
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The more I pondered over the surprise attack upon

Romanetti’s villa at Coggia, the more certain I felt

that we had been betrayed by one of our own band.

Knowing, and trusting, our men as we did, it was

difficult to credit this; in fact, when I talked the

matter over with Romanetti, he resolutely refused to

believe anything of the sort.

“ You are doing my men an injustice, Spada,” he

told me. “ We are all in this together and it is only

by mutual trust that we can hope to withstand the

authorities. All my men I have personally chosen

and there is not one I wouldn’t trust with my life.”

“ I know, but there are points about last night that

can only be explained by believing that one of our

guides had given us away to the police.”

“ What points? ” demanded Romanetti, but I

would not say. I could see that he placed such trust

in his men that nothing I could say would alter his

belief.

The greater part of the night I turned the matter
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over and over in my mind. The one question that

I couldn't answer for myself was how the police had

managed to approach so close to the house in spite

of the wolfhounds with which we had supplemented

our guard. The hounds in the house had given us

a warning. How was it that those outside the house

had failed to do so? And again, the police attacked

the villa in a manner that indicated that they knew

the disposition of our guards. How could they have

known this unless one of our guides had betrayed

us?

The following day I began an investigation upon

my own account.

The two main questions I decided that must be

first solved were: Why had the hounds given no

warning? And, was there any man in our band

who could have any reason for desiring the death of

either Romanetti or myself?

Taking the first question, I set about finding out

who had been responsible for the hounds on the

night of the raid.

I was informed that a man named Castiglione had
had the dogs in his charge that night. He was a

tall, sullen-looking youth with a thatch of lank black

hair that was continually getting into his eyes. He
was not well liked by the others, but he had an

almost uncanny power over the hounds, and for this

reason was generally in charge of them.
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Casdglione? There was something that I had

once heard about him, but what? I sat in the door-

way of my hut cleaning and oiling my carbine and

trying to remember.

At last I had it. One of the guides had once told

me that before Romanetti's marriage to his wife,

Castiglione had been passionately in love with her.

Naturally, he had had no chance against the great

Romanetti. As a rival he had stood no chance.

Wasn’t it possible that, ever since Romanetti had

married the woman he loved, Castiglione had been

obsessed with a longing for revenge? Wasn’t it

possible, also, that he felt, with Romanetti out of the

way, he might have stood a chance of winning

Madame Romanetti’s favours?

I had found a plausible answer to both of my
problems—a means of silencing the hounds and a

motive for wishing to get rid of Romanetti.

The next thing to do was to see whether I could

trace Castiglione’s movements between the time the

guides were sent out to prepare for Romanetti’s visit

to the villa and the night of the raid. I realized

this would be a little difficult since Castiglione had

been one of the guides detailed for this work and
would therefore, naturally, have been absent from

camp. On the other hand, the very fact that he had
been one of the guides who had been entrusted with

this work told against him, for he had both the know-
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ledge of the proposed visit of Romanetti to his wife

and the opportunity to get into touch with the police

when, presumably, he had been making contact with

some of our spies in Coggia.

There was the possibility, however, that he had

been in the company of one of the other guides.

This would definitely prove him innocent unless the

other guide were also guilty of treachery.

I suppose I should have gone to Romanetti and put

the result of my investigation to him before continu-

ing with it. But, as he had been so definitely of the

opinion on the previous day that the raid had been

brought about by clever spy-work on the part of the

police and not by treachery in our own camp, I

decided against the idea and continued with my
inquiries alone.

Here I made a mistake. Rumours of my inquiries

no doubt reached Castiglione, for the morning

following he was missing from camp.

After this there was no need of further proof. He
was 8elf<onfessed as a traitor.

Immediately upon the news of Castiglione’s

absence reaching me I went to Romanetti.

“ I have found out the name of the man who
betrayed us to the police,” I told him.

He frowned at me.
“ I thought I told you, Spada, that no man in this

camp would betray me—even if he dared.”



“ There you are wrong,” I retorted, “ for Casdgli-

one did.”
“
Castiglione? How do you know? ”

I told him all I had discovered; how Castiglione

had been a would-be lover of Madame Romanetti;

how he had had the opportunity of getting into

communication with the police, and of how he had

been in charge of the hounds that night.

“ It was easy for him to silence them,” I told him.
" Those hounds would have done anything for him.”

“ But this is all supposition,” Romanetti objected.

“ You have no proof. Where is Castiglione? Bring

him here.”

“ That I can’t do,” I replied. “ He was here last

night. This morning he is gone. He ran away in

the night.”

I have never seen a man in so terrible a temper;

it was all the more fearsome because Romanetti was,

by nature, a mild man.
“ Dio mio! It is you who were right. I have

been blind. Call all the men here.” Then, when
they were assembled in front of his door :

“ Go out,

every one of you, and find Castiglione. There is a

thousand francs for the man who brings him back

alive—and a bullet for any man who kills him. I

want that man brought back alive—do you under-

stand? Alive!”

The Maquis is vast and possessed of a thousand
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safe hiding-places, but we bandits were all used to its

ways and we knew the most bkely refuges that

Castiglione would choose. However, it was almost

a week later before he was brought back to camp,

safely bound and slung across the back of a mule.

Romanetti strode up to the prisoner and stared

fiercely into his terrified face.

“Cut him loose,” he ordered, “and give him a

gun.

One of the bandits objected to this, but Romanetti

turned savagely upon him.
“ Fripon! Do as I say. This is a matter between

this man and me. Give him a gun and leave us.

If I am killed he is to be released. Those are my
orders. Do you all understand? It shall never be

said of Romanetti that he murders men as they do

down in Ajaccio.”

I did not like the idea at all. For my part I would

have liked to have seen Castiglione dangling from

the end of a rope. Give a man a fighting chance by

all means, but a traitor, no! Even a bullet is too

good. Place him on a horse, a rope from a branch

about his neck, then whip up the horse. That is

what I would have done to Castiglione; but Roman-
etti was our chief and if he wished to risk his life at

the hands of a miserable traitor it would not have

been healthy for us to interfere, much as we might

have liked to.
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So Castiglione was given a gun and we all retired,

leaving him and Romanetd in the clearing between

the huts.

For a while they stood, talking. Then suddenly

there came the sharp barking of a gun. From

where I sat I saw Romanetti roll over in the dust

and Castiglione, his lank forelock flapping across his

forehead, leap across the yard to where Romanetti’s

horse was tethered.

He had only got half-way into the saddle when

Romanetti’s gun cracked out. Castiglione, with one

foot in the stirrup, seemed to rise in the air before

falling to the earth beneath the horse's excitedly

plunging feet.

I ran up and was relieved to see Romanetti getting

to his feet and dusting the earth from his clothing.

" You are not hurt? ” I asked.

" Mais non,” he replied calmly, “ but if that devil

hadn’t been so nervous I would be dead. He shot

at me when he thought I wasn’t looking. However,

he will never betray anyone again. Have him
buried, though it is too good an end for him. He
should be fed to his dogs.”

Yes, Romanetti was a strange mixture of mildness

and fierceness, with an odd code of honour of his

own. What other man would have chosen such a

way of settling with Castiglione? Most, with

scarcely a trial, would have slimg him by a rope to
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the nearest tree. Romanetti preferred putting a gun

in his hand and giving him a chance of dying like

a man, even though he had not lived like one.

Melodramatic, perhaps, but what seems melodrama

to the mind of a Northerner is commonplace and

everyday to a Corsican, particularly to an outlaw.
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Although outlawed from civilization, we still

managed to enjoy a certain amount of its pleasures.

There were caf^s, inns and hotels where we were well

known and where there was always a welcome for

us. Our favourite of these was the H6tel d’Orl£ans,

near Vizzanova.

Possibly it appealed mainly to us on account of

the ease with which we could reach it unobserved.

It was easy to guard, too. Built on the mountain

side as it was, with the Maquis coming to within a

few yards of its back walls, we could arrive un-

observed and, if necessary, leave at a moment’s

notice.

Our guides were sent to reconnoitre, and, if they

reported all was clear, we would come down through

the Maquis, entering the hotel from the back, spend

a lively evening, eating, drinking and dancing, while

pickets guarded the road on either side.

Though the Hotel d’OrMans was our favourite,
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there were others we frequented. I remember one

night Romanetti giving an especially lively party at

one of these. Romanetti, though a strict moralist,

was no prude, and a number of caf6 girls had been

imported from Ajaccio. There was an enormous

amount of laughing and singing, and, as the pile of

empty bottles accumulated, the caf6 girls’ voices

grew shriller and shriller, so that the band had to

play even louder to make itself heard.

It was in the midst of all this noise and confusion

that the village priest walked in and asked for

Romanetti.

At once Romanetti crossed the room to his side.

“ Je suis id, mon Phre. What can I do for you?
”

To many it may seem strange that the village

priests throughout Corsica looked upon us, not as

the outcasts of civilization, but as members of their

flocks.

The old man smiled kindly at Romanetti.
" I know, my son, that after your lonely life in the

mountains it is good to come down here and make
the night hideous with your caterwaulings and
screechings. But to-night there is a poor woman
lying in the cottage next door. By the morning she

will be dead; but you would not like her last few

hours to be disturbed by your enjoyment.”

“Dto mio! No!” cried Romanetti. Then,

mounting the litde stage that had been erettcd for
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the musicians, in a few short words he dismissed the

company. Five minutes later the house was in

silence.

Turning to the padre, Romanetti asked, "Will

you take me to this poor woman? I would like to

make my apologies.”

I accompanied them. In a miserable little hovel

next door to the inn was the sick woman. There

was no doubt that what the priest said was true ; she

would not live to see a new day.

Romanetti fell on his knees by her bedside and

asked her forgiveness for having disturbed her.

“ For you see, ma mere, I did not know that there

was anyone sick so close to la taverne, else we would

have been more considerate.”

She opened her eyes and recognized him.
" Me fS! C’est Romanetti.”

Putting her withered old hand upon his head, she

blessed him.

As he went out Romanetti called to a young man
who stood by the doorway, and whom I took to be

the old dame’s grandson. I heard the rustle of some

notes changing hands.

“ You will need them,” I heard Romanetti saying,

“for the funeral.”

There are few recreations in the Maquis and time

is apt to hang very heavily on one’s hands. We



played cards, of course, and diced for money, but

beyond that and our periodical visits to the fringes

of civilization, we had little to amuse us. There

was, however, hunting. This, besides being a sport,

was a necessity. You cannot step round a comer of

a street and ask a butcher to send you something for

your dinner when you live in the Maquis. Your

meals come either through the peasants and guides,

who act as liaison officers with the outside world, or

from your gun.

Romanetti was a keen hunter and a very expert

shot. One morning he set out on horseback with

his two wolfhounds and a man named Ama Goscapi

as escort.

“ Which way are you going? ” I called after him,

for I always liked to know where he could be found

in case of emergency.
" Down the Valley of the Lava, then I can call on

our sick friend.”

“ Our sick friend ” was the priest of u small village

in the Lava Valley. He was extremely poor, and of

late had been suffering from an affliction of the

chest. Romanetti, in his usual kindly way, had
taken him under his care. Only a few days before

I had heard him giving instructions to Ama Goscapi

to deliver some money at the priest’s house to help

him over his illness.

As I watched him ride off I little thought that it
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was the last time I should see Romanetti and that by

nightfall I would be “ King of the Maquis."

Late in the afternoon Goscapi came galloping back

into camp. He was hadess and dishevelled, and

there was a wild, frightened look in his eyes.

He dismounted and ran up to my hut.

“Romanetti is dead,” he cried. “The police

—

they ambushed us—we were riding down the Lava

Valley when suddenly they shot from behind some

bushes. They almost had me, too.”

I felt stunned at the news. Romanetti dead I Of

course we bandits always carried our lives in our

hands; at any moment a shot might ring out and put

an end to us. But Romanetti—he was so experi-

enced a leader. It is the careless, the over-daring

whom the police pick off.

“But where were the dogs?” I asked sharply.

“ They should have given warning of any ambush.”

For a moment Goscapi hesitated.

“The dogs? Oh, they were off in the bush on

the opposite side of the trail to the police. Roman-

etti had set them in after some game. And the wind

was blowing from them to the police.”

“ Very well,” I said. “ Now tell all the others I

wish to see them—at once.”

In a few moments they were all collected in a

semicircle about the door of my hut.

“ Romanetti has been killed,” I told them.
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“Goscapi saw him shot down by the police. You

are now without a leader. Is it your wish that I, as

Romanetti’s lieutenant, shall lead you?
”

What would they say? There were many amongst

them who had served under Romanetti for a far

longer time than I. Would they demand the leader-

ship of the band? Ever since I had joined the

banditti I had determined that one day I would be
“ King of the Maquis.” Now that position was

within my grasp. Would one of the others try to

snatch the honour from me?
For a moment they were silent, looking from

one to another as though deciding if there were a

better man amongst themselves; then Pelosi, the

eldest of the outlaws, cleared his throat and spat

vehemently.
“ Speaking for myself,” he remarked, “ I am satis-

fied. Though you have been a bandit for less time

than most of us, you have proved yourself fit for the

job of taking Romanetti’s place.”

There was a general murmur of agreement. Thus

I found myself the leader of the most powerful band

of outlaws in Corsica.

Two days later a peasant was brought in by one

of the guides. He seemed nervous and asked to

speak to me privately. I led him into Romanetti’s

hut, which I now occupied, and shut the door.

“ Well? ” I asked.
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"I have something to tell you—can we be over-

heard? That man Goscapi, is he about?
”

So he had something to tell me about Goscapi.

The twinge of suspicion I had felt, when Goscapi

hesitated before replying about the hounds, returned.

“What about Goscapi?” I demanded. “Come
on, man, spit it out.”

“ Well, I was working in my vineyard in the Lava

Valley when I saw Romanetti riding down the trail.

He had his two dogs with him and that man,

Goscapi. The dogs were well ahead of them, work-

ing about in the undergrowth—one on each side of

the trail.”

"Yes—yes—but what about Goscapi?
”

" I was coming to that. I saw it all quite clearly.

Goscapi dropped back a little behind Romanetti

—

then quickly he fired—from behind. Romanetti

rolled off his horse, and Goscapi, after making sure

Romanetti was dead, galloped away.”

First Castiglione and now Goscapi! And these

were the men Romanetti had been ready to trust his

life to. In that moment I determined that I would

trust no man, however faithful he might seem.

“ Go into that inside room,” I told the man. “ I

will fetch Goscapi. Wait in there till I call for you.”

Calling some of the men, I told them what I had

heard from the peasant. The more hot-headed ones

were for lynching Goscapi on the spot.



“
No,” I said, “ he must have a fair trial. What

do you say, Pelosi?
”

Pelosi agreed with me.
“ Bring him in, then,” I commanded.

I think he must have realized at once that we

knew, for there was the look of a cornered beast

about him. But he tried to blufE it out. Possibly

he thought we had no proof.

Then I produced the peasant.

Confronted by the man’s story, Goscapi crumpled

up and admitted that he had shot Romanetti from

behind.

“But why? ” I demanded.
“ Because he was going to visit Monsieur le Cure.”

Then I understood.

“ That money Romanetti gave you for the padre,

you kept it yourself?
”

Goscapi nodded.
“ Si, si. I have a girl in Ajaccio. I promised her

money. I did not know where to get it, and then

Romanetti gave me the money for Monsieur le Cur6

—so I used it for the girl. I was afraid when I knew

that Romanetti was going to see Monsieur le Curi—
so I killed him.”

One of the men jumped up and started for the

doorway.
" Where are you going? ” I called.

“ Why, to get a rope, of course.”
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“ Not 80 fast,” I said. “ Romanetd was the finest

man I ever knew. He was my greatest friend. He
would not have hanged this crapaud. He gave

Castiglione a fighting chance. I shall do the same.

Which will you have, Goscapi, revolvers or knives?
”

Goscapi chose guns, as he was an excellent revolver

shot.

So we went out into the yard and Pelosi stood us

back to back in the centre.

“ Now,” he said, “ take fifteen paces each and then

stop. When I cry ‘ Fire I
’ turn round and shoot.

Understand?
”

Goscapi nodded dumbly.

“Then start I

”

I began counting as I walked, “ One—two—three

—four—five—six—seven
”

Suddenly Goscapi must have lost his nerve, for he

let out a yell that was hardly human and began dis-

charging his gun.

I threw myself flat on the ground and twisted

round to face him.

He was running like a mad thing for the Maquis.

Resting my gun on my left forearm, I fired. He
turned a cartwheel like a shot rabbit and pitched

forward into some bushes.

He was dead, but so was one of my men, and

another wounded.
“ Take him and bury him,” I ordered. But they
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all refused. Finally one of them tied a rope to his

feet and dragged him into the Maquis.

“ We do not bury carrion," they said.

I had sent a messenger to the Uttle white villa at

Coggia to tell Madame Romanetti of her man’s

death. Some days later she and her small son, of

about eight or nine years of age, arrived at our

mountain camp.
“ I cannot stay there alone any longer,” she told

me. “ My place is in the Maquis where Nonce

lived. One day his son will be a man and will take

his place at the head of the banditti. He will be

better fitted to do this if I bring him up in the

Maquis.”

So Romanetti’s wife and son came to live in my
old cabin and I undertook to have the lad trained in

woodcraft and in the use of arms. He was a fine

lad, even at that age, and showed much of his father’s

spirit and fearless determination.

One day, perhaps, the banditti may be a power in

Corsica again; and if they are, young Romanetti

will be at their head.
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Romanetti had not only been chief of the most

powerful band of outlaws in Corsica, he had also

been the acknowledged “ King of the Maquis,” or,

as the more poetically minded sometimes styled him,
" King of the Green Palace.”

I had now taken Romanetti’s place at the head

of his band and was therefore the most powerful of

the bandit chiefs; but would I be acknowledged as

“King of the Green Palace”? Neither Caviglioli

nor Bartoli, the two most powerful bandits after

Romanetti, had denied Romanetti’s claim to this

tide. I felt, however, that there would be trouble

before they were willing to recognize me in the same

way. To them I must have been something of an

upstart. I had literally shot my way into the fore-

front.

If I were to gain the distinction I had set my heart

upon, I realized that I must make my power felt.

The gifts to the peasantry must be kept up and,
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if possible, increased. To do this a regular and

adequate income was an absolute necessity.

Some time previously, Romanetti had been granted

the concession of carrying the mails between Ajaccio

and Lopigna. From this we had derived an easy

and substantial income. Then some interfering

journalist from Paris had written about this practice

in his paper and the concession had been withdrawn,

and Romanetti had let the matter slide.

I had always determined that, if ever I succeeded

Romanetti, one of my first acts would be an attempt

to regain this contract. It was an opportunity both

for establishing my power and swelling our revenue.

A week after Romanetti’s death I sent a messenger

to the Commissaire du Paste at Ajaccio reminding

him that we had once carried the Ajaccio-Lopigna

mails for a period of nine months, during which time

no complaint of the service had been received. I

demanded that the concession should be revived,

and intimated that I was not prepared to take any

refusal.

Rather to my surprise my demands were agreed

to, the Postmaster stating that the rate of payment

would be the same as previously paid. We also

received the assurance that mail drivers and their

escort would be exempt from any attempts at arrest

whilst in execution of their duties.

Naturally I was delighted at this official acknow-
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ledgment of my power, and for the first few trips

drove the mail myself with an escort of eight or nine

of my men.

Rumours reached me that Caviglioli was enraged

by my success. As the second most powerful out-

law in Corsica, he had hoped that upon Romanetti’s

death his own band would rule the Maquis. Now
I had stepped into Romanetti’s shoes and was re-

ceiving the allegiance of the peasantry formerly in

Romanetti’s pay. That before long there would be

trouble between Caviglioli and myself I felt was

certain; meanwhile I was determined to strengthen

my position as much as possible.

For some months I retained the mails concession,

then one day, without warning, when the usual driver

and escort presented themselves outside Ajaccio to

take over the mail coach, they were informed that

their services would no longer be needed. Some-

body had complained to the authorities in Paris and

instructions had been received in Ajaccio that an

official driver must be appointed. At once my men
returned and reported to me that the concession had

been withdrawn.

I may have been wrong, but in this I imagined I

saw the hand of Caviglioli. I had learnt that he was

determined to oust me from my position and had

said that although I claimed to be “ King of the

Maquis ” he would never acknowledge me as such.
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“ And who is to drive the mail coach now? " I

demanded, almost expecting to hear that Caviglioli

had been appointed.

“ Giovanni Ricci,” I was told.

“Ricci? That crapaud} Never in this life,” 1

retorted.

Romanetti had weakly knuckled under when his

contract had been withdrawn. I was determined

not to do the same.

“ Here, Pietro,” I called. “ Go at once to the

Commissaire du Paste at Ajaccio and tell him that I

cannot agree to the withdrawal of our concession.

If he does not remove Ricci I shall shoot him down

and any other driver that they may replace him by.”

The following day Pietro returned with his arm

in an improvised sling. The Commissaire du Paste

had angrily told him that he did not bargain with

thieves and then, when Pietro was riding away, had

shot at him, wounding him in the shoulder.

I at once set about making my preparations. The
spot I chose for ambushing the mail coach was not

far outside Lopigna. Here the trail ran through a

rocky defile. The road was narrow and very soon

my men had effectively blocked the way with large

boulders. Then I settled down to wait, after having

posted several guides on the hill-side to watch for the

approach of the mail coach.

Presendy I received the signal that the coach had
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been sighted, and a few minutes later it rounded the

bend, Ricci at the reins with a couple of gendarmes

beside him, their carbines across their knees. I had

expected that Ricci would be given an escort, so the

presence of the gendarmes did not worry me; besides,

I had chosen an excellent point to shoot from and

had built up the boulders in such a way as to give

me perfect protection.

At sight of my barricade Ricci drew in his horses,

but I had planned my position well, for he was within

range of my rifle as soon as he rounded the bend

and was unable to turn back on account of the

narrowness of the track.

Snuggling my carbine into my cheek I drew a bead

on Ricci and fired. It was as clean a shot as I have

ever made. Without a sound he pitched off the box.

The horses reared up and one of the gendarmes was

thrown into the road. The other I picked off with

my carbine.

At the sound of my second shot the frightened

animals bolted, and I had only just time to leap

clear of my barricade before the mail coach piled

itself upon it.

Meanwhile, the gendarme who had fallen from his

seat had picked himself up and taken to his heels

down the track towards Ajaccio.

“ Let him go,” I called to my men, “ and come

and cut these poor beasts free.”
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We released the horses and, when they had been

calmed, we loaded the mail-bags across their backs

and upon our own horses and returned to camp.

Unfortunately, there was little of any value in the

mails; we collected what little there was and burned

the rest. We had, however, shown the Postmaster

at Ajaccio that it did not pay to ride the high horse

when dealing with Andre Spada and his band.

I did not know it then, but that day I had sown

a seed that will come to flower upon the day the

guillotine falls upon my neck—if ever that day

comes.
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XV

Under Romanetti’s rule I had little opportunity of

indulging in my one great failing—my weakness for

pretty women. And since I had taken over the

command of Romanetti’s band I had far too much
on my hands to trouble over much about love. But

once I had firmly established my position and was

satisfied that there was not a man or woman on

the island who did not know that Andr6 Spada was

the most powerful bandit in Corsica, I found my
thoughts returning persistently to Marita, to Simone,

to Maria and all the other girls I had known before

I was exiled to the Maquis.

Of course there had been the girls of the caf6s and

dance-halls, but they were different. They came to

my hand as a strange horse would have come to a

feed of oats. I was rich and I could give them pretty

things to wear, expensive food to eat and wine to

drink, and money to spend. But they were not the

sort of women I yearned for : the edge was off them
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like a much-used knife. I like a clean, sharp blade

fresh from the grinder's stone.

It was spring and the young oaks made an auburn

haze in the Maquis and the mating birds filled the

air with their songs and chatterings. Moi, I felt

restless and dissatisfied, unwilling to set myself to

any definite task. I was in this mood when one of

my men came to see me with news of a wedding in

one of the villages bordering the Maquis.
“ And the bride ! You have never seen such a

one. So beautiful that it is a sin to think of her

marrying such a fat clod of a husband.”

Here was an opportunity for a little mild enjoy-

ment. I decided to make a surprise call at the inn

where the wedding festivities were being held and

see for myself whether this bride were as lovely as

my man had described her. There is always an air

of carefree jolliness about a wedding that leads to

many a flirtation, if to nothing more; and I was in

a mood for a little relaxation from the rather stem

sort of life I was living in the mountains. So choos-

ing half a dozen of the men who could be trusted

to behave themselves in a more or less seemly fashion

even though the wine might be flowing freely, I set

off.

We arrived at the village shortly before midnight,

and after taking the precaution of posting a man
at both roads, I went in search of the iim. It was
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not difficult to find, for there were lights flooding

out into the street from every window, and as I

approached I could hear the place humming like a

hive with the voices of the guests.

We found most of the party assembled in a long

room at one end of the inn. The floor had been

roughly polished and a few planks had been set on

some casks at one end to make a temporary platform

for the musicians.

I was dressed in my newest clothes, a velvet suit

with gold buttons that had been specially made for

me in Paris, and I was expecting to create something

of a sensation. As it happened, I made even more

of a sensation than I had reckoned on, for at my
entrance the orchestra stopped playing and there

was a general stampede for the doors. Some of the

guests even attempted to climb out of the windows.

This was not what I had intended at all, so raising

my voice to its loudest, so as to be heard over the

confusion, I shouted

:

“Wait! Everybody! There is no need for you

to be frightened. I and my comrades are only

making a friendly visit. We would like to dance

and drink with you—and wish the bride ‘ Good
luck.’

”

They came back then, some rather doubtfully,

and the musicians climbed up again on to their

rickety platform.
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Meanwhile, I had picked out the bride. She

was as lovely—even lovelier—than my man had

described. Unlike the majority of her guests, she

had stood still, staring at me as though quite un-

afraid, when I had entered. Going up to her I said,

“Madame, will you dance with me? ” and, without

waiting for her reply, I called an order over my
shoulder to the musicians to play a waltz.

She danced beautifully, so I danced the next with

her—and the next, and the next. In fact, I danced

with her only, so that her fat lump of a husband

scowled more angrily each time I took the floor with

his pretty little bride; but he dared not say anything,

for it was Andre Spada, the King of the Bandits,

who had chosen to honour the bride with his atten-

tions, and it was not healthy to argue with Spada.

Who in Corsica did not know that? It was towards

dawn that I wished her “ Good-bye ” and “ Good
luck ” and left her, as I thought, to comfort her suet-

faced husband.

On the way out I had a last drink with the inn-

keeper, who was a friend of mine and had more than

once been of service to me.

As I reached the rail where our horses were

tethered I was surprised to see that there was some-

body seated on my mare. I was angry, too, for I

allowed nobody to ride my mounts but myself.

Striding up to my mare I roughly pulled aside the
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cloak that was covering the figure. Sacre bleu! it

was the little bride who had given me so pleasant

a night.

" Ma petite!
”

I cried. “ What are you doing

here? Where is your husband?
”

At that she slid off the mare and threw her arms

about my neck.

“ Oh, Monsieur Spada, take me back to the

mountains with you. I cannot bear to stay here

now. The men of this village, they are but slugs.

You are a man.”

I was amazed, but at the same time there was no

denying that I felt flattered.

“ But, cherie, votre mari? What of him? ”

“ Oh, Jean. I do not love him. He is fat and old

and ugly. It was only to please my parents that I

married him. Take me to the mountains with you.

Please, please take me.”

What was I to do? I looked round at my men
and caught sight of them sniggering behind their

hands. What were they thinking? Were they

whispering that Spada was afraid of the suet-faced

husband?

Only that morning I had been cursing my fate

because I had no woman to help reUeve the tedium

of my life in the mountains. Now a woman, and a

beautiful one at that, had been almost thrust into

my arms.
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With a sudden laugh I swimg myself up into the

saddle and, stooping, lifted the litde bride up in

front of me.

" En avant!" I cried. “To hell with suet-faced

husbands!
”

And with a clatter we were ofE into the hills. On
arrival at the camp I ordered another wedding party

—a breakfast party this time—but with the same

bride.

Two days later one of my men brought in the news

that the bereaved bridegroom had shot himself.

I was a little sorry, for, looking at him, I would not

have said that he had the guts to do it.

When I told her that she was a widow she was

overcome with remorse and insisted upon my re-

turning her to her parents’ house. She seemed,

somehow, to blame me for what had happened,

though, seeing how she had begged me to take her,

I cannot see how it was my fault. No doubt on

returning to the village she spread stories of how I

had kidnapped her after the dance and how she had

fought for her honour. It was from women such as

these that I got my reputation for kidnapping and,

worse still, for rape. None of the stories that are

told of my brutality to women are true, however,

for few women came to my camp but of their own
accord. True, there are times when I have stolen

women, but it was from some other motive rather
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than a desire to possess them that I have done

so.

More girls, and married women too, than I can

remember have grown tired of the monotony of their

own homes and run away to seek romance in the

Maquis at the camp of Andr^ Spada. It is their

parents, seeking to whitewash their daughters’

honour, who have circulated the stories of my
kidnapping—the parents or the girls themselves,

when they have tired of a mountain life and have

returned to the villages; or I have tired of them.

There was one occasion when I kidnapped the

wife of an official. There was an unfortunate end-

ing to this adventure, an ending which never would

have come about if the official had cared sufficiently

for his wife’s safety to have swallowed his pride.

It all began on a day when one of my favourite

dogs strayed into the village of Bologna. A member
of the municipal council, whose mouth was bigger

than his brain, recognized the poor hrute as mine,

drew his gun and shot it. He had often boasted,

so I learnt later, that there was nothing to fear about

Andr^ Spada; that it only needed a man with a

moderate amount of guts to put an end to my career.

To bolster up this boast of his he had the dead dog

carried out of the village and placed on the edge of

the Maquis, where one of my men would he likely

to come across it. To it he fastened a notice saying
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that he would do the same to me if ever I showed

my nose inside Bologna.

It was not long before one of my guides discovered

the hound and the note and brought both back to

me. I was very angry because I had loved that dog.

I say nothing against a man who shoots another in

fair fight, but the man who will shoot a horse or a

dog that is doing no harm is, to my mind, a low

sort of worm. I determined that this official needed

a lesson, not only for murdering my hound, but for

daring to threaten me.

I sent out guides to find the man’s house and dis-

cover which room he slept in, and, the night after

having received the report, I picked four of my best

men and rode into Bologna.

There was a balcony to this foolish official’s bed-

room, and for a man in perfect physical health it

was as easy for me to reach his window as for a

squirrel to crack a nut.

The window was closed, but with the butt of my
revolver I smashed the glass and, slipping my hand

through the hole, threw up the latch, then entered.

A moment later I was standing at the foot of the

scared official’s bed, covering him with my gun while

he sat up and gaped at me like a codfish on a fish-

monger’s slab. There was a lump under the bed-

clothes beside him which I guessed was his wife

taking refuge at my sudden entry.
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" Maintenant," I said sofdy. “ Here I am, Mon-

sieur. Why don’t you shoot me like you promised

you would? I am ready.”

For a moment the man just stared, his eyes almost

popping out of his face; then I saw his right hand

creeping towards his pillow. So he slept with a gun

under his head!
“ Tiens!” I barked. “If you try any tricks I’ll

driU you full of holes! ” and I advanced my
gun threateningly towards his ponderous stomach.

At this, fearing for her husband’s safety, the wife

popped her head out from beneath the bedclothes

and I was amazed to see how beautiful she was. It

is an odd thing how these fat, ugly men can obtain

young and pretty wives. This one had a mass of

dark, curly hair and big soft eyes which were staring

at me in a defiantly frightened way.
“ Monsieur,” she cried, “ please do not hurt him.

For my sake forgive him for shooting your dog. I

will buy you the best in Corsica if only you will go

away.”

I removed my hat, and, placing it at the foot of

the bed, bowed to her.

“ Mais non, Madame. There are no better dogs in

Corsica than I already have. I am sorry, but your

husband will have to pay more dearly than by buy-

ing me a new hoimd.”

It was at that moment that a fitting punishment
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occurred to me. I had valued my hound; no doubt

this fat beast of an official valued his litde wife.

“ Madame,” 1 said, “ get up and dress. Vite!
”

“ Mais non. Monsieur, je vous prie ”

“ Do as I say, please,” I said firmly. “ And you.

Monsieur, if you move it will be the last thing you

do in this world.”

As soon as the official’s little wife had dressed I

backed to the window and whistled. Almost im-

mediately one of my men joined us.

“ Here, Pietro,” I said. “ Take this lady to the

horses and wait for me there. If she screams gag

her, but I do not think she will—she seems a wise

little woman.”

As soon as I was alone with the husband I ordered

him, too, to get up. Standing him at the foot of the

bed I lashed him firmly to one of the posts.

“ And now. Monsieur,” I said, “ I shall leave you.

You killed my hound and you insulted me. It is

only right that you should pay for your little

pleasures. The price I put on it is twenty thousand

francs. I shall, take it in one hundred franc notes.

See that you have it ready when I call. If you inform

the police or try any tricks you will never see your

wife again. When you have handed over the money

to me I shall see that Madame is returned as safe and

well as she is now. I give my word of honour on

that.”
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Madame was in tears when I reached the horses.

“ Oh, Monsieur, what have you done to my
husband?

”

I reassured her and setting her before me I rode

back to the mountains. On reaching camp I put her

in the care of Madame Romanetti. Then I set about

my preparations for the following night. I had

already left two of my men behind with instructions

to watch the man’s movements and report if he

attempted to communicate with the police during

the day. Several of my guides were sent down to

keep in touch with the two spies and meet me in the

Maquis outside Bologna. Then I settled down to

sleep, for if a man wishes to have all his wits about

him he must both eat and sleep.

That night I met the guides as arranged, just out-

side Bologna, and received their report that the official

had not communicated with the police and that there

was no trace of any ambush in the vicinity of the

house. It seemed that the man had decided to be

sensible. No doubt his pretty little wife was very

precious to him; certainly he would have had great

difficulty in getting any other woman to look at

him.

Swinging myself up on to the balcony outside his

bedroom I tapped on the window. Immediately

from within the room there came a flash and the

report of a gun. The window shattered not six
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inches from my face and a bullet whistled away into

the darkness behind me.

My own gun was in my hand, and without raising

it I &ed from my hip a stream of bullets breast high

from one corner of the room to the other. Then,

vaulting over the balcony rail, I dropped to the

ground and ran for my horse, half expecting all the

time to feel a bullet between my shoulder-blades; but

none came. I reached my horse in safety, and a few

minutes later I was in the protection of the Maquis.

I was enraged at the man’s treachery, not so much
because he had tried to kill me—that was only

natural—^but because he had cared so little for his

wife’s safety that he had endangered it by his attack

upon me. I returned to camp planning what revenge

I could take to teach the man a lesson he would never

forget. I even contemplated getting even with him

through his wife. I need not have worried, for I had

hardly finished my midday meal when one of my
guides came in with the news that the official had

been found dead in his bedroom. One of my shots

fired at random had found a billet in his heart.

There was now no further revenge needed. The
death of my hound and the insult to me had been

wiped out. I went to arrange an escort to take the

widow back to Bologna whilst Madame Romanetti

broke the news.

It is strange what small incidents can lead to. My
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dog choosing to visit Bologna that morning cost the

fat official his life, widowing a pretty httle woman,

and almost led to my own death. But, after all, life

in the Maquis was hke that to me; my way lay

between death on one hand and a pretty woman on

the other. I was as likely any day to receive a bullet

as a kiss. The uncertainty added spice to life. I

would never have made a successful shopkeeper:

each day is too much like the last to them.
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“ Well?
”

“ Eh, bien! You can dance a litde.”

“ A little I Dio mio! 1 have been told that I

dance better than any man in Corsica.’’

The girl threw back her head and laughed.

“ You should not beheve everything you are told,

Monsieur.”

Damn the girl and her impudence I If she were

out to tantalize me she was going the right way about

it. We danced a little more in silence. Then:
“ You know who I am? ” I asked.

“ Mats non.”

" You do not wonder?
”

"No. Why should I?”
“ And your name, ma petite} ”

" Why call me anything? We shall probably see

nothing of each other after to-night.”

Wouldn’t we? I thought otherwise. Here was a

girl with spirit; a girl whose eyes looked farther than

a ten franc note and a bottle of cheap wine.

” N’importe. You need not tell me your name,

my beauty. I shall call you Mimi. And as for

never meeting after to-night—well, we shall see.”

She looked sharply at me.
“ Hein? So you too have a will? All right, mon

brave, as you say, we shall see.”

After our dance Giocundi came towards us as

though to reclaim his partner, but I stared hard at
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him and scowled. After that he danced with one

or two of the caf^ girls and I forgot him.

I found a table for Mimi and ordered the best wine

that they had at the hotel and the most expensive

supper. If I had hoped to impress the girl I would

have been disappointed, for she drank the wine with

as blas6 an air as if it had been water and took no

more notice of the food than she would if it had been

rolls and butter.

After supper she smoked one ofmy cigarettes, lean-

ing her elbows on the table and breathing the smoke

out slowly through her nostrils. She did not speak,

just smoked and gazed at me with her eyes half

closed as though she were looking at something

behind my shoulder.

With a sudden movement she stubbed out her

cigarette and rose to her feet.

“ Allans! ” she said.
“
Since you have frightened

away my partner you had better dance with me.”

After the dance I suggested that it was very hot

in the room.
“ Come out on to the verandah and let’s get a

breath of fresh air.”

The verandah was at the back, and from it we

could see the dark mass of the Maquis creeping down
the mountain side almost to the orchard walls, behind

it the vast bulk of Monte d’Oro craning its head up

to the stars.
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With a quick movement I seized the girl and

swung her round to face me, saying:

“ See here, Mimi, do you think you can treat me
as you treat that lump Giocundi? You’re the most

tantalizing little devil I’ve met for years. Give me
a kiss.”

She threw back her head and gave a sound that

was more like a snort than a laugh. I was reminded

of my mare when she had one of her contrary

moods : she would put her ears back and snort at me,

and it would take a sharp canter with whip and spurs

before the devil would be out of her.

“Me kiss you? Like hell I won’t! ” And out

flashed her hand, catching me across the mouth with

her knuckles.

Suddenly I was reminded of a song I heard an

American sing one night when I was at the Hotel

Monte d’Oro

:

"
I asked her for a kiss and, gee!

Now what d’you think she said?

She said she wouldn’t kiss me
So I kissed her instead!

”

With a quick movement I jerked the girl towards

me and began to kiss her fiercely, hungrily.

Fortunately I had my wits suflBciendy about me
to realize that her hand had dropped to my waist

where I kept my knife. Releasing her sharply I
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seized her wrist. I was only just in time, for the

point of the stiletto ripped through my silk shirt and

drew blood just over my heart.

I bent her wrist till the stiletto clattered to the floor

between us.

“ You litde heU-catl ’*
I laughed.

Oddly enough I did not resent her attempt at

murdering me. Instead I found that I wanted to

take her with me to the mountains. Here was a girl

with spirit who would make a good mate for a man
like myself.

She would be able to hold her own amongst men
and manage the girls—my so<alled harem—^better

than any man could. She would be able to hunt

and, if necessary, to fight.

In that moment as we stood glaring into one

another’s eyes, the light from a window gleaming on

my stiletto on the ground between us, I knew that I

must possess Mimi, even if I had to carry her off into

the Maquis against her wiU.

I told her this in between my kisses, which she no

longer resisted.

“ And who are you? ” she asked at length.

“ Moi? Why, I am Andr6 Spada.”

She pushed me away from her, but gently so that

I released her when, if she had exerted her strength,

I would have held her closer.

“ Andr6 Spada. I should have known.”
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“ Well, chirie,” I asked, “ will you come or must

I take you?
”

Mimi crossed to the balustrade of the verandah

and, leaning on it, stared up into the Maquis.
“ Mais oui, Andr^. I shall come. But first I must

tell you my name. I am Marie Aim^e Caviglioh.”

Caviglioli I

“ Luigi’s sister?
”

“ Yes, Luigi’s sister. Now do you still want me? ”

What a strange twist of fate! That I, Andr^

Spada, the “ King of the Green Palace,” should have

fallen for a sister of Caviglioli, the bandit chief of

the “ Ridge of Death a sister of the man who was

out to kill me if there was no other way of depriving

me of my claim to the kingship of the Maquis.
“ Yes,” I told her. “ I do still want you. What

difference does it make even if Luigi Caviglioli is

your brother?
”

She turned to face me so that a ray of light from

the window lit up the fierce beauty of her.

“ Very well then, I will come. But I warn you;

you may find that you have not made a good bargain.

I have a very strong will.”

I took her roughly round the waist and, tilting

back her head, looked into her dark eyes.

“ And so have I, ma petite,” I told her. “ Sapristi!

But from down here they will see the sparks flying

on Monte d’Oro.”
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I went to the doorway leading into the inn and

beckoned one of my men.
“ HoU, Pietro. Fetch my mare and a mount for

Madame.”

Pietro grinned, showing his broken and dis-

coloured teeth.

sir
“
But, Andr^, what of my clothes? I can’t come

as I am.”

And so Mimi was fond of her dress? All the

better. I liked a woman who took a pride in her

clothing.

“ Et pourquoi non, mon petit chou? I have finer

clothes at my camp than any I have seen in Ajaccio

—^frocks from Paris, furs from Vienna, jewellery

from Rome. What more do you want?
”

So Mimi mounted as she was, in her green and

gold evening frock, and followed me to the

mountains.

Ma fe! She was a tigress, that one. Beautiful

and supple as a great cat, but her fangs and claws

were barely covered. A word would be enough to

set her growling and spitting.

Pietro from the first had shown himself interested

in her. He would follow her with his eyes as she

moved about the camp, his jaws working incessantly

on the coarse shag he chewed.

Mimi had been with us about a week when a most
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fiendish din from the compound came to my ears

as I sat writing in my hut. There were the shrill

screams of an angry woman and the deeper, hoarser

roaring of a man m pain.

Seizing my carbine I ran out into the yard. Then
I stopped and, grounding my rifle, began to laugh.

Pietro, so one of the men told me, had taken a

liberty with Mimi and now she was thrashing him

with a yard-long horse whip.

Both the man’s cheeks were scored from temple

to chin by Mimi’s claws, and already the blood from

his back and arms was staining his shirt.

Several times he made a lunge at the woman in the

hope of disarming her, but, in her left hand, Mimi
held my stiletto, a prick with which was enough to

make Pietro keep his distance. He tried also to

escape from his tormentor, but he was a big, lumber-

ing man shod in heavy knee boots, and Mimi had

no difficulty in keeping up with him. In fact I

imagined that she preferred him to run, as then he

presented a better target for her whip.

Finally I had to intervene. If I had not, there is

very little doubt but that Pietro would have been

flogged to death. As it was, it was weeks before he

was anything like fit for the saddle.

But the men had learnt their lesson and from then

onwards Mimi was treated by them with the very

greatest respect. It has been said that the female of
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the species is the most dangerous. Probably Pietro

had never heard of this saying, but if he had he

would most certainly have agreed warmly with it.

If Mimi had been content only to rule the men and

girls at the fort it would have been peaceful enough.

She evidently decided, however, that I, too, must

come under her sway. This was entirely “ another

pair of shoes” and I was not submitting to her

attempt.

Our quarrels became proverbial, and I have heard

it said that when Mimi loosed her tongue upon me I

grovelled before her. This is not true. I have

never grovelled before anyone—man or woman.

Certainly I gave in to her in many of her whims, and

—ma fi—she had more whims than a dozen women.

She was not content with the furnishing of her hut.

“ So cold and bare !
” she would cry, rolling her

eyes in mock anguish.

“Then I will send into Ajaccio and get a mule

train of furniture, chine.”

“Ajaccio! Ajaccio! Dio mio, Andr6! There

is no furniture good enough for me in Ajaccio.

Send to Marseilles. If I am to be Queen of the

Maquis, as you promised, I must have the finest and

the best of everything. And you give me a poor

stone hut and offer to send to Ajaccio for furnish-

ings!
”

So Marseilles it was. And not only tables and
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chairs and a divan, but rugs for the floor and hang-

ings for the walls to hide their bareness.

Then when the winter came

:

“ Brrl Andr^, these mountains of yours are cold.

I must have bigger and thicker furs if I am to stay

here with you.”

Stay there with me? She was mine. She would

not dare to leave me. I told her so, but she only

laughed.

“ Chut! Andr6, you make my ribs ache.”

But she was beautiful and her very waywardness

attracted me more to her. A lover of horses, I like

an animal with spirit: so with women. No milk

and water wenches for me. Their place is in Ajaccio

or Bastia.

I taught Mimi to -shoot and gave her weapons for

herself, a splendid little “ Colt ” and later, when the

new rifle that I had specially made for me in Paris

arrived, I gave her my old carbine. She wanted the

new rifle, but upon that point I had my own way.

Soon she could shoot as well as any man in my
band, myself excepted. She often came hunting

with me, and her quickness of eye and the way she

would set her horse at places that would have scared

most men, won as much respect for her as her knife-

edged tongue had.

But her vanity was appalling. She was never

satisfied for long with what I gave her. The best in
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Ajaccio was only fit to wipe her feet on. I must

send to France for almost everything for her. And
her temper when resisted was devilish. Yet through

it all I never lost my admiration for her, a certain

proud tolerance that was fed, rather than damped,

by her moods. Even, when in an especially fierce

passion, she drew her gun and fired at me, I felt

more of pride in her than anger.

It was lucky for me, though, that I was wearing

my waistcoat of chain mail beneath my clothing,

otherwise Mimi would have done her brother Luigi

an unintentional service.

After that incident I tightened my rein upon her.

I felt that she had had her head for too long; she was

getting the bit between her teeth and was likely to

bolt, taking me with her.

There are some women whom it pays to be kind

to : Marie Aimee Caviglioli was not one of these.
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For a while my harsher treatment of Mimi seemed

to subdue her. Her tempers were less frequent, and

less fierce when they did come, and she seemed for

the moment satisfied with her possessions, for she

stopped pestering me for gifts.

But sometimes I would catch her watching me
with the inscrutable look in her eyes of the cat tribe

which she so strongly resembled.

When I was writing, reading or cleaning my gun

in my hut, she would come in and sit in a comer,

rest her chin on the back of her hand and gaze at

me with her eyes half-closed.

At length this silent mood of hers began to make
me uneasy. It was so foreign to her former tiger-like

disposition.

She no longer accompanied me on my hunting

expeditions and 1 missed her. 1 had got a lot of

pleasure before in watching her eager speed in the

Maquis and her animal-like skill as a huntress.

Often fny carbine had lain unused in its sling for
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a whole day’s hunting while I watched Mimi making

kill after kill. Now I hunted alone.

One day sport had been poor and I returned

earlier than usual to camp. My mare was picking

her way amongst the trees and shrub in the silent-

footed way I had taken such pains to teach her.

A movement in a dense mass of undergrowth some

distance away caught my eye. Thinking it might

have been caused by a wild pig rooting around in

the soil, I slipped from my mare’s back and wormed

my way quickly towards the spot.

Much experience of hunting and being hunted

had taught me how to move through even the

densest undergrowth as silently as a snake in spite of

my thirteen stone. So it was that I came, unheard,

to within ten feet of where Mimi lay in the arms of

Giocundi.

So that was the meaning of her change of manner.

So that was why she no longer came hunting with

me. As soon as my back was turned she evidently

slipped out of camp and met this damned wood-

cutter. Well, it would be the last time.

I could have shot them from where I lay, but it

would not have satisfied my sense of justice. Besides

which I was not so certain that I wished to kill Mimi.

I was still passionately attached to her, and the blank

in my life that her death would leave would be hard

to fill.
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Giocundi was another matter. I would kill him;

but he must know whose bullet had put an end to

his treachery.

There was a sapling behind where they lay.

Snuggling my cheek into the stock o£ my carbine,

I chose a spot on the sapling’s stem just above their

heads and fired. There came a scream, half of fear,

half of anger, from Mimi and from Giocundi a

mouthful of oaths.

They both leapt to their feet, Giocundi with his

gun in his hand, and stared about them into the

brushwood.
“ Drop that gun,” I snapped. “ Vite! ”

The gun glinted in the sun as it fell to the grass.

“ Now your hands above your heads,” I ordered,

" and come out into the open.”

Two pairs of hands crept up and I rose to my feet.

“ Well, my beauties, so this is how you spend your

time while I am away.”

Mimi tried to pass it off.

" Sacre bleu! How you do take on, Andr6. We
were doing no harm. This is the first time I have

met the man since I came to the camp.”

The damned little liar! I knew her sort.

“ Hein? So you were doing no harm.” I raised

my carbine. “ Look at him for the last time, you

little bitch, yom: precious lover won’t be beautiful to

see in a moment.”
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Regardless of my rifle, Mimi leapt forward, and

throwing herself on her knees, clung to my gaiters,

her fingers scrabbling against the laces.

“ Dieu en del! You would not do that, Andr6.

You would not kill him. See, let him go and I will

swear never to meet him again. I am your woman,

Andrd. If you kill him I shall kill myself, too. I

swear it. Can’t you believe me—trust me . .
.”

She burst into a passion of sobbing, beating her

forehead against my boots and clawing up tufts of

grass with her hands.

Without lowering my rifle I asked, “How am I

to know that this will be the last time? Won’t this

rat come sneaking round here again as soon as my
back is turned?

’’

She lifted up her face, ugly and furrowed by her

weeping.
“ Haven’t I sworn it? What use will I be to you

if you kill him? I shall hate you always—if I live.

But if you spare him I will be faithful. Oh, can’t

you believe me? ’’

She was beating her fists against my thigh in her

frenzy.

Well, I am weak with women. I gave way.

“Eh hien, I agree. But this slug shan’t get off

free.”

I loosed my whip from my belt. And, dropping

my carbine, took out my revolver with my left hand.
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“ Come here, you miserable firewood pedlar.

Nearer, blast you! Now how d’you like the taste

of that—and that
”

My whip sang through the air and bit into the

fellow’s back and shoulders, coiling round him in

a devilish caress.

He screamed in agony and made an attempt to

rush me, but a shot from my gun whistling past his

head held him back.

I kept up a position so that my hack was never to

Mimi. I did not trust her even after her wild

protestation of faithfulness to me. She was the sort

who would stab you in the hack with as little com-

punction as a spider nips its victim into a living

death.

So I thrashed Giocundi till the thong of my whip

was dyed crimson, only ceasing when he stumbled

unconscious into the undergrowth.

“And that’s settled him, the bastard! ” I said,

kicking his limp body. “ And as for you, my girl,

catch hold of my stirrup strap. You shall run back

to camp beside the mare while I ride. I’ll take the

edge off your pride.”

And I didn’t make the pace too slow, either, so

that when we arrived in camp Mimi could barely

support herself by my stirrup strap and her feet were

tom and bleeding. It was only her pride that had
held her up so long.



Later I went to see her as she lay moaning in her

hut amongst all the finery she had made me get for

her from Marseilles.

“Well,” I asked, “have I let the devil out of

you?
”

She only bit her lips and turned her face away

from me.
“ If ever you try that sort of game again,” I warned

her, “ there is a bullet waiting for you. And if ever

that slug-souled lover of yours comes nosing around

here I’ll shoot him at sight.”

The next morning when I entered her hut Mimi
was gone, and two of my horses.

I had been angry the day before, but it was

nothing to the calm, fierce anger that burnt up in

a cold flame when I realized that once again Mimi
had tricked me.

The fools! Did they think Corsica—the whole

world even—was big enough to hide them from my
gun?

I called for my guides and instructed them to go

out and find where Mimi and Giocundi were in

hiding.

“ Warn my spies in every village to keep a look

out,” I ordered. “ But no one is to harm either of

them. This is my vendetta and only my gun or my
knife can satisfy it.”

So pcrfea was my spy system that it was not long
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before I learned that the couple were in hiding at

the house of some of Giocundi's relatives in Bastia,

a town in the north-east corner of the island some

fifty miles from my stronghold.

As soon as possible after receiving this informa-

tion I set out alone for Bastia. Some of my most

faithful men were very unwilling to let me go alone,

but I would not have considered my vendetta accom-

plished if Giocundi and my late mistress met their

death by any other hand than mine.

On nearing Bastia one of my spies met me and

pointed out the house where Mimi and Giocundi had

taken refuge. It was a square, flat-roofed building

standing in a small garden on the outskirts of the

town.

As soon as darkness fell I descended the mountain-

side, and, choosing a well-concealed spot in the

shrubbery, I waited.

Either Giocundi had got wind of my coming or

it was part of their plan to escape me by moving

from house to house; at all events I waited all night

without seeing a sign of them, and, as the light was

creeping over the sea from the East, I was compelled

to return to the mountains for fear of the gen-

darmerie. Giocundi had gained the first points in

our game of hide-and-seek and a whole week had

been wasted. Fuming with rage, I set out on my
fifty-mile ride back to camp.



However, I was not accepting defeat: I had

another plan which I felt certain would yield some

results.

As soon as I reached camp I sent out a posse of

men to the Caviglioli house with the instructions to

bring back Mimi’s young brother.

“Either we can find out from him where Mimi
is in hiding or we can hold him as a hostage till

the little hellot is handed over to me,” I said.

It was not long before young Caviglioli was stand-

ing before me. He was barely more than a boy, a

slight, clean-limbed youth with a bearing and

manner of speech so like his sister that at sight I

hated him.

I had slept but little since Mimi’s betrayal of me
for that filthy woodcutter, and my nerves and

temper were on edge.

“Where’s your sister? ” I demanded.
“ I don’t know,” replied the lad, very quietly and

calmly, “ and if I did I wouldn’t tell you.”

I could have struck him across his sneering mouth
for speaking to me like that—to me, Andr6 Spada 1

How like Mimi he was ! I sat and stared at him.

Almost I could make myself believe that it was she

who stood before me, answering for her desertion

and ingratitude; the way he held his head, thrown

back a little, his eyes half-closed, his lips slightly

curled.
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Suddenly he spoke.

“ No wonder Marie Aim^e hated you if you looked

at her like that.”

“ What the devil do you mean? ” I snapped.

" And hold your tongue unless I speak to you. Now,

for the last time—tell me, where is your sister? I

don't believe that you do not know.”
“ You can believe what you like,” he said slowly.

“Anyway, I’m not speaking.” And he closed his

mouth just as I remembered Mimi snapped hers shut

during our arguments.

One of my men, Carlo Farozza, an Italian, rapped

the table with the butt of his stiletto to attract atten-

tion.

“ Men can be made to talk,” he suggested.

“ What do you mean ?
”

He laughed; his brown face puckered into a

hundred creases.

“The Spaniards, they had a good old custom;

what was it called? Ah, I remember—the Inquisi-

tion, hein? ”

“ You mean—torture?
”

He shrugged his bony shoulders.

“ Call it what you like, mon ami. If a man won’t

talk he must be persuaded to.”

For a while I sat staring at the opposite wall, but

seeing only Mimi—Mimi in Giocundi’s arms.

Presently: “Take the prisoner away,” I ordered,
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“and bring me something to drink—something

strong.”

For hours I sat there at the table, drinking and

brooding. Wherever I looked I saw Mimi—Mimi
in the dance hall that night in her green and gold

frock, Mimi on the verandah with the light gUnting

on my stiletto on the floor between us, Mimi as she

rode, as she shot, as she lay on her divan, as she

grovelled at my feet that last day in the woods

—

Mimi in Giocundi's arms.

Since she had left me I had scarcely slept at all,

hardly eaten, living on my reserve energy and a con-

suming desire for revenge.

Neat whisky on an empty stomach is liable to go

to even the strongest head. I think as I sat there

drinking I can have been hardly sane; jealousy

and neat whisky are to blame for what I did that

night.

In the silence I seemed to hear Farozza’s whisper

in my ear
—

“ Men can be made to talk.”

And why not? How dared this unlicked cub defy

me—and get away with it? He deserved anything

that was coming to him.
“A man can be made to talk.”

He would be made to talk! Spada was not the

sort of man to be fooled by a youth. What would

my men think if I allowed young Caviglioli to treat

me with contempt?
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As I crossed to the door I was surprised when I

reeled and had to clutch the lintel for support.

It was very still out in the compound, still and

cold. There was no moon, and the stars glittered

like steel dust on a deep blue carpet.

An owl hooted. Then came the scream of a terri-

fied rabbit as the jaws of some marauding fox cut

through its soft fur. There are only two sorts of

life in the Maquis—the hunter and the hunted. In

the Green Palace Might is Right. It is a world ruled

by the justice of power rather than the power of

justice.

Sometimes I was the hunted; at others, the hunter.

Now I was the latter and Mimi’s young brother was

my quarry.

“Farozza! ” I shouted. “Farozzal Devil take

the man. He might be dead, he sleeps so soundly.

Farozza I Pietro!
”

I had the youth led in and stood before me.
“ This is your last chance,” I told him. “ Tell me

where Mimi is and I shall let you go free. If

not
”

But he just stood and stared at me as though I

were some unclean reptile that had crawled into his

house and that he would like to exterminate if he

could do so without soiling his hands.
“ So you have no use for your tongue? ” I

snarled at him. “Very well, if you have no need
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of it, it is an easy matter to relieve you of your

tongue.”

Of what followed I have no very clear recollection,

and I am glad, for it is something I want to forget.

The following morning the lad was found wandering

on the outskirts of Ajaccio, blind in one eye and with

his tongue cut out. I have said that I have only one

regret, and that was for what happened to Mimi’s

young brother. And that is the truth. When I

have killed, and that has been often, it has been in

fair fight or to avenge some wrong. This youth had

no chance of defending himself and he, personally,

had done me no wrong.

There must have been some idea in my mind of

striking Mimi through this youth. That she loved

him I knew. Also I felt that when Mimi and

Giocundi learned of what had happened to the lad

they would suffer an agony of mental torture, for if

I were prepared to punish an innocent youth so

drastically, what might not they, the real offenders,

expect once I had got them to my camp?

SB
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My failure with young Caviglioli only made me'

madder than ever to be revenged upon Mimi and

Giocundi. Nothing else mattered. Leaving the

routine work of managing the gang, collecting our

revenue, watching our security, to my chief lieu-

tenant, Giuseppe Malaspina, I concentrated upon

tracing the lovers.

The next intelligence I had of them was that they

had been seen in Lopigna; so to Lopigna I went,

although it was tempting Madame Guillotine.

It was evening and a cold wind was blowing down
from the snow cap upon Monte d’Oro, so that I was

not making myself in any way conspicuous when I

turned up the collar of my coat and pulled my hat

down over my eyes.

I had several men in my pay in Lopigna itself, so

within half an hour of my entering the village at

least half a dozen men were scouring the place for

Giocundi, whilst I hid in the house of one of my
friends.
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Presendy one of my spies came in with the news

that Mimi and the woodcutter had been seen enter-

ing the cinema that evening.

Now, I felt, my quest was at an end. That night

would be the last for the man who had stolen my
woman and the woman who had deserted me.

I had my rifle with me, stowed under my cloak in

two pieces for fear of exciting some inquisitive

gendarme’s suspicions. In half an hour’s time the

cinema show would be over. In that half-hour I

had to find a vantage-point from which I could shoot

as Mimi and Giocundi came out of the cinema,

assemble my rifle and arrange a bolt hole for

my escape. Cramming my hat down over my
eyes I hurried to the street in which the cinema

was.

On the opposite side of the road to the cinema was

a tobacconist’s shop. The proprietor was just put-

ting up the shutters. Living as I once had in Lopigna

I knew him well—a bachelor, now dead, who lived

all alone.

He was about to close the door when I inserted my
knee into the jamb. He opened the door again to

see who was there and I thrust my way in.

“ Monsieur! ” he cried rather testily. “ Que veut-

toi? It is late. The shop is closed.”

I kicked the door shut behind me and locked it.

Then, turning to him, I removed my hat so that he
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could see my face. He started back, his eyes flicker-

ing from me to the till upon his counter.

“ Spada! ” he cried. “ What do you want here?

I am a poor man. I am not worth your shot. I

assure you I cjumot afford to pay for protection. I

am so poor I do not need
”

“
Cut the cackle,” I ordered. “ I don't want your

money. Is there anybody in this house but you?
”

“ No. I assure you I am all alone. Business is

so bad a man cannot afford to marry, and I
”

Again I cut him short.

“ Take me up to your front room overlooking the

street. Vtte/ or I’ll drill a hole in your skinny

neck.”

The man shuffled up the stairs in front of me and

threw open the door of the front room.
“ Voild! And now if you will excuse me I’ll

”

“ Come in and shut the door—and your mouth.”

I crossed to the window. Yes, a perfect place from

which to cover the cinema entrance. I wished that

I had my Thompson gun with me, but the thing

was far too big to carry about. My rifle would

have to do. Quickly I took out the parts and began

assembling them. In ten minutes the people would

be leaving the cinema. I slipped a clip into the

magazine.
“ You have a back entrance?

”

“ Oui, Monsieur.”
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I lifted the lower sash of the window, and fetch-

ing a pillow from the bed tested the best positions

for shooting down into the street.

“ How d’you reach it? ” I snapped.

“ Down the stairs, Monsieur, and through the

the room at the back into the garden. There is a

door at the end that opens into the next street. If

you will allow me 1 shall go and see that it is open

ready for your departure.”

“ You damned well won't !
” I told him sharply.

“ Sit down in that corner there and keep your mouth

shut.”

A couple came out of the cinema, and another

and another. I strained my eyes. Soon I would

see Mimi and Giocundi, and then . . . Lovingly I

stroked the band of my rifle.

Now the cinema was emptying in a steady stream.

Soon now! But the stream was thinning. They

must be coming out one of the last. All the better

:

I would have a clearer shot now that the crowd was

dispersed.

Now the people were coming out in twos and

threes again—the loiterers who had hung behind

to avoid the crowd.

Sapristi! The man was closing the doors and the

lights were being extinguished. I had missed my
quarry again.

Though I knew that it was useless to wait
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longer I remained watching the cinema doors for

another five minutes. At last with a curse I gave it

up. Either Mimi and Giocundi had become tired

of the show and left early or somebody had warned

them of my presence in Lopigna and they had

quitted the cinema by an emergency exit.

It seemed that the gods w’ere fighting against me
in my vendetta. But the more difficulties I met the

greater became my desire to accomphsh my revenge.

Warning the litde tobacconist that, if he so much
as breathed a hint of my having visited his shop, his

house would be wrecked and his business banned, I

went in search of my informant.

I found him in a little caf^ in a back street, drink-

ing absinthe.

“ Well, mon ami," I said, sinking into a chair at

his side, “ either your information was incorrect or

somebody has warned my birds.”

He raised his brows inquiringly.

“ They have flown ? C’est damage! N’importe,

I have found out where they are living—^you can

finish the job to-night after all.”

It seemed that the wretched wood-merchant had

a wealthy uncle living in Lopigna, and it was at this

man’s house that he and Mimi had taken refuge.

My Lopigna agent led me to the house and, not

wishing to get himself mixed up in any shooting,

left me there.



Evidendy Giocundi’s unde was well ofiF, as my
informant had suggested, for the house was large

and possessed of a well-kept garden.

Choosing a dump of shrubbery that commanded

a dear view of the house and entrance drive, I

setded down to wait.

It was now dose on midnight. If my quarry did

not show up during the next hour or so I had decided

to break into the house and rout them out. There

was no need of this, however, for presently a light

appeared in one of the ground floor windows. I

craned forward eagerly.

There was a thin, light-coloured curtain before

the window, but I could see portions of the room

through it. A moment later two figures came into

view, a man and a woman, their forms clearly

silhouetted against the curtain.

Tense with excitement I watched as they came

together into one another’s arms. How often I had

pictured Mimi in Giocundi’s arms: now they were

before me and I was letting precious seconds pass

while I watched their passionate embrace.

Sighting my rifle I fired—once—twice. There

was a crash of glass, a scream. The man had fallen

while the woman still stood stupidly, as though

stunned by what had happened. Again my rifle

spat and the woman crumpled up and sank out of

sight. My vendetta was accomplished.
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Even as I stood up I heard voices and the slam-

ming of doors in another part of the house. A
hound had started to bay in the yard. I could hear

the rattle of his chain as he fought to get loose.

There was no time to be wasted if I were to escape.

Vaulting the low wall into the road I made at top

speed for the Maquis. Although I met several men
none of them attempted to stop me. I suppose they

thought it was none of their business and they prob-

ably did not consider it would have been a healthy

occupation to try stopping a running man with a

rifle in his hand at that time of night. The natural

presumption was that somebody had been killed and

that, if any attempt were made to hinder me, some-

body else would get killed. Besides which we

Corsicans are far too used to the numerous shootings

that result from vendettas to think of interfering.

I understand that some of the larger cities of

America are alike in this respect. If you happen

to come upon a shooting you become at once deaf,

dumb and blind, and remember an important

appointment in another part of the town. In

London, so I am told, the sound of a shot and the

sight of a running man carrying a gun would be a

signal for a wholesale man-hunt. Plucky, perhaps,

but to my mind unwarrantable interference.

There are few gendarmes about at midnight in

a quiet little place like Lopigna, so it was that I
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gained the Maquis and mounted my horse without

meeting with any trouble.

I was dog-tired when I reached camp and, my
mission at last accomplished, I knew that once 1

laid my head on my pillow I would be asleep. I had

had litde rest since Mimi had deserted me and I

needed some badly. But first I had to despatch one

of my guides to Lopigna to gather news, so that I

might be assured that I had made a thorough job

of my night’s work.

I must have slept like a dead man, for when I

awoke it was dark again and my guide had returned

from Lopigna. I sent for him at once to receive his

report.

Certainly the gods must have had a down on me
or else they loved Mimi, for in this vendetta of mine

I had the devil’s own luck. My guide informed

me that the previous night my aim had been true

enough and both the man and the woman had been

found dead, the man with a buUet through the head

and the woman with one in her heart. But—sacrS

bleu!—they were the wrong two. The lovers I had

killed had not been Mimi and Giocundi, but Gio-

cundi’s uncle and the uncle’s mistress.

And that was not all. There was another piece

of news that was the talk in every cafe in Lopigna.

The imcle had been wealthy : Giocundi was his heir.

By my unfortunate mistake not only had I killed
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two blameless people, but I had rendered Giocundi

a great service—I had made him a wealthy

man.

But that was not the only news I received that

night. A little later Pietro staggered into camp, his

left arm hanging useless, a bloodstained rag wound

about his upper arm.

While one of the girls was repairing his damaged

arm I questioned Pietro.

“ An ambush,” he gabbled. “ They got Giuseppe

—shot him in the back as we rode past—they would

have had me, too, if I had not lain along the side

of my horse and rode like heU
”

“ Who got Giuseppe? ” I demanded. “ Les gen-

darmes? Spit it out, you son of a bitch.”

Pietro curled his lips back, showing his ugly,

tobacco-stained teeth.

“ Mais non. It was not the gendarmes. It was

Luigi Caviglioli. Of that I am certain. I recog-

nized one of his men.”

Caviglioli! I could see trouble brewing. War-

fare with the police was one thing; inter-bandit

fighting was another.

I was not surprised, however, for CavigUoli had

long been threatening my supremacy, and now this

trouble about his sister had probably brought

matters to a head. My determination to kill

and her lover certainly gave Caviglioli an exceUent
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excuse for starting trouble. Anyway, the prospect

of a fight did not worry me. I was confident that

I would beat Caviglioli with the utmost ease. My
vendetta against Giocundi would have to wait. I

was sorry for that, but if Caviglioli became really

troublesome I would have my hands full enough

without troubling about Mimi and the wood-

merchant. Anyway, a vendetta can wait : it is not

a hot-blooded undertaking. Time would only add

fuel to my hate and make the final reckoning all the

sweeter. A vendetta may last a lifetime—and

beyond, for one’s relatives are always ready to

accomplish what their dead kinsman has failed to

carry out. “ Clannishness ” is almost a religion to

the true Corsican.

As for Caviglioli I was glad that matters were

coming to a head. While Romanetti had reigned

over the Maquis both Caviglioli and Bartoli had

been content to acknowledge his lordship, even to

pay tribute to him when demanded. With Roman-

etti’s death their attitude had changed. True they

had kept their hands off any merchants or hotel-

keepers who were enjoying my “ protection,”

but they refused to acknowledge me as their

overlord and looked with envious eyes upon

the various profitable concessions and levies I

controlled.

With the killing of my lieutenant, Giuseppe, and
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the wounding of Pietro, Caviglioli had declared open

warfare. I accepted the challenge. Calling the

whole of my band—except those on outpost duty

—

together in the compound I told them that any

member of Caviglioli’s band was to be shot at sight

if he ventured into my territory. I also sent a

message to this effect to Caviglioli and had all my
spies warned to keep their eyes skinned.

Caviglioli’s reply to my warning was typical of

him. My messenger duly returned to camp, but

lashed across the back of his horse—a dead man.

Caviglioli had shot him and, knowing that the horse

would find its way back to camp, had tied the

body to the saddle and set it off on its return

journey.

No doubt Caviglioli hoped that this fresh insult

would lead to my making a punitive expedition into

his territory and had prepared a hot welcome for

me. If so he was disappointed, for I knew that if

I waited long enough he would have to make the

first move and I preferred to meet him on my own
ground.

In this guess I was right, for even before I had

expected him, he struck his next blow; and it was

very nearly a fatal one for me.

Possibly I relied too much upon my guides and

spies, for Caviglioli managed to penetrate well into

my domain without an alarm being raised.
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I was riding down the Lava Valley one evening

with Pietro and a couple of my guides, when, without

warning, there came a burst of firing from the

Maquis some little distance away and my horse

rolled over, pitching me into a clump of bushes. It

was a very narrow squeak, for if I had fallen in the

open, in less than a minute I would have had as many
holes drilled in me as a honeycomb. As it was,

I managed to squirm into the shelter of some

boulders.

Pietro and my guides, seeing what had happened,

had dismounted, slashed their horses’ quarters and

joined me behind the boulders.

For the next quarter of an hour we indulged in a

sniping match with our attackers. It was impossible

to tell whether they were police or rival bandits, but

I had my suspicion that it was Caviglioli and some

of his followers.

I was correct, for a little later I caught a glimpse

of a red cap amongst the trees on our left. Cavig-

lioli always wore a red cap, and I would have been

willing to lay a bet that it was he. I could see his

game; he was attempting to outflank us. But for my
chance sight of Luigi’s red cap he would have been

able in a few minutes to enfilade us.

Motioning to the others to keep our enemies busy

in front, I wriggled into a fresh position, from which

I would be able to cover the spot from which I
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guessed Caviglioli had planned to rake our

flank.

Either CavigUoli was careless or some of my old

luck had returned, but presendy I had a clear view

of Caviglioh’s head and shoulders as he peered out

from behind a rock.

I snapped my sights on to him and let him have

a clipful.

His head vanished from view and I could see the

undergrowth swaying violently as though he were

threshing about in agony on the ground behind the

rock. A few minutes later the rifle firing petered

out and I guessed that Caviglioli, if he were still

aUve, had called off the attack.

On the other hand, there was the possibihty that

one of my shots had finished Caviglioli, and his

followers, finding that their leader was dead, had

decided to make their getaway before things got too

hot. After all, it was Caviglioli’s picnic, not theirs,

and if he were permanently out of the game there

was litde point in their carrying on. I hoped that

this was the reason for this sudden retreat, but I

wanted to be certain, so I instructed a couple of my
guides to try and follow up my rivals’ retreat whilst

I scouted aroimd.

Half expecting a renewal of the attack, I put my
hat on the end of my rifle and poked it over the

boulder behind which I was hiding. Nothing hap-
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pened. Reassured, I ventured out into the open.

Still no shot cracked out. It was pretty evident that

Caviglioli’s men had drawn o£E.

I investigated behind the rock where I had seen

Caviglioli’s red cap. There was quite a lot of blood

about on the leaves and several largish chips of rock,

one of which was deeply stained with blood. Clearly

one of my bullets had chipped it off, throwing it into

Caviglioli’s face.

In the bushes from behind which CavigUoli’s

gang had been sniping us I found the dead bodies

of two of his men. Fairly satisfied with my even-

ing’s work, I returned to camp to await my guides’

report.

They did not return until well into the following

afternoon, but the news they brought I found very

satisfactory, for I had done Caviglioli almost as great

an injury as if I had killed him.

Luigi was a handsome man and very proud of his

appearance. Like many of us bandits he was a

great lover, and the fascination that his looks had for

the women of Corsica was almost as great as mine.

Mais favais changi tout cela. My shots had

splintered some of the rock behind which he was

hiding: one jagged splinter had smashed his jaw;

another had blinded him in one eye.

But, though Caviglioli was my rival—and an un-

scrupulous one at that—^I had no vendetta against
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him, and as the weeks went past and my spies

brought in news of him, I began to feel sorry that

one of my shots had not sent Caviglioli to his long

final sleep.

It was not that I feared his revenge; rather I was

able to put myself in his position and feel a little

of the desperate dread that must have been dragging

at his heart. For my spies reported that, not only

was his face permanently disfigured and his one eye

totally destroyed, but that there were very grave fears

of the blindness spreading to his other eye. Certain

nerves had been injured and it was a toss up whether

they would mend or snap.

Death, I knew, would be preferable to Caviglioli.

Blindness would mean the relinquishing of his

leadership. I doubted even if his followers would

give him protection. More probably he would be

turned adrift in the Maquis, where, if he survived,

he might find asylum with some kindly peasant,

though it was more probable the authorities would

get hold of him and either death or lifelong imprison-

ment would be his fate.

Never to see the green beauties of our island again,

never to look on a pretty woman or along the sights

of his gun—for Caviglioli that would be a hving

death. Far better if one of my bullets had made a

clean cut of his life instead of condemning him to

—this!



But the gods must have relented, for his sight

gradually improved and finally he died as he would

have wished—killed swiftly by a bullet in open fight.

But before that happened he was to hit back at life

in a way that left its mark on the island.

n
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I, AS the rightful King of the Maquis, stood on my
own and played my game as I thought best, except

on those occasions when another of the bandit chiefs

requested my help against the authorities.

Caviglioli, however, had an alley in Joseph Bartoh.

Together they carried out many daring raids and,

when my feud with CavigUoli became really serious,

Bartoli was called in to help.

It is an excellent proof of the strength of my
position that these two, set upon my extermination,

were unable to accompUsh it; though they certainly

constituted a serious menace.

Bartoli was younger than Caviglioli, brave, intelli-

gent and energetic. He had all the attributes of a

successful leader and was exceedingly popular

amongst his men and the peasantry.

One of his most daring feats was the burning of

the Ajaccio Casino in 1930. This was a magnificent

building that had only just been erected at a cost of

about two million francs.
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During its erection Bartoli had been in negotiation

with the proprietor with regard to the proportion of

the takings he was to receive for protection. Either

Bartoli was taxing the undertaking at a higher figure

than it would be likely to afford, or the promoters

of the Casino did not believe that he would carry

out his threat to burn the building if they did not

agree to the percentage he demanded. Whatever

the reason for the lack of agreement, the Casino

was finished and Bartoli’s demands had not been

satisfied.

One thing that a successful bandit chief must

remember is that he must never threaten unless he

means to carry out his threat.

Bartoli had threatened to burn the Casino; so burn

the Casino he had to unless he would be looked upon

as a bluffer and subsequent demands would be treated

with contempt.

No doubt the promoters of the Casino felt that

Bartoli wouldn’t dare to enter Ajaccio to carry out

his threat. It is one thing for a bandit to carry out

a raid on a village such as Lopigna or Coggia,

and entirely another to risk appearing in Ajaccio

itself.

Bartoli realized this and called upon Caviglioli to

help him.

Between them they mustered a force of roughly

a hundred and fifty fully armed and mounted men,
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and bringing with them a string of pack mules laden

with inflammable material, they descended upon

Ajaccio.

On the way to the Casino they made hay of the

streets through which they passed, smashing windows

and terrifying the inhabitants.

Arrived at the Casino, they set about firing it,

and before long the building was burning away

merrily.

Bartoli and Caviglioli had thrown out a cordon of

their followers in the surrounding streets to ward ofE

any police attacks and to turn back the fire engines

that arrived like moths about a candle.

Adjacent to the Casino was the British Consulate,

and at one time it looked extremely likely that it

would become involved in the fire. The British

Consul, seeing this danger, came out to reason with

Bartoli, but was treated with little respect. In fact

he was informed that if he did not return to his

house and leave Bartoli in peace the Consulate would

meet the same fate as the Casino.

All night the building burned; by the morning

there was very little to show for two million francs

and many months’ labour.

Bartoli got nothing out of this escapade beyond a

reputation for being a man of his word. However,

I look upon this burning of the Ajaccio Casino as

the foundation of the edifice of events, culminating
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in the afEair of Guagno-les-Bains the following year,

that led to the final break-up of the bandits’ reign

in Corsica.

One of the strictest rules of the Maquis was that

foreign visitors were free from interference. It was

a wise rule for at least three reasons.

To begin with, much of the prosperity of the

island depended upon the rich tourists who visited

it. If we bandits started molesting them, some, at

any rate, would stop away, and the receipts of the

hotels and shops would fall off. That would not

have suited us at all, for a very large proportion of

our income was derived from the hotels and shops

in return for our “ protection.”

Then again, there were the authorities to be

reckoned with; we could levy toll upon the pros-

perous islanders and, when necessary, enforce our

levies by gun or fire without the police taking more

than a mild interest in the affair. But shoot a

foreign tourist, or even relieve him a little violently

of his wallet, and there would be the devil to pay.

Complaints would be received in Paris, and almost

immediately pressure would be put upon the author-

ities in Ajaccio, and, whether they liked it or not,

a punitive expedition would have to be dispatched.

A third reason for our standing off the tourists was

the need to keep in with the peasantry. Not that

we had anything to fear from them, but we found
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them such useful allies that we could not afford to

offend them. They looked upon the tourists as the

geese that laid the golden eggs. If we were to kill

any of the geese and so cut off the supply of golden

eggs the peasants would have been less inclined to

act as our intelligence service, with the result that

we would have had far more to fear from the

occasional police expeditions against us.

In our levies upon the rich merchants, shop-

keepers and hotel managers, we had the peasantry

behind us. We presented these people to the

peasants as tax-dodgers who used their influence

to keep down and “ milk ” the poorer class of the

island. We thus, in the eyes of the peasantry, had

a very high-minded reason for extracting every

possible centime from the richer classes, especially as

a proportion of the tribune received found its way

into their pockets.

Though it was rather a matter of expediency for

the outlaws to keep their hands out of the tourists’

pockets, it did not prevent some of us from casting

covetous eyes upon these obviously wealthy people

who wandered unprotected and unmolested about

the island.

During some of my occasional parleys with Cavig-

lioli he told me that if only he could devise some

scheme by which he could levy tribute upon the

tourists without antagonizing the peasantry he would
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do so. As I pointed out, it would have to be some

seemingly disinterested and high-minded excuse if

it were to satisfy the poorer classes, and that at

all costs no personal violence must be used as we
would have a visit from the military, which was

quite a difEerent matter than the spasmodic police

raids.

Personally, I was dead against the idea of attempt-

ing any interference with the tourists. I felt that it

was bound to end in disaster. But Caviglioli was

wedded to the idea, and nothing I could say would

ever have altered his mind.

However, it was not until the summer of 1931 that

he had a scheme for milking the foreigners without

setting the peasants against him. Even then it was

not his own scheme, but an idea suggested to him by

his wife, Antoinette Leca.

She was a clever woman, was Antoinette Leca, and

as beautiful and as true as she was clever. Briefly,

her idea was this

:

Guagno-les-Bains was the Lido of Corsica. The

hotel proprietors and shopkeepers of this town had

for some years past been doing all in their power to

attract the wealthier tourists. One of the attractions

they had devised was the provision of a swimming

pool where visitors might swim and bask in the sun

with very little more on than they wore when they

first came into the world. In other words, it was
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permissible to bathe practically in the nude. News

of this licence soon spread, and those tourists who

could afford the exorbitant charges of the hotels and

shops and who cared for that sort of thing swarmed

to Guagno-les-Bains Uke wasps to a jam-pot.

Naturally, it didn’t matter a tuppenny cuss to us

outlaws whether the tourists clothed themselves like

the bathing belles of the nineteenth century or

appeared as lightly dressed as Adam and Eve: we

have never been accused of being puritanical. The

artisan and peasant classes, however, viewed the

matter far more seriously; and it was this fact that

gave Antoinette Leca her idea.

Why not, she suggested, descend upon Guagno-

les-Bains under the banner of public decency and

heavily fine the sun-bathing tourists? What peasant

was likely to object to so high-minded a motive? It

was an excellent scheme and CaviglioU seized upon

it hungrily.

His first move was to send a letter to each of the

hotel proprietors of Guagno-les-Bains demanding that

in future all their guests should be properly clothed.

He knew perfectly well that the managers of the

various hotels would not show the guests these letters.

It was merely a move on his part to obtain public

sympathy for what he intended to do. Incidentally,

he saw to it that the news of these letters having been

sent was widely distributed amongst the peasantry.
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Naturally, no improvement in the matter of clothing

was observed. Caviglioli was now ready for the

second move in his game.

Garbing himself in his finest clothes and accom-

panied by a large number of his best men, all

moimted, Caviglioli descended upon Guagno-les-

Bains at a time when the greatest number of sun-

bathers might be expected to be there.

So it was that the tourists of Guagno-les-Bains were

amazed, and possibly a litde thrilled, to hear the

thud of galloping horses and see a large band of

heavily armed men bearing down on them.

Caviglioli had instructed his followers to round up

the sun-bathers, and presently several hundred of

the tourists were herded together inside a circle

of mounted bandits. Then Caviglioli addressed

them.

He was a good actor, was Caviglioh, and a fair

orator. For five minutes he treated them to a pious

sermon on their “indecent exposure.” He would

not allow, he told them, the fair beauty of Corsica

to be sullied by the sight of so many practically nude

people. He wound up by saying that they each

would be fined five hundred francs, an equivalent

of about five pounds or twenty-five dollars.

Naturally, Caviglioli expected a refusal to pay this

fine, so he was careful to inform them during his

harangue that any man or woman who refused to
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pay would be carried off to the mountains dothed,

or rather unclothed, just as they were.

None of the bathers had as much as five hundred

francs with them, so while some remained on the

beach as hostages, others were dispatched to the

hotels to collect the fine money.

Caviglioli would, no doubt, have liked to make the

fines a thousand or more francs a head, for the tourists

could easily have paid it, but he was afraid that if

he demanded too much the visitors might decide to

wear more clothing or even leave the island. That

would not have suited him, as he was determined to

“ milk ” the place systematically.

Presently the emissaries returned from the various

hotels with supplies of money, and all the fines were

paid—all but two. A couple of young American

girls announced that they were not going to be
“ blackmailed ” in this fashion and resolutely re-

fused to pay their fines. I don’t for a moment
suppose that this refusal to pay was prompted by

anything other than a desire to see whether Cavig-

lioli would carry out his threat and take them with

him to the mountains.

No doubt Caviglioli never expected any of the

visitors to refuse to be fined. However, the girls

had called his bluff and he was faced with the choice

of either losing prestige or taking the girls with him.

After a moment’s thought he decided on the latter
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course, and the two girls, clothed as they were, were

swung up in front of a couple of the bandits and

whisked away to Caviglioli’s camp, the “Ridge of

Death ” as it was called, on account of the number

of police who had lost their lives in attempting to

storm it.

The two young American girls, no doubt, got an

enormous kick out of their adventure, and were no

worse for it when, two days later, they were returned

to Guagno-les-Bains. I have little doubt but that

Caviglioli treated them well—too well, so it was

rumoured, for the report got round that their visit

would have been more prolonged but for Antoinette

Leca’s becoming jealous of them and demanding

their return to Guagno.

Not unnaturally, the tourists were seriously

annoyed at Caviglioli’s raid, and fearing a repeti-

tion, they informed the hotel proprietors that either

adequate protection must be provided or they would

leave the island en masse. This placed the hotels

in an awkward position, for they were mortally

afraid of giving olffence to any of the bandit chiefs,

yet they dared not run the risk of losing their visitors.

Finally a police expedition was sent out to capture

Caviglioli.

My spies were the first to learn of this punitive

expedition, and I at once sent a runner to the Ridge

of Death to warn Caviglioli.
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It may seem strange that at one moment Caviglioli

and I are out for one another’s blood and the next

I am warning him against an attack that, if it had

been successful, would have rid me of my rival. It

was a rule of the Maquis, though, that in times of

danger from the authorities all inter-bandit feuds

were forgotten and a common front was exhibited

to the police.

As was only to be expected, the expedition proved

to be litde more than a farce, and the police had

scarcely returned when a message was received from

Caviglioli reminding the tourists that he proposed

to pay another visit in the near future and enforce

further fines if there were no improvement in the

“ morals ” of the Guagno-les-Bains bathers.

The police having failed them, the chief business

men and the proprietors of the three big hotels at

Guagno held a meeting. At this meeting it was

decided that the only thing to do was to appeal to

me for protection. Consequently, the following day

I received a request to come to Guagno-les-Bains, my
immunity from arrest being guaranteed.

I went and was met by a dozen very worried-

looking men. Their spokesman begged me to pro-

vide protection for the tourists for Ae rest of the

season, promising immunity from police interference

for the guard I provided.

“ For see. Monsieur Spada,” he explained, “ if that
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rogue Caviglioli again ofEends our visitors we shall

be ruined—they will all leave the island and none

will return next season.”

“ That is so,” I agreed, “ and what do you propose

paying me for this protection?
”

“ Fifty thousand francs,” suggested one.

“ One hundred thousand,” I replied firmly.

Evidently they had agreed upon the amount to

which they would go, for my counter offer was

accepted with such alacrity that I felt sorry I had

not asked for more.
“ That is, of course, for protection for this season

only,” I pointed out. “ If you wish for protection

next season the charge wiU be two hundred thousand

francs.”

I saw a look of consternation in the faces of these

prosperous business men. Two hundred thousand

francs! It would be like pulling their teeth out

without an anaesthetic.

" Mais pourquoi, Monsieur? ”

“Well, this season is half finished. Next year,

no doubt, you will require protection for the whole

season.”

They nodded glumly.

“ But, Monsieur Spada, we would not willingly put

you to so much trouble. Would it not be possible

for so powerful a man as you to kill this man Cavig-

lioli

—

le fripon—or at least put him out of action so
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that there will be no further fear of his annoying our

visitors?
”

I considered the suggestion, then

:

“ Mais oui,” I agreed, “ it would be possible—at

a price.”

“ And the price. Monsieur?
"

“ A quarter of a million francs.”

Then followed a heated debate, the business men
offering only a further one hundred thousand for this

service, but fearing I might withdraw my offer of

protection, they finally agreed that if Caviglioli were

satisfactorily disposed of, I was to receive a further

two hundred thousand francs.

As soon as our negotiations were complete I left

for the mountains to arrange for the protection of

Guagno-les-Bains. But news travels quickly in the

Maquis when a bandit chief may be expected to pay

well for it. Thus before I had reached my camp
Caviglioli knew that my help had been requested

and was preparing for his new stroke.

It fell swiftly, for the following evening he rode

into Guagno-les-Bains with at least a hundred of his

men behind him. He must have very fiercely re-

sented the appeal to me for protection, for he rode

through the town shooting the glass out of the

windows and lamps and smashing everything that

could easily be broken.

The inhabitants were terrified, and retreating in-
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side their houses, remained there till the last bandit

had left the town.

But Caviglioli was not troubling about them be-

yond smashing their windows to let o£E his feelings.

The hotel proprietors and big shopkeepers were his

quarry.

He began by surrounding the chief hotels and

forbidding anybody to show their nose outside the

doors. Then he informed the managers that they

each would be fined the sum of fifty thousand francs

for daring to seek my help against him. The shop-

keepers were told to find a further fifty thousand, for,

so Caviglioli said, if they could afford to pay two

hundred thousand francs for his death they could

afford to pay that sum to atone for their impudence

in seeking my protection.

Probably nothing serious would have come of this

raid if a German visitor had not very foolishly stuck

his head out of a window at one of the hotels. One
of Caviglioli’s men, fearing the German was about to

shoot, dropped him with his carbine.

This killing of a German tourist was a most un-

fortunate occurrence for all us bandits; in particular

for Caviglioli. ' The French Government could not

be expected to overlook this incident, and by the

action of one of his men Caviglioli had lost the

support of some of his most useful allies—^the

peasantry.
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Both Bartoli and I condemned the killing of this

tourist, for we knew what it would mean. However,

true to the law of the Maquis, we stuck to Caviglioli

during the ensuing trouble; but, deserted by the

peasants, Caviglioli was the first of the great bandit

chiefs to fall.

But for the killing of that German, he and Bartoli

might still be alive and I be in possession of my
liberty.

That one bullet had more far-reaching results than

any other that had ever been fired in our stormy

history. Who could have guessed, when Caviglioli’s

follower pressed his trigger, what it would lead to?

Mais, c'est la vie. Some of the smallest seeds grow

into the biggest trees.
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XX

Without claiming to be more far-sighted than either

Caviglioli or Bartoli, I realized that after the affair

at Guagno-les-Bains things had gone too far.

When Romanetti had ruled over the Maquis such

acts of violence had rarely occurred. True, the island

had felt the weight of his hand, but provided his

levies were paid regularly, he did not raise that hand

in terrorism. Caviglioli and Bartoli, acknowledging

his power, had been content to follow his example.

With Romanetti’s death and my accession to the

leadership of the Romanetti band, Caviglioli and

Bartoli had begun to appear in their true colours.

They refused to acknowledge my right to control

them, and had begun a reign of violence that cul-

minated in the death of the German at Guagno-les-

Bains.

Though not possessing Romanetti’s gentle spirit,

I had tried to enforce my demands peaceably, re-

sorting to force only when I was opposed. To the

leaders of my rival bands violence was as the food
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they ate and the air they breathed. We represented

two rival points of view. I believed that our pur-

poses could be better served by peaceful “ protec-

tion they held that a reign of terror would produce

the best results.

Naturally, a certain amount of threats and punish-

ments were needed, or the various big business

interests would have begun to think that they were

paying for a protection that was no longer necessary.

But Caviglioli, and in a lesser degree Bartoli, overdid

their aggression, and as a consequence brought about

their own extinction.

Realizing that Corsicans are not Frenchmen, the

French had always ruled Corsica with a lenient hand,

leaving the inhabitants to settle their disputes in their

own fashion so long as they did not overstep the

mark and embroil foreigners in their quarrels.

They realized, for instance, that the vendetta was

an institution they could not hope to stamp out. It

was something in the blood of the Corsican that no

amount of policing of the island could eradicate.

Probably of all nationalities the Corsican is the

truest to his family. To us the bond of family is,

and always has been, almost a rehgion. The word

“brother” is looked upon as the highest term of

endearment. A wife even, if feeling particularly

attached to her husband, will call him “brother.”

It is from this attachment—fanatic attachment a
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Northerner would no doubt consider it—that the

vendetta has arisen. A man kills your brother;

you do not appeal to the authorities. We Corsicans

would despise a man who did not personally revenge

his brother’s death.

Most of our native songs are of the vendetta.

They are taught to us as children, and we are bom
and reared to the knowledge that a man, if he is a

man, will avenge a wrong done to another of his

family. And it is not only a matter of “ an eye

for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.” There is a

line in one of our Corsican songs that very aptly

phrases our sentiments. It goes something like this

—“ Though twelve men should die it would not even

avenge the dead man’s—boots! ” You have it

there, in a word, the sentiment that inspires the

vendetta.

When one realizes that historians have placed the

number of men killed each year through the vendetta

at anything between two hundred and nine hundred,

it is easily understood the problem that faces France

in her administration of Corsica. Evidently the

authorities early came to the decision that we should

be allowed to kill each other as freely as we wished

so long as we concentrated upon killing one another

and left the foreigners alone.

In the burning of the Ajaccio Casino and the affair

at Guagno-les-Bains the limit set by the authorities
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was overstepped, with the result that one day in

November of 1931 two troop-ships, with an escort of

destroyers, arrived at Ajaccio, and a war that was

to last over eighteen months was put in train.

The transports brought a force of six hundred

police and military under the leadership of men
from the Sureti de Paris. I had been warned of the

impending arrival of this expedition, and I had my
spies waiting in Ajaccio to obtain all the details

possible.

From the news that my spies brought back to me
I realized that we were up against the most deter-

mined effort yet put out to exterminate the banditti.

Pietro was one of the men I had sent to collect

information. He came back, his eyes rolling, his

jaws working incessantly on a large plug of black

tobacco.

“ Dio mio! " he cried. “ It is the end. They
have brought armoured cars and small tanks such

as I have seen used in the War. With my own eyes

I have seen them. And the machine-guns ! Sapristi!

It is indeed the beginning of the end. Only to-day

three airplanes arrived.”

I tried to laugh his fears aside.

“What can they do? ” I asked. “They are but

Frenchmen. They do not know the Maquis as we
do. We shall snipe them as they attack, and when
they return our fire we shall not be there.”
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Pietro spat out his wad of chewed tobacco and cut

himself another piece.

“ But no,” he replied, “ it is as I say—the begin-

ning of the end. They are recruiting as many men
as know the Maquis. There is one, Vazi, a young

gendarme of Nice who is well acquainted with the

mountains. He is to lead one of the attacking

forces.”

Vazi! The name was familiar.

“ Do you mean Luigi Vazi? ” I asked. “ He who
used to live in Bologna?

”

" Si, si.” Pietro nodded violently. “ He is a son

of one of Caviglioli’s women. It was a sad day for

Caviglioli when his own son joined the accursed

police.”

It was disturbing news that Pietro had brought.

Not only were the latest arms and equipment to be

used against us by the largest force that had ever

been sent to dispose of us, but the services of men
well used to the Maquis were being sought. Vazi,

I knew, would be of very great use to the authorities,

and if rumour were true, some of the smaller bandits

were being granted immunity if they would consent

to guide the police and military through the Maquis.

On the same day I received messengers from

Caviglioli and Bartoli asking for my co-operation.

Though the expedition was mainly against these

two I realized that while the authorities were there
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in strength they would not be content with rounding

up my rivals; my own extermination would follow

as a matter of course. Besides which I was bound

by agreement to assist either of the other two in

emergencies such as this. I therefore sent repHes

that I would be glad to co-operate, and asked them to

attend a meeting at my fortress so that we might

fix on the best methods of meeting this invasion.

At this meeting all personal animosity was for-

gotten. Fortunately, perhaps, I had still failed to

trace Mimi and Giocundi, or otherwise co-operation

between Caviglioli and myself would have been im-

possible. It was rumoured that, with the money left

him bv his uncle whom I had killed, Giocundi had

left Corsica, taking Mimi with him. This is quite

possible, for if they had remained on the island my
spies would have discovered them before this.

My plan for meeting the situation was that we

should entrench ourselves in the mountains and let

the police and soldiers expend their energy in trying

to dislodge us.

Caviglioli and Bartoli, hot-headed as ever, were for

meeting attack by attack.

“ For see,” Caviglioli said, “ if we allow them to

obtain a firm foothold in the Maquis they will freeze

us out. Both Bartoli and I agree that we must show

them that we are not afraid of them.”
“ That is all very well, mon brave,” I said, “ but
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you underestimate their strength and determina-

tion.”

Caviglioli only laughed.

“ Have they ever succeeded in beating us on our

own ground yet? ” he asked. “ The Maquis is

ours; no French swine are capable of routing us

out of it. I am not worrying, Spada. Why should

you? Why, to-day I go to Bologna. It will take

more than a few Frenchmen to pen me up in the

mountains.”
“ To Bologna? To see your woman there?

”

"Si, si! ”

Then I asked him a question that shook him out

of his complacence for a moment.
“ You know,” I said, “ that the son of your woman

at Bologna—Luigi Vazi—is leading one of the posses

against us?
”

He didn’t know.
“ Diable! Is that so? Dio mio! That a son of

mine should turn traitor!
”

After that we could get very little sense out of

him, he was so upset, and presendy he left for

Bologna.

I watched him ride away. In many ways he was

a fine man, even if he were my rival. He was quite

fearless, and though to a Northerner’s way of think-

ing a cruel and dangerous man, he was true to his

code. He rode down the mountain-side away from
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my camp, his scarred mouth set grimly, his one

eye gleaming expectantly. I never saw him again.

In life I had hated him as a rival, in death I admired

him. Ave Luigi! Perhaps one day somewhere

else we may meet again.

One can understand the bitter hurt that the news

of Luigi Vazi’s presence in Corsica as a member of

the expedition against us was to Caviglioli. One
only needs to remember the sacredness of their

relationship as father and son to realize what Cavig-

lioli felt. Here was young Vazi, the son of a

favourite mistress of his, a child who bore his father’s

name, turning his hand against his own father

when, by the age-old code of our island, he should

have been standing shoulder to shoulder with

those of his own blood in defiance of a common
enemy.

Caviglioli was always foolhardy. He should never

have insisted upon carrying out his visit to Bologna

now that the foreign force had landed at Ajaccio.

True, he was counting on their not yet being

prepared to attack, but he was trusting too much to

the friendliness of the peasants who no longer looked

upon him as a friend after the Guagno-les-Bains

episode. To them it was an unforgivable thing to

have shot a tourist—a man who came to the island

to spend money. A bandit who shot a tourist was

no longer wonhy of their protection. So thought
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the peasants, and one of them, seeing Caviglioli

arrive at Bologna, jumped on his horse and rode as

fast as he could to Ajaccio to sell the news.

The news was received gladly in Ajaccio. Though

the expedition was not yet ready to start this seemed

too good an opportunity to miss, so at once a number

of gendarmes were dispatched to Bologna. The

cars intended for the use of the expeditionary force

had not yet been unshipped, so a number of private

vehicles were commandeered. The one containing

Vazi was the first to reach the inn where Caviglioli’s

mistress lived.

So quick and unexpected was the attack that

Caviglioli’s guides had been unable to give warning

in time for him to make his escape. In fact, the

guides had barely burst into the room where Cavig-

lioh was with the cry :
“ Les gendarmesl Vite!

Allez! ” when Vazi’s car skidded into the inn yard

and the gendarmes leapt out, their guns drawn.

Though taken by surprise Caviglioli was always

prepared for an attack. The gendarmes never

reached the inn door, for no sooner had they left

the car than there came the rattle of gun-fire. Two
gendarmes were killed instantly and Vazi received

a bullet through his left arm.

Vazi, seeing that it would be madness to try to

rush the inn, retreated behind the car and kept up

a revolver duel with Caviglioli and his men without
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realizing that he was shooting it out with his own

father.

It was not long before a couple more car-loads

of police and soldiers arrived, and Caviglioli, realizing

that he was outnumbered, decided to make his get-

away before it was too late.

Leaving a couple of his guides to draw the police

fire to the front of the inn, Caviglioli and the rest of

his men slipped out through a back window and

made for the Maquis.

But Vazi had been expecting this move, and on

the arrival of the rest of the police, had slipped out

from behind his car and taken up a fresh position

where he could see the back of the inn.

No sooner had he got into position than three or

four bandits appeared from the rear of the house

and made for the Maquis at top speed.

Vazi was an excellent shot, and although the men
were a fair distance ofE and moving fast, he managed

to pick one of them ofE with his rifle. The rest of

the men succeeded in reaching the Maquis and

safety.

Vazi ran up to make certain his man was dead.

The bandit was lying on his face in the short grass,

his arms flung forward, his rifle still gripped in one

hand. Vazi, turning the dead man over on his back,

found himself looking down into the face of his

father.
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There must have been a great conflict of emotion

in the yoimg gendarme’s heart at that moment. He
had succeeded in doing something that any of his

companions would have given a year's pay to accom-

plish—he had killed one of the three great bandit

leaders of Corsica within the first few days of the

expedition’s arrival. But it was his own father who
lay dead at his feet.

He didn’t have long to sort his feelings out, for

suddenly there came a wild scream from the inn

and a woman ran out.

To add to Vazi’s confusion he recognized her as

his mother—Caviglioli’s mistress.

For a moment she looked down at the dead man,

then, with a fierce cry, she snatched a gun from

Caviglioli’s holster and fired at her son. But Vazi

was already well known for his quickness of

mind, and although half stunned by the shock

of having killed his father, he was too quick for the

woman.

With a swift movement he knocked her arm up

and the bullet whined away into the Maquis.

She would have fired again, but with a jerk of his

wrist he neatly disarmed her.

Though young Vazi may have had little love for

his mother it must have been a relief when a couple

more gendarmes ran up and relieved him of the

cursing and screaming woman.
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In recognition of his having disposed of Caviglioli,

Vazi was put in charge of the force that was sent

out to round up the rest of his father’s band.

His knowledge of the Maquis, gained in his early

youth, was invaluable to Vazi, and within a week

he succeeded in carrying out a coup that brought

him fresh honour in the eyes of the authorities,

although it made his name stink in the Maquis.

It was Bartoli who brought me news of this fresh

victory for Vazi.

He appeared at my camp looking very tired; his

youthful features seemed many years older since

Caviglioli’s death.

“ Sacre bleu, Spadal ” he began. “That son of

a pig has the devil’s own luck. Only yesterday he

made a raid on that deep cleft on the west slopes of

Monte d’Oro—you know the one. We have always

thought it one of the safest retreats. But Vazi

knew of that clifE path leading into the top end and

sent a posse there whilst he blocked the bottom end.

There were about a dozen of Luigi’s men there and

he blew them out into the open with hand grenades

and then shot them down like a lot of rabbits. Two
of them were his cousins. But what did he care?

Rien! That man is no Corsican: he is only fit to

be a Genoese.”

To be called a Genoese is probably the worst insult

a Corsican can devise. To turn on your kith and
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kin is the worst crime a Corsican can commit. There-

fore Bartoli called Vazi a Genoese.

" He has gone too far, that Vazi,” he said. “ If

I do not kill him with my own hand you may say

rimbecco to me and the shame will be mine.”

Rimbecco is the reproach that rests on a man who
fails to avenge the death of someone dear to him.

In former days the expression was looked upon as

such an incitement to bloodshed that the word was

banned, and any man heard using it was either

banished from the island or had his tongue slit.

I tried to reason with Bartoli.

“ What is the use? ” I urged. “ They will only

have you, too. Wait till they attack and then you

may have your revenge. Vazi knows the Maquis

too well for you to hunt him out. Remain in the

mountains and when he hunts you then will be the

time to strike at him. Besides, what was Caviglioli

to you?
”

Bartoli polished the lenses of his field-glasses before

replying, then he said very quietly, “He was my
own brother ”; which, though it was not genealogi-

cally correct, was suflScient answer for me.

I wished him luck and he rode out of my camp
down the mountain-side into the Maquis, as Cavig-

lioli had done less than a week before.

The sun was setting stormUy in a November sky,

striking the Maquis with its dull red rays so that the
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trees took on the appearance of a sea of blood. I

felt within me, as the crimson flood swallowed horse

and rider, that I would never see Bartoli again.

Possibly it is our Southern blood; possibly our lonely

life in the Maquis, but there are times when, hard-

headed men though we are, we grow fanciful—super-

stitious if you will. In that moment I knew that

Bartoli was doomed.

For the next ten days I had reports from my guides

as to the movements of both Bartoli and Vazi.

Through sticking to my original plan of keeping

to the mountains I still had a number of guides rang-

ing the bush. The peasants, though they had

turned against Caviglioli, yet stood solidly for me,

and I could count upon them to give my guides

faithful reports of the enemies’ movements, and at

the same time supply Vazi and his force with false

details of my movements.

For ten days there was a constant guerrilla warfare

between Bartoli and Vazi, but from my reports I

could tell that Vazi was getting the better of it.

Bartoli’s followers were dwindling till only about a

dozen remained. Some had been killed, others had

deserted, some even had surrendered.

The end came one day when Bartoli found him-

self cornered and surrounded in the neighbour-

hood of Coggia, where Romanetti’s wife had once

lived.
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Vazi gave Bartoli the chance of surrendering, but

he might just as well have saved his breath.

Bartoli must have seen that the end had come, but

he determined to fight it out as long as he lived and

his ammunition held out. No doubt he hoped, too,

that even if he were killed, Vazi might share the

same fate.

Vazi’s luck held—the man with the charmed life,

they had begun to call him—and he survived the

fight unhurt, though for three hours there was almost

incessant firing.

At last a lucky shot from Vazi’s rifle found a

billet in Bartoli’s brain. With their leader’s death,

Bartoli’s men surrendered. Vazi had added yet

another sprig to the laurels he was gaining in his

warfare against the banditti.
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XXI

Now there remained only myself of the three great

bandit leaders of the Maquis. If I had made the

same mistakes as Bartoli and Caviglioli had done

—

antagonizing the peasantry and underestimating the

powers of the poUce—I, too, would probably have

been dead.

The death of my two rivals left me the undisputed

King of the Maquis and in many ways strengthened

my position. A large number of the followers of

Caviglioli and Bartoli turned up at my camp and

were duly enrolled in my band. I had now a larger

following than any other bandit had ever possessed,

and with the peasantry solidly favouring me I felt

fairly secure.

However, I was determined that I was not going

to make the same mistakes as my dead rivals. I

would leave the attacking to the police and military

and content myself with strengthening my position

in the moimtains.

My first move was to remove my headquarters to
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Caviglioli’s stronghold, the Ridge of Death, as I con-

sidered it a better position to defend than my own
fort. For one thing, it was more strongly built;

besides which it was situated on a high ridge of

ground commanding an uninterrupted view of the

surrounding country. It was almost impregnable;

if only Caviglioli had been content to stay there

Vazi would never have succeeded in getting him,

provided that he had not been starved out or run

short of ammunition.

When I arrived to take over the Ridge of Death

I was met by Caviglioli’s woman, Antoinette Leca.

In the excitement of the previous few days I had

forgotten about her strangely enough, for I had

always been immensely attracted by her. Looking

back I wonder that, on the death of Caviglioli, her

welfare had not been my first thought.

Remembering how it was a bullet from my rifle

that had scarred Luigi’s face so terribly, and

deprived him of one eye, I was a little doubtful as to

how Antoinette Leca would receive me. I need not

have worried. She was immensely pleased to see

me, and, forgetting my old feud with Luigi, looked

upon me only as his ally who had been willing to

come to his aid in a time of danger.

Yes, I had always admired Antoinette Leca; but

before I had been many days in my new quarters I

realized that I loved her. And she? Well, she
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learned to love me, too. She has remained faithful

to me through all my difficulties and trials; even

now, caged as I am in Ajaccio Prison, I have the

consolation that she still cares, that nothing, even

death, can really separate us.

One would think that a woman in an outlaw’s

camp would be more hindrance than help; but with

Antoinette Leca this was not so. She could shoot

as straight and as quickly as any man I have ever

known, and she was an excellent horsewoman.

Antoinette wore trousers, scorning the use of the

skirt as unsuitable for our mountain life. In her

cap, with a bandolier about her and guns in her

holsters she looked every inch a man—and I have

known no man I would sooner have by my side in

a tight comer.

As I had foreseen, we were not greatly troubled

by direct attack. The military made a few attempts

at my new fort, but we had no difficulty in warding

them off.

Supplies were our chief concern. Milk, butter

and meat we had in plenty, for we kept a herd of

goats for the supply of the first two necessities, and

for the meat we had the abundant game of the

Maquis and the wild sheep of the mountains—^the

muffro. But there were other things we needed:

bread, wine, ammunition, and it was of these that

the authorities hoped to starve us.
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It was not long before I arranged a system of

“ dog trains.” We always had a large number of

highly trained dogs in our camps, and on occasion

previously we had used them for carrying messages.

Now I decided to try them as smugglers of neces-

sities from the outer world to our camp. The
experiment was successful.

The dogs at once seemed to know what was

expected of them. We would fasten a note to their

collars and they would slip through the police cordon

to some of our friends—and they were many—and

bring back the goods we required in pouches fastened

on either side of them.

After a while the police got wise to this scheme,

but even then the dogs managed to slip through.

We lost very few of them.

There were times, of course, when it was necessary

to get through with bigger loads than the dogs could

carry. Then a number of the men would shoot

their way through the pohce lines, collect the goods

at a pre-arranged spot, and shoot their way back

into camp again. It was always possible to choose

a spot where the cordon was weakest, as my spy

system was functioning as well as ever. It was

possible that the peasants were grateful for all I had

done for them in the past and were glad to show

their gratitude by being of assistance at a time when

I needed their help most. They had also probably
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come to look upon me as a settled source of income.

No bandits, no pay for spying 1 So, if only for this

reason, there was an inducement to help me in my
fight against the police. Besides which, I was still

paying them for their services in spite of no longer

being able to collect my levies from the townsfolk.

During my nine years of life as a bandit I had

collected quite an appreciable amount of money and

valuables, added to which was the store that I found

in Caviglioli’s camp.

The cold of the Corsican mountains has to be

experienced before its severity can be realized.

Even in the summer the snow lies on the heights of

Monte d’Oro, Cinto, Rotondo, Padro and others. In

the middle of winter the cold is fierce, even for men
used to it as we were. For the police, though they

were lower than we and had the shelter of the bush,

it must have been almost unbearable. I was not

surprised, therefore, to feel the vigilance of the

watchers slackening, and receive reports from our

outside men that the majority of the expedition was

being withdrawn.

Possibly, the withdrawal of a large portion of the

police and soldiers may have made me careless; any-

way, whatever the reason, a little later I had one of

the narrowest escapes of my life.

I was riding along a narrow mountain path con-

necting Ajaccio and Palneca. I had with me only
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one of my guides and about four of my dogs. As
they had been taught to do, these dogs were scouring

the road-side some himdred yards ahead of us.

Presently, one of them started barking in the tone

that meant “ danger,” not “ game one learnt to

recognize their various sounds. At the same moment
there came the spluttering clatter of a machine-gun.

I could guess pretty well what had happened.

The dogs had come upon an ambush of police

machine-gunners and one of the police, startled by

the dog’s sudden appearance, had let off a burst of

firing. I could picture the wrath of the officer or

sergeant in charge of the squad against the man
who had unwittingly warned me of the ambush.

Whirling our horses round we set them off hard

on the road we had just come by; but escape wasn’t

going to be easy for us that day. The road wound
round the hill-side, the cliffs towering above us on

one side and dropping away to the valley on the

other. A couple of miles away we saw, to our con-

sternation, a police car travelling fast in our direc-

tion. Evidendy it contained a fresh squad of police

coming to relieve the one into which we had so

nearly run.

It was a nasty position for us. Both above and

below the cliffs were too steep to climb except with

great caution. If we attempted to escape this way
we would be at the mercy of the police rifles. If
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we turned back we would run into the machine-gun

squad. If we went on we would meet the police

car.

But I had not spent nine years being hunted in

the Maquis without getting to know the woods and

the mountains as well as the average man gets to

know his own back garden. I knew that within fifty

yards of where we were was a cave about fifty feet

below the level of the road. If we could reach that

we would be safe.

At this point the hill-side fell sheer to the valley

below. To climb down was impossible: however,

I always carried a rope slung to my saddle. Un-

winding this, I dropped one end over the cliff face

and fastened the other to a projecting rock.

Ordering my guide to slide down the rope I un-

slung my rifle. At that moment the police car

swung round the bend into view. I let off a burst

of firing and had the pleasure of seeing the car

lurch violently and narrowly escape going over the

edge. I had hoped that by firing at the tyres I might

succeed in precipitating the police into the valley. If

the driver had not been exceptionally skilful I would

have succeeded.

There came a shout from my guide below to let

me know that he had safely reached the cave.

Giving the police car a couple more rounds that

shattered the windscreen and made the occupants
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duck behind the dash-board, I slipped over the edge

and a moment later joined my guide in the cave.

I had barely reached safety when the rope coiled

past us and fell to the rocks three hundred feet below.

The police had cut it hoping that I would be dashed

to death.

Finding that I had disappointed them the poUce

started a futile stream of bullets, hoping for a

ricochet. They might have saved themselves the

trouble. They even tried rolling boulders over the

cliff, though how they imagined one could hit us

I cannot think. How long they kept this up I don’t

know, for we did not wait to see. "nie cave ran into

the hill-side, and following an underground water-

course—then dry—we came into a ravine about half

a mile higher up the mountain. From there it was

easy to work our way back to camp without being

seen.

There were two things that happened the next

September that are worth recording. The one

affected me very deeply and I never really recovered

from it; the other, though it did not really interest

me personally, gives an insight into the workings

of the vendetta.

This latter incident concerned Dominique Ettori,

who, with Rutili and I ten years previously, had

carried out a raid upon the house of a man named
Sena. I had been looking for the traitor Marchi
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who had sold me to the police when I was in hiding

in Barcelona, and had traced him to Sena’s house.

Ettori, who evidently had a score to pay ofiE against

Sena, had taken the opportunity of shooting down
his enemy. I remember the occasion well, and

Ettori’s subsequent regret that he had not shot the

widow and her two sons, Jean and Fran9ois, also.

He had feared the vendetta.

He was subsequently arrested and tried for the

murder of Sena, and although I used my influence

with the various witnesses so that he obtained his

acquittal, he left the island and had not been heard

of since. Then one day, ten years after he had

vanished, one of my spies brought me details of his

death.

It seems that immediately upon his acquittal

Ettori had left Corsica and gone to live at Nice.

Sena’s two sons had been brought up by the widow

with the one great aim in their lives of avenging

their father’s death.

Jean Sena was now twenty-eight. Since the age

of eighteen he had gone about with a loaded gun

in his hip pocket, Uving for the day when he should

meet Ettori.

Then, quite by chance, he was drinking at a caf^

in Nice, when a man came in. Jean Sena did not

take any particular notice of him imtil he heard the

man ask the proprietor:
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“ Are there any letters for me? You remember

the name—^Dominique Ettori,”

Sena followed him outside and put five bullets

through his body before he was chased and arrested.

On him they found an old newspaper, dated

September 1922, giving an account of Ettori’s trial

and acquittal for the murder of Sena.

The matter was of little interest to me, but it gives

a sidelight upon the relentless pertinacity of the

Corsican vendetta.

The other incident that took place at about the

same time was of vital importance to me, and how-

ever long I am permitted to live, I shall never quite

get over it.

During the ten months since Caviglioli's death and

my removal to the Ridge of Death, Antoinette Leca

had been my constant companion and adviser.

It has been said of me that, with my passionate

nature, any woman of mine led a life that was a

miniature hell on earth. It is a lie, of course, though

the quarrels I had with Mimi probably lent colour

to these stories.

But Antoinette Leca was an entirely different

woman from Mimi. I did not love Mimi, though

1 admired her enormously and she stirred my passion

as no other woman has ever done. But love her

—

no! Now I loved Antoinette Leca and I admired

her, too : not only for her beauty, but for her bravery



and her common-sense wisdom. She was not bril-

liant, perhaps; but her suggestions, though simple

and obvious once they had been made, were always

reliable. When I acted upon her advice I never

went wrong. She was a good comrade, too; never

nagging, always ready to help, never complaining,

never blaming.

Even when her child was expected I could not

persuade her to return to civilization.

“ No,” she insisted, “ I am of the banditti, and

you—you are the King of the Maquis. Would you

have your son born in a village?
”

We were certain that it would be a son, and had

even decided upon the name, Andr^ Luigi.

“ When I am gone,” I used to say, “ Andre Luigi

will take my place. We must teach him early to

shoot and to ride and to command.”

Then, one day as summer was slipping away into

autumn, Antoinette Leca’s time came. This was

something outside my experience : I was dreadfully

frightened and worried.

“ We must have a doctor,” I told Pietro. “ Take

some of the men and fetch one from Ajaccio.”

“ Si, store. But if the doctor refuses to come? ”

“ Offer him this,” I said, giving Pietro a large bag

of money.

Pietro chewed his tobacco meditatively.

“ And if the doctor still refuses to come?
”
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" Madre di Dios! ” I cried. “ Don't you realize

it’s urgent? If the doctor will not come you must

bring him. Understand?
”

Pietro nodded as he swung himself up into the

saddle.

" Si, siore,” he said. “ We shall bring one.”

He succeeded, but I shall never forget the agony

of waiting.

I thought Antoinette Leca would die, and so, I

believe, did the doctor. However, she lived, and so

for a while did Andre Luigi.

No father can ever have been prouder of his son

than I was of mine. I saw in him my successor.

But the gods had deserted me. Andr^ Luigi lived

but fifteen days. Perhaps the cold of the mountains

was too much for him.

No, I shall never get over it; nor, I think, will

Antoinette Leca.

She was so ill and changed after the child’s death

that I sent her down from the mountains to one of

the villages, foohshly believing that the police would

not trouble her.
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xxn

Although for a while the authorities relaxed their

attempts at wiping me out, so that I had almost come

to believe that they were going to leave me in peace,

as the autumn of 1932 drew on they again began an

intensive siege. Troops and gendarmes that had

been recalled to France were once more sent across

and the old game of hide-and-seek began in earnest.

What had caused this intensification of the siege

of the Maquis I do not know. Possibly explanations

had been demanded by the Paris newspapers as to

why a force of six hundred men, fitted out with the

most up-to-date fighting equipment, had failed for a

whole year to dislodge a bandit and his followers,

who probably numbered no more than two hundred,

from the mountains.

News was brought to me in about November that

the French Government had offered a reward of a

hundred thousand francs for my capture—or death.

To a poverty-ridden peasantry this amount of money
must have seemed a fortune. I wonder how many
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turned over in their minds the idea of selling me?
It would have been possible for quite a number of

them to have devised a scheme by which the police

could have got me into an awkward position. A
really clever man, by a series of false information to

my guides, might have gained this reward. Yet only

one made this attempt. Whether it was from fear

of the reprisals I would undoubtedly take if they

failed in their attempt to betray me, or whether it

was from a feeling of loyalty to a man who had been

a good friend to them in the past and who might

be useful to them in the future, I do not know. The

fact remains that only this one man made the

attempt and he gained his reward—though not the

one he expected.

It was one of my guides who first brought me news

of this man’s treachery. He had obtained the news

from one of my spies in Lopigna, the same one who

had helped me trace Mimi and Giocundi to the

cinema on the unfortunate night when I shot the

woodcutter’s uncle and his mistress.

The traitor was an innkeeper of Lopigna and, so

my spies’ report went, he had gone to the Prefect

of Police in Ajaccio and offered to betray me and a

number of my men provided that the reward was

doubled.

I had often used this man’s inn as a meeting-place

where I entertained those of my women who were
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not living at my stronghold in the mountains. The

plan he had suggested to the Prefect of Police in

Ajaccio was that on the next occasion I entertained

one of my women at his inn, a messenger was to be

sent to Ajaccio, when a posse of police would at once

be dispatched to the inn to arrest me in bed! The

poor fool, did he imagine the police would ever catch

me sleeping?

The final details of this plan I received from rather

an unusual source—a well-to-do business man of

Ajaccio who had been paying me for protection. I

relied, as a rule, upon the peasantry for my intelli-

gence. It seemed odd getting a warning from a

wealthy merchant. The explanation, however, was

quite simple. A great deal of interest was being

taken in Ajaccio, Corte, Bastia, and the other chief

centres in the attempts to capture me. The Corsican

loves a gamble, and there were many bets laid on or

against the police ever catching me. The merchant

who sent me warning of the trap that was being set

at the Lopigna inn stood to lose a large amount if

I were caught. It is not surprising, then, that he

sent me a warning that was as acceptable to me as

if it had been prompted by kindness instead of an

effort to protect his own pocket.

Marchi, when he betrayed me, had paid the

penalty, and so had Castiglione after he had be-

trayed Romanetti. And when Ama Gk>scapi had
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shot his leader in the back 1 had seen to it that he,

too, not only paid for his treachery but provided a

warning to anyone else similarly minded. It is the

only way in the Maquis. You cannot manage a

couple of hundred men with a pair of kid gloves.

One has to rule by fear, and any softness of heart

is taken as a sign of weakness. A bandit leader

cannot afEord to be thought weak. Thus, not only

for my own satisfaction, but for the morale of my
men, the innkeeper of Lopigna had to pay the price

of his greed and foolhardiness.

I set to work and mapped out a plan by which the

innkeeper would incriminate himself. Not that I

doubted either of my informants. Rather I have a

sense of justice, a trait that I shared with Romanetti,

that demands a man shall have a sporting chance.

It was this sense of justice that prompted Romanetti

to put a gun into Castiglione’s hand, and so almost

brought about his own death. It was for the same

reason that I gave Goscapi his fighting chance. Now,

I decided, this precious innkeeper should be given

the opportunity of putting his head into the noose.

With this idea in my mind I sent a messenger to

Antoinette Leca to meet me at the inn the following

night.

Accordingly the next evening I set ofE with a large

escort, arriving at the inn about midnight. Leaving

my men in concealment outside, I entered and was
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at once shown into the room where Antoinette Leca

was waiting for me. I lowered the light and, in a

whisper, explained the position to her.

“The son of a dog has sold me,” I told her.

“Already one of his men will be on the way to

Ajaccio to fetch the police.”

Antoinette Leca started up in a panic. She was

never scared of what might happen to her, but if any

danger threatened me she would at once begin to

worry.

“Then what are you doing here? Dio tnio,

Andrei Have you suddenly become mad? ”

“ Ssh I Not so loud, ma petite. They may hear

and everything will be spoiled. In a few moments

we shall leave the inn by this window and join my
men in the bush—^then for a little amusement.

Hein?”

Antoinette smiled at me as though I were a small

boy and she my mother.

“ Nom d’un chien, Andrei You are a strange

one. Why didn’t you shoot the fellow outright

instead of going in for all this play-acting?
”

I tried to explain my point of view, but she could

not see it. If I were satisfied that the innkeeper was

guilty, then what was the use of playing with fire?

No, you cannot argue with a woman. I soon gave

up the attempt.

As soon as 1 thought it was safe to do so we
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climbed out of the window. 1 had chosen the room

carefully because of an outhouse with a lean-to roof

that came to within two feet of the sill. It was an

easy matter to reach the ground by way of this roof.

I slid down first, very silently, and was ready to

receive Antoinette into my arms when she followed.

Five minutes after leaving the room we were seated

in the undergrowth beside my men.

It was about half an hour later that one of my
guides arrived. He had been stationed farther down

the Ajaccio road to watch for the arrival of the

police.

He reported that there were a couple of dozen of

them and that they had dismounted and, leaving

their horses, were proceeding as silently as possible

on foot towards the inn.

A few minutes later the police came into sight,

and while half their number surrounded the inn to

cut off my escape, the other half were admitted by

the innkeeper himself. We waited expectantly.

Suddenly there came a loud hammering on a door,

obviously that of the room where Antoinette Leca

and I were supposed to be, and the brigadier’s voice,

very dear in the stillness

:

“ Ouvrez! In the name of the Republic!
”

Then silence, followed by the splintering of wood-

work as the door was burst in.

I could picture the police as they entered the
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deserted room. They would have their guns drawn

and they would be treading delicately, like a cat on

a wet floor, expecting every minute a burst of firing

from the guns of the most feared man in Corsica.

But nothing came.

I would have given a lot to have seen their faces

when they found the room empty and to have heard

what the brigadier said to the innkeeper. That he

did not believe the man’s story I gathered from his

remarks as they left the inn. No doubt he con-

sidered that the whole thing was a plant on the

innkeeper’s part to extract money from the police,

for the traitor had demanded a portion of the reward

in advance.

How I longed to be able to turn our guns on the

police as they passed, a thoroughly disgruntled crew,

on their return journey to Ajaccio: we could have

shot them down hke rats; not one of them would

have lived to take the story back to Ajaccio. But

the innkeeper was my game, and I was afraid that

in the commotion that followed our opening fire on

the police he might escape. To my way of thinking,

the death of two dozen police would not compensate

me if the wretched traitor slipped through my
fingers.

Impatiently I waited until my guide returned with

the information that the police had mounted and set

off in the direction of Ajaccio at a sharp canter.
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Even then I gave them time to get well on their

way before interviewing my friend, the landlord.

I had made certain, however, by throwing a cordon

of my men about it, that he could not leave the

inn. I reckoned that he would realize that I had

been warned and was planning to make his get-

away before I returned to pay the debt I owed

him.

I heard afterwards that he had begged the police

to let him accompany them, but that they had been

so incensed at being tricked, and, believing that his

fear was only play-acting for their benefit, they had

refused his request. They even warned him that if

he did accompany them to Ajaccio it would be under

arrest on a charge of having obtained money from

the Prefect of Police under false pretences. It would

have been better for him if they had arrested him,

but probably he supposed that I would not remain

near the inn, knowing that the police were coming.

He thought that he would be able to make his escape

before I returned.

One of my men caught him as he crept out

through the back door, his money and his few

valuables in a bag.

I have never seen a man so overcome by terror as

he was. His teeth were rattling together and his

face twitching. Every now and then his arms, or

legs, or neck would give a violent jerk as though he
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were a marionette and the showman had clumsily

jerked the string.

He made a pitiable attempt at bluffing it out.

“ Well, Monsieur Spada, you had a narrow squeak.

It is fortunate that you took my warning and left so

quickly.”

” Your warning?
”

The man twisted his face into a terrified grin.

“ Why, yes. Didn’t you hear me knock at your

door and tell you that the police were coming?

I thought that was why you and Madame had

left.”

“ So you knocked at my door to warn me? ”

“ Mais certainement
”

“
It is strange that I didn’t hear you.”

“ It must have been after you had gone. Monsieur

Spada. But so long as you are safe that is all that

matters. Now if you will excuse me ”

I smiled at him. But I do not think he found my
smile reassuring. In the light of our lanterns I saw

his eyes rolling, like I have seen the eyes of a trapped

animal roll.

" C7n moment, mon ami. There is no hurry,

surely? I have seen little of you lately, and I have

a feeling that I shall see still less of you after to-

night. Now tell me, that is a fine tree you have over

there.”

His eyes followed the direction of my finger,
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“ Mais oui, Monsieur. An oaL It is very old.”

“ And that big limb, jutting out there, how high

from the ground do you think it is?
”

He considered.

“ Fifteen feet, perhaps. Monsieur Spada. But,

je vous prie, let me start on my way. I have a

sick sister in Bologna. I have promised to visit

her.”

“ Eh bien, I shall not keep you long now. I am
sure your sick sister would not wish to be disturbed

at four o’clock in the morning. Now, that branch

on the oak, will it, think you, hold the weight of a

man?”
The innkeeper looked at it again while I watched

the sweat breaking out on his forehead.

“ Peut-etre, Monsieur, but I should say not.

Now, forgave me if I go. My sister is very sick. I

should have visited her last evening but for your

arrival.”

"You think then it wouldn’t bear the weight of

a man, say as heavy as you?
”

I could see from his eyes that the miserable man
had about come to the end of his tether.

“ How could I say? ” he cried wildly. “ I do not

know what you mean.”

“It is just a matter of curiosity,” I explained.

“ Maintenant, shall we have a small bet upon it?

Dix francsf You say that bough will not hold the
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weight of a man—I say, yes. We shall tfy.

Antoine, bring a rope.”

The innkeeper threw himself on the ground, tear-

ing at his greasy black hair with tortured fingers.

“ Monsieur Spada, I swear that I had nothing to

do with the coming of the police. On my brother’s

grave, I swear it.”

“And who said you had?” I asked pleasantly.

“Ah, here is Antoine with the rope. Antoine,

throw the rope across that bough la. Alors, mon
ami, if that limb does not sustain your weight—^why,

I shall owe you ten francs. Venezl
”

Kicking and screaming, he was led to the oak,

underneath which some of the men had set a water

butt. His arms were tied and, with great difficulty,

he was lifted on to the butt and the rope adjusted.

A second rope had been tied to the barrel, the other

end of which was attached to Pietro’s saddle.

“ Etes-vous pret, Pietro? ” I called. “ Un—deux

—trois

The bough held. I had won my bet. But some-

how the innkeeper was not in a position to pay. To
even things up I decided to bum his inn, and this

we did, after having pinned a paper to the man’s coat

upon which was written a warning to all others that

a similar fate awaited them should they attempt to

make money out of my death or capture.

I would like to have stayed to watch the inn burnt
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to the ground, but I was afraid that the flames might

attract the police. Regretfully, I gave the order to

return to camp.

A strong wind had risen and was thrashing the

flames into a fury. As we entered the Maquis I

paused and turned back in my saddle.

The big oak was silhouetted against the burning

house, and as the wind tore up the valley a figure

danced and bobbed beneath the bare branches, its

feet a yard from the ground.
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xxm

There were no further attempts by any of the

peasants to gain the reward offered for my capture.

Possibly, the example I had made of the innkeeper

of Lopigna deterred any who might have felt that

way inclined. I prefer to think, however, that the

peasantry as a whole remained true to me. The

Lopigna innkeeper was not a Corsican: he was

French. That, of course, made a vast difference.

But there was one Corsican who joined Vazi and the

police in their attempts to capture me. This was

Giocundi.

I was not surprised when I heard from one of my
guides that Giocundi had returned to Corsica and

was planning to hunt me even as I had hunted him.

Neither did I blame him.

In a way he was more to be feared than Vazi.

True, he hadn’t Vazi’s quick brain and fearless spirit,

but he knew the Maquis as well as Vazi did and he

knew my habits and haunts better. Vazi, though

he had been brought up in and near the Maquis, had
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spent some years in Nice as a gendarme. Giocundi

had never left Corsica until my vendetta had

recently driven him out.

He had been a friend of Romanetti and later of

myself, though I would not call him a friend; rather

he had attached himself to my band.

To the police he would be invaluable, and this

knowledge must have given him great pleasure. It

could not have been pleasant for him to be hunted

as I had hunted him. Now that there was a chance

of having his revenge he must have been enormously

glad.

What he had done with Mimi I was unable to find

out. Probably he had brought her back with him

to Ajaccio. Now I was penned up in the mountains

there was little chance of my carrying out my
vendetta.

One of his first acts—and this must have given him

an unholy joy—was to bring about the arrest of

Antoinette Leca. He must have known how dear

she was to me.

They had nothing against her beyond her associa-

tion with me. Giocundi arranged the whole scheme.

He must have convinced the authorities that Antoin-

ette Leca knew of my movements and that she could

be made to talk : even, possibly, bribed to betray me.

He had discovered where I had hidden her, and

one night a posse of police, with Giocundi acting as
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guide, had arrived at her house and removed her to

Ajaccio.

Giocundi must have realized that Antoinette could

never be made to talk and contrived the arrest purely

with the idea of spiting me. But if the authorities

had imagined that they were going to get any in-

formation out of her, they were disappointed.

How I cursed myself that I had not foreseen her

arrest, and kept her in the mountains with me. It

was only with the idea of protecting her that I had

insisted on her return to civilization. Instead of

protecting her, I had landed her in prison.

Gradually, as the winter came on, the police closed

in upon the Ridge of Death. I still believed it in-

vulnerable so long as I was able to obtain supplies of

provisions and ammunition. That was my only

fear—^that we would be starved out. And bit by

bit I saw this coming about.

Either I had underestimated Giocundi or my
pursuit of him had put such terror into him that he

had become imbued with a new spirit. Before, he

had always been wily in a sly, sneaking fashion; now,

he appeared to have developed an intelligence I

would not have believed him to possess.

He knew my hiding-places. He knew the vantage-

points where my outposts were generally set. He
knew the various “ dumps ” where friendly peasants

left provisions and ammunition for us. And so it
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was made possible for the police to penetrate nearer

to my fort, and, in some instances, to surprise and

shoot down the outposts. Again and again we foimd

our caches rifled, so that we began to run short of

both food and ammunition. The lack of provisions

would not have mattered so greatly in the summer,

for then game would have been plentiful. But in

mid-winter, when many of the animals had been

forced down to the lowlands in search of food, and

the yield of our goat herd had fallen low, this lack

of supplies had a very demoralizing effect upon some

of my men.

And so it was that I found my band of followers

gradually shrinking. The newcomers, who had

served under Caviglioli and Bartoli, were the first to

go. Then the rout spread to my men, and in twos

and threes they disappeared, beginning with the less

faithful members.

In a way this eased the position, for there were

many less stomachs to fill. But that was the only

bright spot in a very black prospect. The lack of food

and the desertions of their comrades was undermin-

ing the morale of those who remained. Add to this

the bitter cold of a winter in the mountains, and the

constant strain under which they lived ; no wonder

some of them cracked up. Sickness was not an

enemy we ever took into consideration in the Maquis,

but last winter it took its toll of the Ridge of Death.
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It seemed that the gods had forsaken us entirely.

Above us the heavens frowned down with snow-

heavy clouds. About us was the bitter blight of

winter. Beneath us the police and the military, like

a great flock of vultures watching a dying man.

Then, one morning early, there came the dull

rattle of machine-gun fire, chattering over the

frozen snow.

I lay for a moment hstening. It was neareif than

any firing I had previously heard. Shpping on my
boots and cloak, I went out into the compound.

It was not yet dawn, but there was about the

mountain-side that cold, grey light that ushers in the

winter day.

A number of my men were grouped along the

stone breastworks talking in low voices. I joined

them.

Pietro looked up at my approach.

“They’re coming up fast,” he remarked. “An-

toine says that a couple of hundred soldiers were

moved up from Ajaccio in the night. I’ve put out

a cordon to try and hold them back. But a man
can’t fight on an empty stomach in this cold.”

“ They’re being pushed back?
”

“ If there are any of them left to push back,” said

Pietro.

Gradually they straggled in, our front line, many
wounded, all practically frozen.
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“ Who the hell can fight like this? ” growled one.
“ Madre di DiosI I would rather be in Ajaccio gaol.

I would at least be warm and have a little food in my
belly. Those soldiers, they were given hot soup

before they attacked. I could smell it from where

I lay. Why stay here to be shot down? I’m getting

out of it.”

There were growls of agreement from all about

him. I could see that the rout had set in. Men
were collecting their bundles together; talking in low

voices as to the best places to make for. The
garrison of the Ridge of Death was dispersing.

By threats and persuasion I might have got them

to remain. But what would have been the use?

The cold and the lack of food had beaten them,

besides which, our supplies of ammunition had fallen

so low that I was doubtful of our being able to with-

stand a heavy siege.

It was better to go before the morale of the men
was thoroughly broken. A strategic retreat is one

thing: a thorough rout is another.

Calling to the men, I suggested that it would be

best to evacuate the fort and take up a new position

in the mountain caves. I did not intend to leave

the fort for good: once we were thoroughly rested

we could retake it and drive the soldiers back into

the Maquis.

A number of the men agreed to my idea; others
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decided that they were going to try their luck farther

away from the ^dge of Death. I suppose they felt

that I was the jam that was attracting the military

wasps, and that it would be safer to put a few

hundred square miles in between themselves and the

centre of trouble.

Having decided to abandon the fort, the quicker

we carried out our retreat the better. Once it was

light we could not have made our escape into the

mountains.

And so it was, when the cold grey light of morning

had crept down the snow-clad slopes of Monte d’Oro

and entered the Maquis, that the mihtary took

possession of my fort on the Ridge of Death without

a shot being fired.

I deeply regretted the evacuation of my strong-

hold, for it was a further sign of my waning power.

But almost more than this I regretted having to leave

behind some of my most treasured possessions.

There was the letter that the Englishwoman had sent

me when she sailed. I hated leaving that, for I had
often read it and been reminded of her visit. Then,

too, there were many souvenirs of Mimi. I had

hated her for her betrayal of me, but that did not

prevent my having very pleasant memories of our

early days together.

Most of Antoinette Leca’s possessions had been

transferred to her house when she left the moimtains,
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but, even 80, there were still odd little reminders of

her that I had treasured.

I suppose it is the way of lovers all the world over;

they like to have some litde thing to remind them

of the girl they once loved—a handkerchief, a glove,

a dance programme, a slipper, a silk stocking. Even

though their love has long since grown cold, when

they turn over these relics they can whip up the thrill

of some of their old memories with the lash of senti-

ment. I suppose I must have had boxes full of these

souvenirs of the girls I had loved, and who had loved

me.

These were not my only “ relics.” In one corner

of my hut I had stacked the rifles I had taken from

my enemies, mostly belonging to gendarmes and

soldiers. On the walls I had hung their revolvers, a

kepi or two, and various other items of their

accoutrements.

I hated leaving my “ museum ” and its “ ex-

hibits but it would have been impossible to take

it with me.

Though I had been driven from my stronghold

and had been deserted by the majority of my band,

I did not for a moment consider myself beaten.

The police killed both Caviglioli and Bartoli, but

nobody should ever kill or capture me. Of this I

was perfecdy confident. The time would come

when the military and the police would tire of
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chasing shadows and the expedition would be

recalled. Then I intended to collect my men
together again, and my rule of the Maquis would

begin where I had left o£E, only strengthened by the

failure of the authorities to capture me. Mean-

while, I had to be content to be hunted like a muffro

about the mountains. I made several attempts to

dislodge the soldiers from the Ridge of Death, but,

with my depleted forces, I was unsuccessful.

Gradually the rest of my men drifted away till I

was left with no more than half a dozen. There

were Pietro and Antoine and Farozza, the Italian,

and three others. Even these were soon to be

separated from me.

Christmas came and went, and January slowly

dragged past. The cold was very intense, even for

me who had been used to it for so many years. I

suppose it was largely the lack of sufficient food,

proper housing and fires. I had spent ten winters

in the mountains and had felt no ill effects from

the cold, but then I had the shelter of my hut with

its stone walls a couple of feet thick, and had never

been without a fire in the really cold weather. Now
it was rarely safe to light a fire for fear of giving our

position away to the soldiers. An inadequate supply

of food was another difficulty and our store of

ammunition was getting dangerously low. Natur-

ally there was no means of weighing oneself in the
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mountains, but 1 am certain that it is no exag*

geration when I say that I lost at least thirty

poimds in weight during the early months of the

year.

Then, one day in early February, when the winter

seemed to be relenting of its attempts to freeze us

to death and the heat of a very welcome sun was

penetrating to our bones, I decided upon an expedi-

tion into the Maquis in search of game.

We were skirting the edge of a thickly wooded

ravine, down the centre of which roared one of the

many mountain streams in spate with snow water.

Pietro and I were together, having separated from

the others. Suddenly, from a patch of shrub about

fifty yards to our right there came the crackle of rifle

fire.

Pietro doubled up and rolled down the bank into

the ravine. I followed his example, though I had

not been hit. He landed on a ledge about twenty

feet above the stream.

The ravine, like many others in the mountains,

was honeycombed with caves. There was one not

many yards from where Pietro had fallen. Seizing

him under the armpits, I backed into it, dragging

him with me. A moment later I heard the rattle of

loose stones as the men who had shot at us descended

the side of the ravine.

Having propped Pietro up against a boulder near
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the back of the cave, I crept forward and chose a

spot from which I could cover the cave’s mouth.

Almost immediately the head of an unwary

gendarme appeared around the comer, and, firing

quickly, I had the pleasure of seeing him stagger

back and, after windmilling with his arms for a

moment, pitch over into the stream.

For a while the gendarmes kept firing at the cave

mouth from a distance. There was no hope of get-

ting a direct shot at me without exposing themselves,

but there was a chance that one of their shots,

ricocheting on the stone sides of the cave, might find

me. Finally they grew tired of this.

I had crawled back to where Pietro lay, and, while

still keeping an eye on the cave mouth, made an

examination of his wound.

The bullet had got him in the stomach and he was

bleeding pretty freely. Tearing up his shirt, I bound

him up as well as I could.

He was in great pain and almost unconscious.

“ How’s that? ” I asked him, when I had finished

my rough doctoring. “ Anything you want?
”

He seemed to rouse himself up a little.

“Drink? ’’ he said.

For some time I had been unconsciously listening

to the tinkle of water in the far comer of the cave.

Removing my hat, I groped my way towards the

sound.
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Thfire was a small pool of very cold water that had

percolated through from the hillside and was drip-

ping, a drop at a time, from the roof.

Filling my hat from the pool, I returned to Pietro.

For a moment, as I stooped to collect the water,

my eyes had been off the entrance to the cave; in

that moment one of the gendarmes had crept

forward and was standing, his rifle raised ready to

shoot, but uncertain of his aim on account of the

darkness within the cave.

1 dropped my hatful of water and, snatching out

a gun, shot from my hip.

The gendarme gave a kind of choking cough, and

subsided where he lay.

I did not know whether he was killed or only badly

wotmded, and I did not intend to find out. Any-

way, I kept my gun in my hand as I returned to the

pool for more water, for I expected that the gen-

darme’s comrades would probably attempt to remove

him from where he lay, in case he were still

alive.

The water revived Pietro. He even tried to laugh.

“We seem nicely corked up here,” he remarked.
“ What are you expecting to do?

”

“ Stay here till they get tired of waiting, and you

are fit enough to move.”

He coughed with a funny gasping sound.

“ You will have to wait a long time then, mon ami,
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for Fm not going to get over this. They've got me
this time.”

I tried to convince him that he was going to

recover, but I made a poor job of it, for I knew as

well as he did that he was through.

“ Wait till it’s dark,” he whispered, “ then slip past

them. If you roll a couple of stones down to draw

their fire you could make it.”

“ And leave you?
”

“ Pourquoi non? I shall never leave this cave.

Why should you die watching over a dead man? ”

It was growing dusk outside. I could barely see

the figure of the fallen gendarme. He had not

moved.

Of a sudden the head and shoulders of a man
appeared above the body in the cave mouth. One

of the gendarmes had risked coming to the help of

his friend. A moment later there were two bodies,

instead of one, lying amongst the boulders. The

rest of the gendarmes set up a howl of rage. I

have no doubt but that they would have lynched

me if only they could have got me out into the

open.

Slowly the grey mouth of the cave deepened into

blackness. Behind me I could hear the harsh, un-

even breathing of Pietro. An owl was hooting down
the ravine, a weird, echoing cry. The stream roared

and rattled over the stones.
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There came Pietro’s voice, very small in the sound-

filled night:

“
. , . Ami . . . sacrS bleu! . . . the pain . .

I crawled back to where he lay.

“ Is there anything you want? ” I asked.

I could feel his hand groping up my arm.

“Mat's out. Have you a plug of tobacco?
’’

I cut him a piece and found his hand.
“ Have you got it?

’’

“5t, Siore."

I returned to my guard over the entrance. From
behind me I could hear the faint sound of Pietro

chewing his plug.

At last he gave a deep sigh.

“All right, Pietro?”
“ Si, si. 1 think I will sleep a little.”

There are perhaps a dozen memories that are

stamped upon my mind more deeply than any, so

that when I close my eyes at night, they float up

before me like the mist from the hollows on a frosty

night. One is Mimi, glaring into my eyes while a

beam of light strikes upon my stiletto as it lies

between us; another is the scent of that purple

climbing plant that brings back the memory of

Marita; and yet another is that night in the cave

with the roar of the stream below and, close behind

me, the quick, uneasy breathing of Pietro.

Presendy only the sound of the stream filled the
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night with its restless voice, and I did not need to

place my hand beneath Pietro’s coat to learn I had

lost a very true friend.

I was now free to make my escape from the cave.

That it would be best to make the attempt at once

I was certain. Before long it would be lighter, and

once the darkest part of the night was gone I would

have to remain where I was until the following night.

I had no desire to spend a day there. If the gen-

darmes had the sense to think of it, a few grenades

would soon get me out of the cave or bury me
beneath a fall of rock.

Pietro had suggested rolling some stones down the

bank to mislead the gendarmes. The idea seemed

as good as any. I crept to the mouth of the cave

and, choosing a couple of boulders of the size I

wanted, I set them rolling to the left. At once a

volley of shots rang out.

As quick as any muffro I darted out and leapt up

the side of the ravine to the right. My life in the

mountains had made me as quick-footed as a wild

sheep, but, even so, I slipped in the darkness and

rolled down the slope.

Luckily, I was only bruised when I came to rest

almost at the edge of the stream. Above me I could

hear the gendarmes moving about and cursing

lustily.

Very probably my fall had saved roc. The
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gendarmes seemed entirely to have lost track of

me, and I was now so close to the stream that the

sound of the water drowned any noise I made.

I kept close to the stream for about half a mile;

then, certain that I had shaken off the hunt, I cut up

through the trees and, by the time the first grey light

of morning was filtering through the heavy snow

clouds, I crept into one of my hiding-places on the

mountain.
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XXIV

Throughout the rest of February and March I was

entirely alone.

My band had become split up and was spread over

the island in twos and threes, as had been the old

way of the bandits before the big leaders, such as

Romanetti, Caviglioli, Bartoh and myself, had col-

lected large numbers of them under one leadership.

Many had been killed and others had been captured.

For myself, I had no fear of being caught. The
peasantry was still upon my side. So long as I was

free in the Maquis I could count upon food and

ammunition and even, at times, shelter.

It was my boast that with all their aircraft,

machine-guns, armoured cars and tanks, the military

would never run me to earth. And it was not a vain

boast, for during those months they realized that

they could never bring about my arrest or death.

It was only by taking advantage of my one weakness

that they finally got me behind bars.

During those early months of the year I was never
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without a friend, and as often as not it was a woman
who helped me.

For some time the longing had been growing in

me to see my parents again. In the days before

the expedition against the banditti had landed in

Corsica I had visited them often; but for the previous

eighteen months I had seen but little of them.

Some years before they had moved from Lopigna,

where I had spent my boyhood, to Coggia, the village

in which Romanetti’s wife had lived. At Coggia

they had bought a small farm some little way out

of the village itself. It was a fairly safe place to

visit, for the house stood in its own fields well away

from other dwellings, and my arrival would not be

likely to be noticed.

As the winter receded and spring drew on, this

“ homesickness ” for a home in which I had never

lived grew more intense. Finally, it became so

strong that I decided to risk capture and spend

Easter with my parents. My resolve was strength-

ened by the news that the commander of the ex-

pedition had sent in a report to Paris that it was

impossible to take me.

April came, and finally on the night of April 12th

I crept out of the Maquis and across the fields to my
parents' house.

They were asleep when I arrived, but I easily

found a way into the house and awakened them.
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They were just as pleased as ever to see me. I

have often been asked whether my being a bandit

made any difference to my parents’ feelings for me.

I can definitely say that it ^d not. Though I was

an outcast from civilization, one who was banned by

the law—^for that word “ banned ” is, I believe, the

derivation of the term “ bandit ”—I was always

welcomed at my parents’ house. Even, I think,

they were a little proud of the power their son

wielded in the island.

A Northerner, so I believe, looks upon any man
who is against the law as being a criminal. That is

not the Corsican’s point of view. I suppose it is the

outcome of our age-old system of the vendetta. A
man who fails to avenge his honour is despised by

our nation. But if he does avenge an injury done to

him or his, and in doing so kills a man, he is outside

the law. He has received the Sonetto, that is, he

has been outlawed. His fellow Corsicans do not

consider him a criminal. He has killed in defence

of his honour. He would stand far lower in their

estimation if he had failed to kill. It is the vendetta,

that institution that France would stamp out if she

could.

So it was that, though a couple of peaceable

Americans might feel bitterly ashamed of having a

notorious gangster as a son, my parents felt no shame

in owning the “ King of the Maquis ” as their son.
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Soon after the commander of the expedition

against the banditti had sent in his report that it

was impossible to take me, a remarkably handsome

girl presented herself at the Prefecture de Police in

Marseilles and asked to speak privately with the

Prefect.

Naturally, I knew nothing of this at the time. It

was from what I was told later, partly by the girl

herself, and partly by a journalist when I was in

prison, that I have been able to piece together the

events that led up to my arrest.

This girl was Antoinette Ricci, daughter of the

mail-driver whom I had shot near Lopigna when the

mails contract had been taken from me.

Antoinette was only about seventeen at the time

of her father’s death, but she had sworn that when
the time came she would be avenged upon me.

She had followed the reports of the expedition and

had realized, as soon as anybody, that I would never

be taken by force. Then she saw her chance. She

knew that my one great weakness was a beautiful

woman : she knew that she had grown into a beauti-

ful woman. How simple, then, to try her wiles on

me and, once I was well and truly
“
hooked,” deliver

nae up to the authorities.

That was the plan she set before the Prefect of

Police in Marseilles.

The reward, she told him, was nothing to her. It
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was revenge she wanted for the killing of her

father.

The Prefect must have thought well of the idea,

for he sent to Ajaccio for the Surete detectives who

had been attached to the expedition. On their

arrival in Marseilles the scheme was thoroughly

gone into and finally accepted. Antoinette Ricci

was sent to Ajaccio under the escort of a couple of

detectives. Using an assumed name she took rooms

in one of the hotels and started planning how to get

into touch with me.

For a man this would probably have been im-

possible : for a pretty woman most things are

possible. Within a week Antoinette Ricci had be-

come friendly with one of my spies and had

persuaded him to try and arrange a meeting between

her and me.

I don’t blame my spy. It was with no idea that

he was helping in my betrayal that he brought

Antoinette Ricci’s message to me. He was as much
deceived by her as I was later.

It was just after Easter and I was still at my
father’s farm when Paoli came in search of me.

" Madre di Dios!
” he exclaimed. “ Such a one,

Andr^ ! Such a beauty you have never seen.”

“ Well,” I asked, “ what of it?
”

Paoli griimed at me.
“ You are a lucky one, Andr6. This beauty, she
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has fallen for you. She is not the first either, fiem?

She wishes to meet the great Andrd Spada of whom
she has heard so much. Voyez! Here is her

photograph.”

I took it from him. The girl was certainly beauti-

ful, with her big dark eyes and full figure.

“ She is as nice as that? ” I asked.

Paoli kissed a hand in the direction of Ajaccio and

rolled his eyes expressively.

"Par bleu! A thousand times prettier. In this

picture you cannot see how her eyes sparkle, and how
red her lips are.”

“ And the girl’s name? ”

“ Germaine Ducrois. And you will agree to see

her, n*est<e-que pas} ”

I looked at the photograph again. Germaine was

really lovely—^just the type of girl I admire. And it

is rather flattering, too, to have a request such as

this from one so good-looking as Germaine Ducrois.

“You do not think that it is a trap? ” I asked

Paoli.

" Mais non. She is French, it is true. But she

knows few people in Ajaccio and none of the police

or military.”

“ Very well,” I agreed. “ I will meet Mile.

Ducrois, but we must take precautions in case it is

a trick of the police, as I do not know the girl.”

Though my band had been temporarily broken
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up, with the slackening of the military’s attempts to

capture me some of my men had returned and I still

had a number of spies, such as Paoli, who, though

not outlaws themselves, were as much to be trusted

as my own men.

I agreed with Paoli upon a meeting-place and

arranged to have the spot watched for some while

before we were due there. “ Germaine ” was not to

be told of the position of our rendezvous. She was

to meet Paoli in Ajaccio and accompany him. As

a further safeguard I instructed a number of my
spies to watch Paoli and the girl to make certain

that she was not being followed at a distance by the

police. As a final precaution I arrived nearly an

hour late.

Antoinette—for I cannot think of her as Germaine,

though that was the name I knew her as—was just

as charming as Paoli had described her, and we spent

a very pleasant evening together. She wanted to

know about my life in the Maquis, and listened very

attentively to my stories. I even told her of how I

had shot Ricci, her father; but she had herself tmder

such perfect control that she showed no more interest

in this event than in any of the others I recounted.

That was the first of many meetings. No doubt

Antoinette reahzed that I was a careful bird and had
decided to get me well into her net before closing

it.
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I still took precautions, but, as I grew to know and

trust Antoinette, I was not so careful. Most of our

meetings took place about my father’s farm, in a hut

or a stable; but I rang the changes carefully. One
night it would be the hut, another the Maquis, even,

once, 1 took her to dance at the caf6 of a man who
was in my pay. Antoinette would never know

where we were to meet the following night. Every

time I went through the same precautions, drawing

a cordon around our meeting-place to prevent an

ambush, and detailing a secret escort to follow

Antoinette and Paoli.

At last, upon the first day of May, I made the

mistake that led to my capture and imprisonment.

Antoinette and I had met in a hut on the farm.

Perhaps it was the spring in my blood, or perhaps the

girl’s love-making was not altogether a sham as it

had at first been. Whatever the reason, Antoinette

Ricci seemed more beautiful and desirable than ever

before.

As we were parting I asked;
“ And to-morrow night, Mignonnef ”

“Ah oui, Andr6, of course.”

I released her gendy from my arms.

" Alors, a demain—in this hut, cherief ”

She nodded, looking up at me with her dark

eyes.

“ Mais oui, in this hut at eight o’clock.”
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Dreaming o£ our next meeting, I watched her go.

If only I had known that at last she had gained what

she wanted—a definite meeting-place. She went

straight back to her hotel, and later, dressed as a

chambermaid, she slipped out at the back of the

building and told the Prefect of Police that he

could make his arrangements—that by the follow-

ing evening Andr^ Spada would either be dead or

in gaol.

It shows how completely I had come under her

spell that I did not trouble to take my usual pre-

cautions, with the result that the police were able to

throw a cordon round the hut in readiness for my
arrival. Machine-guns were brought up and placed

w'here they could command the various tracks to the

hut; one, even, was trained on the door. So the

stage was set for my entry, and Antoinette Ricci,

my betrayer, was waiting for me in the hut to see

the fulfilment of her revenge.

Then a strange thing happened. Or perhaps it

was not so strange when one remembers the power

I always had over women’s hearts.

As Antoinette Ricci waited for my death or, almost

worse, the final degradation of my arrest, she sud-

denly realized that she did not want me to be killed

or arrested. She wanted me to hve and to be free,

and for her to be with me.

She had begun by playing at love so that she might
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betray me, and now, when it was too late, she realized

that what she had been play-acting had become a

real and terrible fact—^that, now it was too late, she

loved me.

There was one comparatively safe route from the

Maquis to the hut where Antoinette was waiting.

She guessed that I would come this way. During

the last two weeks we had often gone along it, so

that she knew it well.

Darting out into the open Antoinette made for the

Maquis. The police, taken by surprise, let her go.

No doubt they did not realize that she had under-

gone a sudden change of heart. They had been told

that she was to be given a free hand in her arrange-

ments for my capture; but they must have been very

puzzled by her sudden change of tactics.

Coming down the mountain path that led towards

the hut through the dense growth of the Maquis I

saw her coming. Her hair was tumbled about her

shoulders and her blouse had been tom by the thorns

as she thrust her way through the undergrowth.

Tears streamed down her cheeks and her mouth

was distorted by fear.

“ Andr6 1
” she was crying. “ Andr^ 1 The police 1

Oh, where are you, Andr6? Madre di Dios! Can’t

you hear me, Andr^? The police!
”

I answered her, and a moment later she was sob-

bing in my arms.
s»
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“ What is it, ma petite?
”

I asked.

“The police! They have the hut surrounded.

Quick! Back to the mountains—^take me with

you
”

But we were too late. One of the gendarmes had

followed Antoinette to find out what she was doing.

He now stood some little way down the path, a look

of triumph on his face, as he carefully sighted his

rifle upon me.

With a wild scream Antoinette threw herself

forward in between me and the gendarme. At that

moment he fired.

Antoinette put her hand to her side with a puzzled

look on her face.

It was the last shot that gendarme ever fired. My
revolver barked twice and he fell in a twisted heap

at the side of the track.

Fortunately, he was the only one to have followed

the girl, but I knew that our shots would soon bring

a swarm of his fellows yapping after us.

Antoinette had sunk to her knees and was dabbing

in a dazed sort of way at her side with a handker-

chief that was rapidly becoming dyed crimson.

There was no time to examine her wound. At

any moment the police would appear. I could

already hear them below in the Maquis calling for

their dead comrade. Antoinette was a big girl, but

I was still strong in spite of the lean winter I had had.
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I lifted her in my arms and set off for one of my
hiding-places in the mountains. At this Antoinette

roused herself.

“ Put me down, Andr^,” she begged. “ Alone

you can escape easily. Sure as death they will catch

you if you try to carry me with you.”

1 refused.

“ Do you think I would leave you when you have

saved my life?
”

Then Antoinette began to cry in a hopeless way.

“ You don’t imderstand,” she said. “ I’m not

Germaine Ducrois—I’m Antoinette Ricci. It was

my father, Giovanni Ricci, you shot. I sold you to

the police out of revenge.”

I nearly dropped her in my surprise.

“Antoinette Ricci? I remember you as a little

girl. How you have altered!
”

I set her down to listen for sounds of the pursuit.

I had cut away from the main track, but expecting

this, the police were working out in fan formation,

I could hear them shouting to one another.
“
But if you wanted the police to get me, what-

ever made you come out and warn me? ” I de-

manded, thoroughly bewildered.

She did not answer for a moment, then she said,

so quietly that I could scarcely hear her, “ I found

out that I loved you.”

While we had been talking I was making a quick
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examination of her wounds. There were two and

they were worse than I expected.

“ Chirie,” I said, “ if I take you to the mountains

with me you will get very poor nursing.”

“ Then leave me here,” she answered quickly. “ I

shall be all right. The police will see to that. Yes,

I shall have better care if I stay. Now go, Andrd.”

And so I went, leaving her lying there. I could

already hear the nearest police tramping through the

bush not fifty yards from where we lay. If Antoin-

ette had felt that we could have got safely away to

the mountains together, no promise of better nursing

would have made her stay behind. I realize now
that it was only her fear lest, trying to take her with

me, I would be overtaken and killed by the police.

Poor Antoinette Ricci I She had paid a very

heavy price for her attempted revenge and I bore

her no ill-will; rather I remembered the way she

had thrown herself in between me and the young

gendarme as he was about to fire upon me.

Wherever I went during those days the memory
of Antoinette’s sacrifice haunted me. And I could

get no definite news of her. Some said that she had

been removed to a hospital in Ajaccio, others that

she was still in Coggia; yet another told me that she

was at my parents’ home being cared for by my
mother. Some even said that she was dead.

The uncertainty worried me terribly. I did not
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blame her for wishing to bring about my death in

return for the death of her father. I admired her

for it. She was only living up to the law of the

vendetta that demands a life for a life. If she were

deserving of any blame it was because she had

weakened at the last moment. But can you blame

a woman for falling in love with you?

I have seen death too often in our troubled island

to think much of it. But the thought of Antoinette

lying dead for my sake affected me very deeply. I

couldn't rest, for I could see her in my dreams. It

was the first time that death had troubled me.

When my comrades were killed I had naturally

been sorry. But we spent our lives in such an

atmosphere that death, when it came, meant little.

For a while there was a gap : soon it was filled and

one forgot. And when you killed a man it meant

even less. It possibly seems a strange outlook on

life to a Northerner, but killing a man meant very

litde more than killing an animal. Less even. I

have grieved over the loss of a favourite mare; I have

never felt moved to shed tears over the death of a

gendarme.

But Antoinette Ricci’s death, if she were dead,

seemed different. I cannot explain it. It just did.

It moved me more than anything that had ever

happened. It made me careless of what might

happen to me. If only I could know for certain, I
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would tell myself, 1 would be satisfied; but from

nobody could I obtain any definite news of what had

happened to her.

It was in this frame of mind that, some time later,

I went down to my father’s house near Coggia. I

had heard several rumours that Antoinette had last

been seen there. Possibly they were true. In any

event my parents might know something of what

had happened to her.

Since the last attempt at my capture I had lost

touch with my spies or, no doubt, I could have

obtained definite news from them. Possibly they

had become frightened and were keeping out of my
way in case they got into trouble with the police. I

had been relying since then on odd scraps of in-

formation from the peasants who were still friendly.

But the information one got from them was not

always reliable, it lacked the authentic touch of my
own paid spies.

My parents welcomed me as warmly as ever and

begged me to have a meal. 1 was only too pleased

to accept, for other than what I had been able to

obtain in the more remote districts—and they were

so poor that they had barely enough for themselves

— had scarcely eaten since the night Antoinette

Ricci had been shot.

As soon as my parents’ welcome was over 1 adted

after Antoinette, and was deeply grieved to learn
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that she had died a couple of days after receiving

the bullets meant for me.

We had scarcely begun our meal when there came

a loud explosion just outside the house.

I leaped to my feet and seized my rifle, but my
mother laid her hand on my arm.

“Let your father go to the door,” she begged.

“They will not harm him.”

We waited tensely whilst his heavy steps crossed

the hall. Then we heard the rattle of the bolts as

he opened the door and called out:

“Who’s there?”
“ The police, M. Gavini,” came the reply. “ We

know your son is in the house. Tell him to strip and

come out into the open with his hands above his

head.”

My father came back into the room.

“You heard? ” he asked.

I nodded.
“ Then what are we going to do?

”

I had already made up my mind. If it had been

any other house 1 would have fought it out, though

I knew that I had no chance. But, at the first sign

of resistance, the house would be fired and my parents

burnt alive.

“1 shall surrender,” 1 said, and going into the

passage began to remove my clothes. They had once

been so fine, those garments, my velvet coat and
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breeches, my silk shirt, my coloured waistcoat, my
tie. Now they were torn, dirty and blood-stained.

One by one I laid them aside until I stood, in the

darkness of that narrow hall, just as nature had made

me. Only I held my stiletto in my hand.

I had a vague idea of leaping out and making a

last stand. But somehow the spirit seemed to have

gone out of me.

Antoinette Ricci may have relented in her attempt

to betray : but in death she had succeeded. It was

in search of news of her that I had come to this

house when my usual caution warned me against it.

And it was this new, odd sensation of fatahty that

had come with her death that now made me throw

my stiletto aside and, with my hands raised above

my head, step out to meet the police.

And so the last of the bandit chiefs of Corsica gave

up his liberty.

A couple of agents de police leapt forward and

chcked the handcuffs about my wrists, and with a

coat thrown over my shoulders, I was hustled

into a police car and conveyed to the barracks at

Vico.

Later I was removed to Ajaccio gaol, where I still

am. On my way to the gaol I was submitted to the

indignity of being led through the streets instead of

being driven in the police car. I suppose the author-

ities were so overjoyed at finally arresting me after
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80 many bitter failures, that they wished to parade

their success before the town.

The whole population, I should think, had turned

out to watch the spectacle. They lined the streets,

some hissing and booing, others silent. They were

the townsfolk and had less sympathy with me than

the peasantry who had known my help and protec-

tion for eleven years.

Since my arrest I had eaten practically nothing,

and I felt weak and ill from the lack of food and the

reaction after my surrender. As I was dragged along

the cobbled streets I could scarcely stand. Several

times I staggered; more than once I fell to my knees,

only to be jerked to my feet again by my guards.

The men who lined the streets laughed.

“ See !
” they cried. “ The brave Spada prays I

”

Others called out that I had gone mad, that the

great Andr6 Spada was a lunatic.

I cannot forget the torture of that procession

through the streets of Ajaccio. It haunts me at

nights. The jeering, grinning faces; the cries of

derision; the abusive and cruel remarks.

But I shall remember, too, the voice of a woman
in the crowd and the look of scorn she turned on

the grinning apes of men about her.

“ Once,” she said, “ there were men in Corsica

who were men.”

After that I cared little for the jeers and taunts.
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I saw only the tears in the eyes of the women I passed

and I felt the compassion that was in their hearts.

On June 8th I was brought up for trial on the

charge of illegally carrying firearms.

In their attempt to crush the vendetta, the pos-

session of firearms, otherwise than double-barrelled

shotguns, is an offence. I was found guilty and

sentenced to two years’ imprisonment and a fine of

a thousand francs.

That was nothing, of course, but an excuse for

holding me until the authorities have time to formu-

late their real charges against me.

I understand that the trial is to be in November,

and there is talk of it being held, not in my native

Corsica, but in France, probably Marseilles, where

the authorities will have less to fear from the friends

of the King of the Maquis.

And as I sit day after day in my cell in Ajaccio

prison, knowing that the guillotine is hungering for

my neck, I live again, in my memory, the days of

my freedom. And it is the women I remember

more than the men.

My thoughts turn but little to the many fights I

have had with the police and rival bandits; rather

I remember the loves that I have known.

I close my eyes and I can see a big orange moon
shining through that creeper near Barcelona; I can

see Mimi’s eyes flashing tempestuously into mine;
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I can feel the warm blood from Antoinette Ricci’s

wounds on my hands; I can hear the soft voice of

Antoinette Leca and see her tears when her child

died.

If only he had lived. There would have been an

heir to the “ Kingdom of the Green Palace.”






